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Overview 
SATR Generation 3 (SATR3) is a live gaming simulation system owned and developed by Pathfinder Event Pty 
Ltd that builds on the existing patented SATR laser tag system. This system is licensed to Battlefield Sports.  

Battlefield Sports launched the several versions digital technology of SATR: 

 SATR1 launched in 2009  
 SATR2 launched in 2014 
 SATR3 launched in 2017 

In previous generations of this Laser Tag System, the system supported 3 themes:  

1. Battlefield LIVE  
2. Battlefield Tag  
3. Battlefield UNDEAD  

In this latest release Battlefield Sports has broadened the themes into 12 genres. With all the old favorites still 
included SATR3 introduces built-in support for fantasy & sci-fi games plus tank & direct fire artillery set-ups.   

SATR3 represents the next generation in live gaming incorporating a sophisticated and in-depth multiple 
genre gaming system to facilitate live action role-playing. The genres are: 

1. Battlefield LIVE (equivalent of SATR2 Battlefield LIVE) i.e. battle games using modern direct fire small 
arms and machine guns with in-game perks; the system supports small arms from the Musket to 
modern day guns made famous from video games like Call of Duty 

2. Battlefield Tag (family friendly genre, equivalent of SATR2 Battlefield TAG) 
3. Fantasy (Ancient to Medieval weapons plus spells) 
4. Battlefield UNDEAD (horror genre, equivalent of SATR2 Battlefield UNDEAD plus 

Melee weapons and monsters)  
5. Science Fiction (futuristic weapons & devices)  
6. WW2 AFV (for World War Two tank battles) 
7. Modern AFV (for modern tank battles)  
8. Modern Ordnance (for modern artillery) 
9. WW2 Ordnance (for artillery) 
10. All (access to every single emulation and function. Comes with a user warning!!) 
11. American Civil War (for Civil War re-enactments) 
12. Milspec (for military training)  

Authenticity 
Battlefield Sports provides the ultimate in combat entertainment for you, but to get all the benefits you 
expect from Battlefield Sports gaming guns, you need to make sure it’s the authentic Battlefield Sports 
brand laser tag equipment you’re buying. For more info about authenticity see: 
http://www.battlefieldsports.com/authenticity  

Backward Compatibility 
SATR3 is not backwardly compatible with 
previous versions of the SATR1 or SATR2 
system or classic system from Battlefield 
Sports.  

The infrared and radio communications 
protocols have all been changed to 
accommodate expanded functionality. 
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How does it work?  
SATR3 supports 285 different weapons, spells and healing devices; collectively these are known as 
emulations. The terms emulation and weapon can be used interchangeably. 

At the most basic level (i.e. hitting your target) you choose a gaming gun (or battlefield prop), aim at 
another the opposition’s infrared sensor and pull the trigger. The SATR3.0 the system’s now supports fixed 
and variable damage. The optional variable damage is the default in fantasy genre. Once the opponent is 
reduced to 0 hit points, they “die”.  Depending on the mission, gamers can return to their base (where a 
medic box is located) for a respawn. Players can be respawned by medic boxes or healed by other gamers 
with an emulation such as “First aid”.  

Each time a gamer hits another player, the 
attacking gamer receives confirmation of the 
hit: 

 by flashing of the red-dot inside the 
scope  

 by Sound Effects played on the 
attacker’s gaming gun 

 by the flashing of the opponent’s head 
sensor light 

SATR3 can be installed on a range of gaming 
equipment and props however typically they 
are some sort of “gun” and therefore in this 
document the term “Gaming Gun” is used to 
distinguish them from real firearms. 

For all genres except for Battlefield Tag (Laser 
Tag) players can be assigned multiple 
emulations on one gaming gun. In Battlefield Tag players only get one emulation.  

New SATR3 is the concept of Slots. Gamers can only use one emulation at a time but can switch between 
them in-game. For example, a gamer role-play as the Team Medic, the medic will have a primary weapon 
in Slot 1 such as a P90 and then in Slot 2, the medic will have an emulation such as “first aid”. The first aid 
emulation allows the medic can give health points back to the other players. Switching between slot 1 and 
slot 2 takes one second per swap via holding down the mode (black) button. In SATR3 there is up to 8 slots 
(this is useful for spell casters).  

To make a simulation manageable, a device is set to a Genre. A Genre limits the options available so that 
only options that make sense to that Genre can be found on the menus. Most operations will stick with a 
single genre that suits their business needs. The device remembers what the device was set to last time: so 
you can set & forget.  The simplest genre setting is “Battlefield Tag”.  

For basic games SATR3 is easy to learn, just select the Genre, choose to reset back to factory defaults (for 
that genre) and you are ready to play. Of course, to really utilize the in-depth features and options the user 
will require some study and practice. 

Just as in previous SATR generations, eight simultaneous battles can run in close proximity of each other 
without cross fire and can run on their own game times. 

Master Controller 
A game is controlled by the organizer using a master controller. A master controller has numerous features 
for setting, monitoring and controlling the game and other devices. The most commonly used feature is the 
game start by radio along with a game timer so that each game runs for a specified period before 
automatically ending. 
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Battle Boxes  
Many types of “boxes” are available to support a broad range of missions and gaming options. The most 
common box is the medic box; this box brings dead players back to life i.e. it respawns them. The perk box 
grants players an in-game perk. Other boxes support different scenarios such as the domination box, rush 
box, flag box (for electronic capture the flag), bomb site, and the mission box.  New to SATR3 is the heist 
mission which is supported by two new device roles: Vault and Money drop.  
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SATR3 Quick Start – For the “Battlefield LIVE” Genre 
Quick Start (UNLOCKED mode) 
To switch the gaming gun on, turn the key ¼ clockwise without holding down any buttons.  

Assuming the gaming guns is not in “Locked1” mode. You will see the 
copyright notice and a welcome screen.  

Welcome Screen 
Line 1, the top left shows the unit’s Alias. If no alias has been set then you will 
see “NO ALIAS”. The top right hand corner shows the current difficulty level. In 
this example it shows: “Stnd” which is short for Standard.  SATR3 has 4 
difficulty levels: easy, standard, hard & legendary.    

Line 2 has the Genre, in this case it is “BF LIVE” (for Battlefield LIVE). You can select from 12 genres. Battlefield 
LIVE is the factory default.  

Line 3 has the current language setting & the battery’s current voltage. “Female” means US accent English 
Female. This example shows 7.8volts (the Li-ion battery for the Blaster & SATRAIR have 7.4volts). 

Line 4 shows the current emulation, i.e. FN P90. Select from 285 Emulations. Each has its own sound effects & 
settings. The screen will then scroll to the software version, followed by any armour setting, then the way the 
system determines damage, for example “Fixed”. There are 4 types of damage settings: Fixed, Even, Bell & 
Basic.  

Press the Trigger & you’ll hear SFX “Mission Start”.  

Ready Screen 
After a short count-down, you’ll see the “Ready” Screen. 
The image shows the Battlefield LIVE genre’s default 
emulation “P90”.  

 Line 1 shows your hit points. In this case it’s 25 of a 
possible 25.  Next is ammunition – 50/50 means this 
unit has 50 bullets out of a possible 50.  

 Line 2 shows the current emulation i.e. FN P90 & armor, 
if any. Next is R for Reloads i.e. 4 out of 4. Then the display scrolls to “Med P4” (medium range/4 points 
piercing damage).  

 Line 3 lists the gamer’s in-game stats on the left: H = hits, K = kills, S = respawns. Then on the right, 
important settings: 1X = Battle Group 1 & Team X (no team). 

 Line 4 contains the status bar. In this case the status is “Ready”. The line also lists the rate of fire: in this 
case, “FA” meaning fully automatic fire. 

You can set up to 7 teams or have friendly-fire on (no teams) across 8 separate battle groups. Most 
operators use Battle 1 and have two teams: Team A (Alpha) versus Team B (Bravo). 

The red (left) button is for reloading & the black (right) button is for changing from full-auto to semi-auto 
(Some emulations have different firing modes; please refer to section Modes of Fire under SATR3 Game Play).  

  

                                                      
1 From a master controller or through the uncommon menus a SATR3 device can be set to “Locked.”  A 
locked device boots upon key-turn straight to the live game state by-passing all the configuration menu 
options. 
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Playing the Game 
 Take the key out to play. 
 Attach 2 head sensor domes to a headband using a clip & elastic. The headband goes over a head 

wrap or hat. The headband color (or the type of hat) indicates which team a player is on (as does 
the light effects: red vs blue). There is also a sensor on the barrel of the gaming gun.  

 Each time a player makes a successful hit on an opponent the attacker is provided feedback via 
SFX. Which sound effect is played varies depending on the language setting.  Depending on the 
language setting, when the target is hit and still has more than half 
their hit points, then the attacker’s gaming gun will say “Hit”. If a 
target is reduced to below half hit points it will say “Wound”. A hit 
that causes the target to “die” will produce the sound effect “Kill”.  
If the target is already dead when hit, it will say “Dead Already”. 
The number of times the gamers has hit a target is shown on your 
display after the letter H (H is for Hit); the number of times a gamer has killed a target is also shown 
after the letter K (K is for Kill).  

 A gamer can typically only be hit once per second (this is 
configurable). In the Battlefield LIVE genre, if a player has more 
than half health when they will hear a “near miss” noise. If they go 
below half heath they will hear a “wound” noise. Once a player’s 
hit points are reduced to 0, they will hear the “death scream” and 
the gamer is dead.  

 When a gamer dies, they will need a respawn to continue playing. This is done with a Battle Box. To 
turn on your Battle Box (configured as a medic box or combination box), turn the key ¼ clockwise, 
and press the big green button (see next section on how to set a battle box). 

 The gamers receive limit ammunition in each magazine. Depending on the difficulty level, they may 
need to reload ammunition when their current magazine runs out. They do this by pushing left button 
once and letting go (do not hold down).  

The Battle Box/Boxes 
 The most common setting for a Battle Box is to act as a Medic Box and issue respawns.  
 When dead, a gamer needs to return to their medic box. When the gamer is respawned, their gaming 

gun will say “Respawned” and they will return to full health.  
 There are 3 ways a box can respawn:  

o 1. Via infrared from the press of a button 
o 2. Via infrared pulse (note the signal from the medic box needs a clear line of sight to at least 

one of the sensors to work) 
o 3. Digital RF Zone (in this case the gamer just needs to be in very close proximity to the box). 

The Domination Box  
 The domination box is designed for the domination scenario. The Domination box is the objective for 

both teams, a team has to shoot the box to take “control” of it. While they have control it will flash their 
team’s color.  

 While in control, the team is earning time. The team which controlled the game box the longest during 
the game wins!   

 SATR3 has light effects: Team A = red; Team B = blue; & Team C = purple. 

Aliases 
If you are planning to use the “monitor” feature in the Controller, then give each of your support units an 
alias, e.g. if you have 2 battle boxes which act as medic boxes then set them to “BOX 1” & “BOX 2” & if you 
have a Domination Box set its alias to “DOMBOX 1”. Alias setting for your boxes is done at the factory.  
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At the End of Your Event 
When you are not using them or have finished playing turn the gaming guns off & turn the battle boxes off 
using the key (¼ TURN anti-clockwise). Please make sure everything is turned off with the key before you 
pack the equipment away. All the devices will remember their previous settings so you can set up a new 
event quickly. 
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Quick Start (LOCKED mode) – Any of the 12 Genres 
 To switch your phaser on, turn the key ¼ TURN clockwise.  
 The gaming guns can be “Locked”, which means your staff cannot change the settings. A “Locked” 

gaming gun will start automatically bypassing all the configuration menus. It can be applied to any 
of the 12 genres.  

Quick Start: Gaming Gun Settings – Any of the 12 Genres 
BOOT TO LAST CONFIGURATION 
A gaming gun remembers its setting between boots. After turning the gaming gun on, wait a couple of 
seconds and then pull the trigger. Then you are ready for action!  

BATTLE GROUPS & TEAMS 
This system can play up to 8 Battles simultaneously without crossfire. So, for example, you have a private 
group for Michael’s Buck’s Party and another separate group of people, for a Corporate Team Building 
booking, these two Battle Groups can play in close proximity without interference.  

If it seems that one gaming gun cannot shoot another, double-check that all gaming guns are set to the 
same battle. If the shooting gaming gun is on Battle 1 and the target is on, say, Battle 3 they will not hit each 
other.  

Within each Battle Group you can also set the Teams. SATR3 can cater for up to 7 teams at once, but most 
Operators run with Two Teams: Alpha vs Bravo (or Red vs Blue). We recommend operating with friendly fire 
off, and dividing your players in half so one half is on Team A and the rest on Team B. Please note Team A 
gamers will not be able to shoot others on Team A unless friendly fire is enabled. Team A gamers can only 
shoot people from other teams.  If a gamer is having trouble making hits check that the target is on a 
different team from the attacker.  

A gaming gun displaying the ready screen will list on Line 3 of the LCD, far right side, the battle and the 
team. For example, the LCD may say “1X”, this means the gaming gun is set to Battle 1 and has no team set. 
Another example would be “2B” this means Battle 2, B Team, friendly fire off. If friendly fire is on but the 
players is still assigned to a team the LCD will list “2b”.  

In SATR3 you can play with up to 8 teams but Team A versus Team B is the most common setting.   

HOW TO CHANGE FREQUENTLY CHANGED SETTINGS 
When using the menus remember: pull trigger to lock in a selection and use the left (red) or right (black) 
buttons to scroll through the menu options. All menu options have a voice over detailing their setting.  

 Turn the gaming gun on with the key (turn ¼ clockwise). 
 Push the left (red) button.  
 Set the difficulty level. 
 Set the Team. 
 Choose a “Character” (not available in some Genres). Loads default emulations, health and armor 

based on the selected character or template. 
 Select heath in hit points. 
 View/Edit weapons.  

o To change the emulation (a weapon, spell, or aid) select “Yes”.  
o The next option will be Select Slot. A player can have up to 8 slots filled with emulations (such 

as weapons or spells) however for a basic game only 1 is required. Slot 1 will already have a 
default option, to change this pull the trigger.  

o Now, select the emulation’s Class (these are limited by Genre and include: Rifles, Spells, 
Melee, Aid, Monster Attacks, Sci-Fi Shields, etc.)  
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o Once the Class is selected the Gaming Gun will load a list of possible emulations (this may 
take a few moments). The top of the screen should list Emulation; from there, select which 
emulation you’d like to set.  

o Once you’ve located your weapon (or spell, or aid) of choice pull the trigger.  
o “Edit Details” will now appear on the screen. With this you can edit the emulation’s defaults 

to your desired settings; however, for a basic game, this isn’t required. Pull the trigger on “No” 
to go to the next menu. 

o You will now return to the start “View/Emulations” if you have made a mistake or would like 
to see more options repeat the process. If you are happy with your choice, simply pull the 
trigger on “No” to go to the next menu.  

 View/Edit Armor  
o Games can we played with simulated armor. Armor can be selected for each hit location 

(Head or Barrel). For a basic game this is not required as the players already have hit points, 
so pull the trigger on “No”. 

 Random SFX Frequency (this is a genre specific option) 
o It is normally associated with monsters. Not all monsters have a default special sound effect. 

This setting does not need to be changed for basic game play, so pull the trigger on “0 
seconds”.  

 Undead Level (this is a genre specific option) 
o Unless an undead monster this level should be 0. Pull the trigger to reach the next menu.  

 Regeneration Rate (this is a genre specific option) 
o Unless you wish for the player to regenerate (gain hit points during the game without the use 

of an aid or medic box) keep the setting to 0 hit points.  
 You will then return to the initial boot screen. 
 To enter live state, pull the trigger and wait a few seconds, then you are ready to play! 

HOW TO CHANGE RARELY USED SETTINGS 
 Boot the gaming gun with the key (turn ¼ clockwise) 
 Push the right button (black) button  
 Choose the Genre 
 Next is “Reset” (Yes/No). If “Yes” is selected, it will load the standard configuration for that Genre.  If 

the Genre is BF Live and Reset is used, this will load back the initial factory settings. Some Genres 
have multiple reset options, if so, the next menu is to select reset option. 

 Select device role such as Gamer, Controller or Medic Box (please note: in some Genres terms will 
change such as Gamer may be listed as Player, Soldier or Trainee).    

 Next is “Edit Config?” If “Yes” is selected, then the device can be further configured to your 
requirements. If “No” the device will return to the welcome screen. 

Gamer (Player/Soldier/Trainee) Device Role Configuration 
Setting Description 

SATR3 Unit ID Each device on a battle must have a unique numeric identifier. 

ALIAS The handle by which this device is known as (used mostly for battle boxes and 
other props). 

Language Determines the spoken language of the system.  

Battle Determines the Battle Group. Normally this is Battle 1 but can be between 1 and 
8.  Used to isolate one game from another. 

Volume Three volume settings used for all sound effects.   There is also an option to turn 
off the sounds completely. 

Indoor Range The primary emitter will be set to the lowest infrared power option regardless of 
the range setting of the emulation unless the range setting is melee. 

Primary IR Inst Means there is a primary infrared emitter in the lens assembly. All gaming guns 
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have a primary IR emitter. 

Melee IR inst Means the Head Sensor has an infrared emitter installed.  

Locked If locked, then upon boot the device goes directly to ready state bypassing all 
the configuration menus. 

Spare Device Normal locked devices will bypass all configuration menus however, if the 
device is set to Spare Device it will display a limited set of device options upon 
boot (each of these options are pre-configured).  

The device must be locked first. Lock the device with either a master controller 
or the menu option above. If the user locks the device in the menu above, the 
screen will display the Spare Device menu. To set a Spare select “Yes”. 

Game Mode Normal – Games that don’t use the special alternative monster options.  In all 
other game modes Survivors that die gain the alternative monster settings. 

Haunted – Survivors that are killed turn into Monsters when they respawn 

Apocalypse – When Survivors die they turn into Monsters after a specified period. 
When a Survivor is hit by any monster attack an infection starts. 

Manhunt – Survivors that die turn into Hunters when they respawn.   Hunters are 
the equivalent of monsters from other Game Modes except they have the 
capabilities of a normal human.  

Hit Light The color of the LED that flashes when a player is hit. 

Voice 
Feedback 

If “Yes” when a successful hit is made on a target, the shooting gaming gun tells 
the shooter by playing a pre-recorded spoken voice determined by the 
language setting. With Arcade language, a sound effect is played instead of a 
voice over. 

Friendly Fire If “Yes” even if a player is set to a team, they can still be hit by their own team. 
Normally this option is set to “No”. 

Mission Time Normally, the mission time is unlimited with the length of the game set by the 
master controller. However, gaming guns can be configured to operate for a 
specified time period. If a timer is set they will go into game over state at the 
end. This feature is useful for a continuous game where individual players buy a 
pass to play for so many minutes but the game itself never ends. 

Stoppages If “Yes” the gaming gun will randomly jam while firing. Stoppages should 
normally be off. The likelihood of a jam is determined by the emulation selected.  

Hit Rate The minimum time between hits. The lower the hit rate, the harder the game is. 

Scope Control Normal: Means the scope will be disabled for a short period while firing 
simulating recoil. 

Off: The scope is powered down 

On: The scope is always powered, there is no recoil simulation. 

Kill/Near Miss No: Normal damage.   

Yes: Each shot fired generates a normal range shot doing normal damage. 
However, the first shot of a burst will also generate a close attack range shot that 
does 25 points of damage. 
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In-Game Functions  
The left button reloads the gaming gun [LEFT = LOAD]. If the emulation supports it, the right button changes 
fire mode from primary fire mode (typically fully automatic or burst fire) to the secondary fire mode (typically 
semi-automatic).  

If there are multiple slots, holding down the mode button for at least one second will change slot.   The slot 
change function is disabled while the gaming gun is reloading. 

 

  

Auto. Wpns. 
Upg 

Short for “Automatic weapons Upgrade.” If “Yes” then when a player makes a 
killing shot, the current emulation is changed. It will scroll through the emulations 
between one and five emulations. The emulation will be one that is consistent 
with the current Genre. 

Damage 
Distrib. 

How damage is calculated when hit. 

Fixed: The damage received is the damage of the weapon less armor 
protection 

Even: Damage is spread evenly across a range with the center of the range 
being the weapon damage of the attacker. 

Bell: A Bell curve of damage results.  

Basic: Each attack does one point of damage like SATR 1.x and SATR 2.x series. 

Double Burn If enabled, any burn attack on this gamer does double damage. 

Toxic Damage If enabled, then when this gamer dies, damage is done to nearby gamers.  This 
option is normally associated with monsters. 

Perk Select a perk that this player will start the game with. 

Reincarnation If “Yes” then the perk is retained after dying. 
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Reading the Display  
This guide explains how to read the gaming gun display while in the “ready” state or “game over” state. For 
an in-depth explanation see “SATR3 – Game Play”.  

Live Game 
When in a live game (after the device is turned on or a “Start” radio message has been received) a gaming 
gun will show this screen.  

This screen lists the gaming guns’ remaining HP (Hit 
Points). In this example, they have full HP at 25/25. 
When the gaming gun receives a damage, the 
amount inflicted will be taken away from HP score. 
Once this number reaches 0 the gaming gun will 
enter “Dead” state (in most genres).  

Beside this is A (Ammunition), when a player fires 
the gaming gun will lose ammunition until this 
number reaches zero. When this happens the 
gaming gun will need to be ‘reloaded’ or, if set, will 
automatically reload.  

FN P90 refers to the emulation setting. The emulation is the type of weapon, aid, or spell the gaming gun is 
set to. R refers to Reloads. In this example, the player has four spare magazines (4/4), the maximum they 
can have at any one time.  

The terms H & K refer to Hit & Kills made by the player. S refers to the number of times a player has re-
spawned. 1X refers to the Battle and Team setting (see Battle Groups & Teams earlier in this Quick Start 
Guide). Whenever the gaming gun is not performing another function like shooting, reloading or taking a hit, 
it goes into ready mode, listed here as “Ready” on the status bar. The status bar will change from “Ready” 
when performing another function. Beside the status bar is the fire mode, in this case “FA” meaning Full 
Automatic. For an in-depth explanation on all fire modes see “SATR3 – Game Play”. 

Game Over  
After the game ends, the gaming 
gun will display three possible screens.  

One, looks like the live game screen 
with the word “Over” in the status bar. 
The next will say “Session”2 and this 
tells the player their personal stats 
from the entire session (all games 
played on this device since being turned on). The third screen is similar to “Session” and that is “Mission” 
which tells the player their personal stats from the most recent game. Reading these screens draws from the 
same abbreviations as the “live game” screen. H = Hits, K = Kills, A = Accuracy Percentage, and S = 
respawns.  

Further down, is A/W (Assist/Wound Ratio) which compares the amount of damage a player inflicted to the 
amount of damage they took. A score of 1 means that for every point of damage inflicted, the gaming gun 
took a point of damage. This principal also applies to K/D (Kill/Death Ratio).  

Finally, O, for Objective, refers to the amount of times the gaming gun scored on the ‘objective’. E.g. in a 
Domination game, how many times they took control of the box. Another example, in an Electronic 
Capture the Flag game, refers to the amount of times the player returned a flag to their home box.  
                                                      
2 From 3.3K5 code, the alias name associated with this gaming gun is also included on the first line. 
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Testing Function - Bottom Right Letter  

You may also see a letter in the bottom right of the display. This is a part of the testing function. It indicates 
what button you just clicked: M – right (mode), R – left (reload), T – trigger. 

SATR3 – System  
SATR3 is short for Small Arms Transmitter/Receiver Simulator. SATR3 is an electronic system used for the live 
action combat simulation.  SATR3 is purposely designed to be configurable across a continuum from simple 
“Laser Tag” style games to realistic training programs for the military. SATR3 has support for multiple genres 
including fantasy, science fiction, armored warfare and modern combat in one integrated flexible system. 

Each SATR3 unit can be set to any device role within the SATR3 system. The options include: 

Device Role Device description 

Player 

Trainee 

Gamer 

AFV 

Artillery 

Solider  

Normally, a gaming gun is set to a weapon, however depending on the 
genre the player can act out various roles, such as medic. Here are the 
list player roles by genre: 

1. Battlefield LIVE - Gamer  
2. Battlefield TAG – Player 
3. Fantasy – Player  
4. Battlefield UNDEAD - Player 
5. Science Fiction - Player  
6. WW2 AFV – AFV 
7. Modern AFV - AFV 
8. WW2 Ordnance – Artillery 
9. All - Gamer 
10. Modern Ordnance – Artillery 
11. Milspec – Trainee 
12. American Civil War - Solider 

Master controller A master controller controls the games and is normally used by 
operators/instructors because of this. It has numerous functions to 
monitor and control devices by radio and infrared communications. The 
most commonly used functions are to Start a timed game by radio, to 
set a gaming gun or other device to a particular team, and to reset 
gaming guns back to a default configuration for the genre. 

Medic Box A medic provides respawns. Respawns restore a gamer’s hit points to full 
after they are killed (or deactivated). Like most boxes it can be set to 
provide a fixed number of respawns, respawns for a certain amount of 
time, or an unlimited number of respawns. 

Ammunition Box Replenishes all spent magazines. 

Combination Box Combines the functionality of the medic box and the ammunition box. 

Armor box Provides additional hit points to the players on a temporary basis 
reflecting damage absorption supplied by armor. This is not the same as 
assigning a particular type of armor to the player. 

Cure Box In the Apocalypse game, any survivor that receives a hit is infected. An 
infection will eventually kill the player. A cure will stop the infection until 
the player is hit again. A cure used on an undead creature will stun it for 
10 seconds. 

Weapon Box Changes the players gaming gun emulations to the ones specified by 
the operator. An emulation can be specified for each slot. 
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Mystery Box Changes the gamers current slot emulation to a random emulation. 
There are 4 different options for a mystery box: 

 Random: A completely random emulation is chosen from the 
emulation list. List is restricted by Genre setting. 

 Weapons: A random selection of weapon emulation from the 
classes allowed by the Genre setting of the target device. Non-
weapons are excluded. 

 Class: A random emulation is selected from within the current Class 
of the current slot 

 Simple: Randomly selects a weapon emulation from the classes 
allowed by the Genre of the target device excluding weapons with 
fire mode of PA and BA.  

 
Domination Box A Domination box acts as an objective. It keeps track of how long each 

team was in control of the box. There is a timer for each team. The time 
on control will be shown for any team that has controlled the box for at 
least one second. At the end of the game, the domination box 
announces the winning team and shows the margin of victory on the 
LCD. 

Claymore Mine This is basically a bomb which can be used for various purposes such as 
simulating an artillery strike on a specific area or an air strike or just a 
remote-controlled mine. Can be remotely activated by a master 
controller or detonator using digital radio. A detonator can be one of 
the player slots (except slot 1). 

Dirty Mine A “radioactive” device that fires continuously for 20 seconds.   Can be 
at detonated by a master controller or detonator. 

Radio Repeater Retransmits any radio message received that is different from the last 
message sent or the last message sent was more than 15 seconds 
earlier. 

Detonator A detonator can be configured to control up to 8 mines. During the 
boot sequence mines can be searched for by radio & attached to the 
detonator. Later the players or operator selects the mine from the list & 
triggers the detonation. 

Bomb Site A bomb site has one defending team. Any team other than the 
attacking team that hits the bomb starts the arming process. A hit by 
the defenders pauses the arming process.  When the countdown 
reaches 0, the bomb explodes inflicting 25 points of burning damage to 
all players in range. Damage can be sent by radio. 

Perk Box A perk box allows players during the game to get a new perk. The perk 
box has the following options: 

 Standard Perks: When used, a live gaming gun will receive a 
random selected perk from the standard perk list. 

 Zombie Perks: When used, a live gaming gun will receive a random 
selected perk from the standard perk list. 

 Set Perk: Specify a particular perk from the standard or zombie list. 
When a live gaming gun uses the perk box, they will get this specific 
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perk. 

Themed Controller This is a master controller but has extra commands for controlling games 
using the game modes of Manhunt, Haunted and Apocalypse. 

Simple Master Controller A much simpler version of the master controller without many of the 
unusual or complex commands suitable for running simple “Laser Tag” 
events. Commands include: 

 Respawn (or Reactivate) 
 Set Game Timer 
 End (RF) 
 Start (RF) 
 Find (RF) 
 Team A (set the target devices to Team A) 
 Team B (set the target devices to Team B) 
 Any Team (sets to Team X, effectively no team) 
 Reload (IR) 
 Briefing (RF) 
 Set Volume  

Mystery Armor Box Target players receive random body armor. The armor must be allowed 
for the selected genre of target player. 

Simple Target Counts the number of times that each team has hit the target. When 
the game is over it shows on the LCD the winning team and how much 
they have won by. It also announces the winning team in the selected 
language. 

Rush Box The Rush box is designed to help run the Rush mission.  

The Rush mission has two teams Attackers and Defenders. During a Rush 
mission the Attackers have to capture, in order, as many objectives as 
possible. Once they have captured the objective they receive 
respawns from that point.  

The Rush box can be configured to provide respawns to the Defenders 
while they still control the box and when lost, be configured to provide 
respawns to the attacking team.  The number of respawns can be 
configured independently for the Attackers and Defenders. 

Mission Box With the Mission box each team is trying to capture the box.  Once 
captured it provides respawns to a configured limit to the holders of the 
box. To take control, the team has to shoot the box and then hold it 
without any other team shooting the box for a specified period (for 
example: 60 seconds). If the captured box is shot by another team, a 
new timer is started for the second team; and the first team’s respawns 
are disabled. To re-enable respawns the first team must shoot the box 
again.  

Money Drop The money drop and vault work together to support the Heist mission. 
The money drop starts with $0 but tops up its account by a specified 
amount on a regular basis. It could, for example, be set to $10 every 30 
seconds. The maximum money the drop can hold is also specified by 
the operator. A player that shoots the money drop device captures all 
the money reducing the balance back down to $0 and tops up the 
account on shooters gaming gun. A player that kills another player with 
money gets half the money and the now dead player loses all money 
carried. 
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Vault Normally, each team has a vault. The vault is assigned to a team. If a 
gaming gun with money from the same team as the Vault shoots the 
Vault, the money is transferred to the Vault.  

If a gaming gun on an opposing team shoots the Vault, then the 
attacker withdraws funds from the vault (up to a specified withdrawal 
limit), essentially stealing the other team’s money. The team with the 
most amount of money in their vault when the game ends, wins. 

 

Factory Default Settings 
Unless otherwise stipulated at the time of order, the factory default 
settings are:  

 Genre: Battlefield LIVE 
 Difficulty: Standard 
 Emulation: P90 
 Range: Medium 
 Battle: 1 
 Team:  X (not set to a team) 
 Muzzle flash color: White 
 Hit Light: Red 
 Voice feedback: On 
 Volume: High 
 Language: American English Female  
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What’s New in SATR3 
SATR3 is a complete rebuild of the older SATR system with every line of code rewritten and numerous new 
sound effects to support greater functionality.  

Feature Performance 

Menu Voice Overs To aid learning the system, voice overs are played for each menu option. 

8 Team Support with 
Friendly Fire option 

Support for up to 8 teams instead of 2.  

Also includes a Team X or Any Team setting (all gaming guns can be hit by 
all other gaming guns).  

When set to a team other than Team X, the system can then be set to 
friendly fire ON or OFF. When friendly fire is ON then a gaming gun hit by its 
own team will be hit; if OFF, shots from another gaming gun on the same 
team will not cause any damage.    

Pre-recorded messages Play pre-recorded phrases on gaming guns in player mode. These are 
initiated by a master controller command.  

Master controller system 
configuration 

Greatly enhanced capability to configure gaming guns with the master 
controller.  

Remote Monitoring The master controller can monitor and provide limited remote control of 
devices on the same battle as the controller 

Simple Target Special device role to act as a target. 

Electronic Capture the 
Flag 

Enhanced capability for electronic capture the flag. During the game, a 
player must shoot their opposition’s box and then shoot their box without 
being killed to score. 

Remote Detonation of 
mines 

Remote detonation of mines by digital radio control. 

Improved respawn 
counting 

Improved the accuracy of respawn counting by medic box, combination 
box and master controller when multiple respawns are performed by the 
same respawn packet.    Respawns in SATR 3.1+ code can also be done by 
radio in addition to infrared. 

Master Radio Message 
retransmit 

SATR3 devices repeat master controller-initiated RF messages such as Start, 
End, Pause, Resume, and time synchronization, to ensure all devices 
receive the messages.  From SATR 3.1+ code, a radio repeater can also 
repeat hit feedback signals. 

Individual timer Set a fixed game timer in player mode with the master controller. 

Find Command The master controller is able to send a radio command called “Find”.  Any 
device in any state will respond to this signal by playing a siren SFX and 
flash its muzzle flash and hit lights for 15 seconds. This makes it easier to find.  

Melee weapon support A new IR range category called melee.  Melee means the infrared will go 
through the front dome of the head sensor. 

Monster Support The variety of monster support options. 

AFV Support Tank weapons and armor protection. 

Spells With a Fantasy Genre, spells are supported.  Includes turning undead and 
cure spells. 

Body Armor Protection versus different attack types that absorbs damage. The amount 
of damage absorbed depends on the type of attack. Attacks types 
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include penetrative, burning, slashing and crushing. 

Magic Items Magic Items are supported in the Fantasy Genre such as a Ring of 
Protection.   

Genre To control the complexity of the SATR3 system, different Genres are defined. 
Only options consistent with that Genre are shown to the user. 

Emulation Slot A player can now have multiple emulations which they can switch through 
as required. Emulation change is done by holding down the mode button 
for 1 second. 

Weapon Damage Different weapons can do different damage and have different attack 
types. The basic game option is still supported where a hit does a single 
point of damage. Optional variable damage is also supported including 
even distribution within a range or bell curve of damage. 

Classes New emulation classes include: 

 Man-packed weapons 
 Melee weapons 
 Personal Defense weapons 
 Shot Guns 
 Spells 
 Sci-Fi weapons 
 Magic Items 
 Aids  
 Ranged 
 Fantasy Melee 
 Fantasy Shields 
 Fantasy Ranged 
 Sci-Fi Shields 
 WW2 Ordnance 
 Modern Ordnance 
 Sci-Fi Monster weapons. 
 American Civil War Pistols 
 American Civil War muskets 
 American Civil War Cannons 
 American Civil War Melee 

 

Hit Points Normal hit points lift to 25 (HP25). (In the previous SATR1 & SATR2 versions the 
default HP was 5.) If basic damage is enabled, then hit points are normally 
5. 

Scrolling ready screen To fit sufficient information on the current LCD, the system scrolls through 
key data. 

Kill/Near Miss option. Can enable Kill/Near Miss mode. When enabled, the first shot sent by IR 
when shooting in a burst of fire will be the “Kill signal” with close attack 
range with a damage value of 25. The idea is that a shot at close range will 
caused an instant kill. The first shot also includes after the kill packet is sent a 
normal hit packet at the range set for the gaming gun. In fully automatic 
fire, normal shots continue to be sent while the trigger is held down (unless 
hit or run out of ammunition in the current magazine).  In semi-automatic, 
bolt action and single shot mode, each shot consists of a kill packet 
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followed by normal hit packet. 

 

Domination Box Support for 7 teams and the option to set hit points and self-healing options 
for a domination box. 

Vampire Drain Some undead including vampires that make a kill gain bonus hit points. 

Stun Some weapons now stun targets for a specified number of seconds. 
Stunned players can be hit but can’t attack. 

Larger capacity SD card File addressing system to change to FAT32 for larger capacity SD cards 
which are more readily available and supports more sound effect files. 

Unit Templates Predefined character classes with hit points, armor and emulations. 

Hit Locations Armor by hit location can be used to reduce weapon damage. Additional 
weapon damage depending on location especially head shots. 

Perks SATR3 adds much broader support for player perks including a new device 
called a Perk Box. 

Heist Game Support Device roles of Money Drop and Vault so they players can try to collect 
money and return to the vault or steal money from the other team vault. 

Respawn by radio Medic Boxes, Combination boxes and Rush boxes have the option to 
provide respawns by radio in addition to the normal infrared method.   
Code version 3.0M3+ 
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SATR 3 – Master Controller 
The Master Controller has 9 options from the main menu. 

 

Menu Description 
IR Commands This menu includes all temporary settings and commands issued via 

infrared transmission. The operator needs to point at the target device’s 
sensors and then pull the trigger on the master controller. IR Commands do 
not make permanent changes to the target device’s configuration. 

Radio Commands This menu includes all commands issued via digital radio to all devices on 
the same battle as the master controller. 

Common Settings This menu includes all permanent settings and commands issued via 
infrared transmission. All changes are retained between reboots. Common 
settings are configuration options that are likely to change frequently. 

Monitor Search with radio for devices of the selected type. The user then selects 
the specific device and the system returns key information about that 
device.     Basic scoring information and team setting shown on list of 
matching devices. 

Control Remotely control devices on the same battle with radio. 
Phrases Trigger pre-recorded phrases from the master controller to play on gaming 

guns on the same battle. Notably: “you are victorious” and “change 
ends”. 

Misc System testing and retrieving target device’s data either via infrared (point 
at target) or a radio.  

Configurations User specified configurations which can then be used on target devices. 
For operators that have a common set of configurations to use, this can 
be used to save time setting the gaming guns. Updates are done by a 
combination of infrared (one device at a time) and digital radio signal.   
Can send a broadcast update to all devices on the same battle or all 
devices regardless of battle, remember to turn off any devices that you 
don’t wish to have updated. 

Rare Settings This menu includes all permanent settings issued via infrared transmission 
that are infrequently changes. All changes are retained between reboots. 
Only one setting at a time can be altered.  
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To scroll through the main menu use the red (reload) or black 
(mode) buttons. To access a sub-menu pull the trigger. When you 
enter a sub-menu the screen will say “<< Main Menu”, you can 
return to the main menu by pulling the trigger. To scroll through the 
list of options in the sub-menu use the red or black buttons.  New in 
SATR 3.2 is holding down the reload and mode buttons at the 
same time in any master controller menu causes the screen to 
return to the main menu on IR Commands. 

 

IR Commands 
COMMAND FUNCTION 

Spawn If target gaming gun is in dead state it can be re-spawned using this 
function.  

New Mission Target gaming gun starts a new game restoring all health, ammunition 
and resetting all statistical information. This is useful if you have send a 
“game start” command via RF to the entire group and one unit didn’t 
start.  

Reload If the targeted gaming gun has used at least 1 magazine of ammunition, 
then all their ammunition restored. 

Pause Targeted gaming gun enters a pause state. 

 

Resume Targeted gaming gun in pause state returns to normal operations. 

 

Shoot Target gaming gun has their hit points reduced. Total damage can be 
specified through the common menus on the master controller.   

Stealth Shot Shoots without making a shooting noise. 
 

Kill A shot that inflicts 1000 points of damage! If target has basic damage, 
then only one point of damage is done. 

Jam Causes the target gaming gun to be jammed requiring a push of the 
reload button to clear. 

Mystery Targeted gaming guns temporarily & randomly change emulation.  There 
are 4 options described below for the mystery command (see Mystery 
Box Options). 

 

Mystery Box Options 
Mode Description 
Random Completely random weapon emulation is chosen from the emulation 

list. List is restricted by Genre setting. 
Class A random emulation is selected from with the current Class of the 

current slot. 
Weapons A random selection of an emulation from the classes allowed by the 

Genre setting of the target device. The selected emulation will be a 
weapon. 

Simple A random selection of an emulation from the classes allowed by the 
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Genre setting of the target device excluding emulations with fire 
mode of PA, BA or CS. 

 

 

Radio Commands 
Radio commands affect all SATR3 units configured to the same battle. 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

Pause Sends all devices on the same battle as the master controller into pause 
mode.  

Resume  Returns all paused devices to normal operations. 

Clear Stats  Clear all the player stats that have accumulated, very useful at the 
beginning of each session as an alternative to resetting all stats by key 
on/off.    Note that a briefing command also performs a “clear stats”. 

End  Sends all devices into game over state.    

Set Timer Specifies how long the next game will run for. 

Start Starts a new game for any devices currently in paused or game over 
state. Note this command has no effect on gaming guns in ready state. If 
a timed game is indicated in the settings, a Start (Radio) command will 
start the timer. When the timer reaches 0, all devices on the same battle 
will enter game over state. 

Find Sends Find command to all devices regardless of battle or state or 
configuration.  These devices will flash their hit lights, muzzle flash and 
make a siren sound effect until a trigger is pulled on them. 

Un Find Reverses the effect of the find command. 
Briefing Like a pause but sets the gaming guns ready to do a briefing.   The best 

feature is that if gamers pull the trigger no sound will be made.    It clears 
the statistics including session stats and restores gamers to full health. 

 

Common Settings 

                                                      
3 Close Quarters Battles 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

Set Team This function allows teams to be set by infrared command.  Gaming guns on 
Team A cannot be hit by gaming guns on their own team. Generally, for 
civilian use and CQB3, Battlefield Sports recommends that friendly fire is 
turned off by assigning gaming guns to a team. 

Reset Reset all factory default settings associated with the currently select Genre. 
For example, if the Genre is Battlefield LIVE, the display will say “Chg BFLIVE.”  
Pull the trigger while aiming at the sensors of the gaming gun that you want 
to reset. 

Set Emulations Configure the preferred emulations of each slot. This function is used in 
conjunction with the Chg Emulation command (see next). 
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Step 1: Select a slot 

Step 2: Select the emulation class such as Hand Guns or Rifles 

Step 3: Select an emulation from the list of emulations  
Next use the red (reload) button to go to Chg Emulation.  

Chg Emulations The Chg Emulations function updates the emulation slots of the target 
gaming guns. This function will update target gaming guns’ slots based on 
emulations selected with the Set Emulations command.  Point the master 
controller towards the gaming gun/s to change their emulations. 

Set Difficulty Updates the difficultly level of the target gaming gun including setting the 
hit points to the default value of the specified difficulty level. 

Set Health Set the target gaming gun to a new maximum hit point level. 

Set Armor Select the armor type for target gaming guns. The armor shown will only be 
those consistent with the current genre. The armor location must be 
specified. 

Set Battle A gaming gun will only accept radio commands, accept hits and hit others 
if they are all in the same Battle group (This function means separate battles 
can be played in close proximity to each other without them affecting 
other groups). 

Set Volume Changes the target gaming guns volume. 

Set Reloads Set the number of spare magazines for a specified slot on target gaming 
guns. 

Set Character 

Set Template 

Select from the Genre specific character classes or templates. All the 
characteristics associated with that character will be loaded. 

Hit Rate The minimum time between hits. One second is typical. The lower the hit 
rate the harder the simulation. 

Basic Reset This will set a target device back to normal operations based on the genre 
of the target device.   The settings except for military specification are: 

 battle 1 
 high volume 
 unlocked 
 normal game mode 
 voice feedback on 
 friendly fire off 
 mission time unlimited 
 stoppages off 
 hit rate is once per second 
 difficulty level standard 
 scope control is normal 
 kill near miss is disabled 
 hit points are 25 (or 5 for Battlefield Tag) 
 any team (team X) 
 no template and no armor.    
 the emulation will be the default for the current class in slot 1, all 

other slots are cleared.     
With Military Specification the voice feedback, stoppages and kill near miss 
settings will be unchanged. 
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Monitor 
COMMAND FUNCTION 

Monitor Choose a device type from the list and then the system will start 
searching for matching the device types on the same battle as the 
controller. A list of devices including the ALIAS name of each will be 
displayed. The currently selected device will be shown in uppercase. Pull 
the trigger for a request to be made to the device to return additional 
information and display that on the screen. If the monitored device has 
scoring information, the team and score will be shown with the list of 
devices on the left-hand side of the LCD.   When monitoring Domination 
boxes the score is the number of seconds4 the leading team is ahead of 
the team coming second. 

 

Control 
COMMAND FUNCTION 

Control As for the Monitor command, choose a device type from the list and 
then the system will start searching for matching the device types on the 
same battle as the controller. A list of devices including the ALIAS name 
of each will be displayed. The currently selected device will be shown in 
uppercase. Pull the trigger for a request to be made to the device to 
display details. Trigger again to select a control from None, Pause, 
Resume, Restart, Trigger and End.  From 3.3L2 code version, the Find 
command has been added, this will find only the specified device (note 
the target device and all other devices must also have 3.3L2 code or 
later) 

 

Phrases 
COMMAND FUNCTION 

Results Select from a list of phrases relating to winning or losing. Some results can 
be sent to a specified team. 

In Game Select from phrases that are suitable to play on target gaming guns while 
the game is in play. 

Post-Game Select from phrases that are suitable to play on target gaming guns after 
a game is in complete. 
 

Some phrases also require the team to receive the play phrase to be specified. 

 

Results 
Phrase Name Team 

Required 
Phrase 

Victory  You are victorious. 

                                                      
4 From 3.3D+ code version 
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Defeated  You have been defeated. 

Alpha Victory  Alpha Team is victorious 

Bravo Victory  Bravo Team is victorious 

Charlie Victory  Charlie Team is victorious 

Delta Victory  Delta Team is victorious 

Echo Victory  Echo Team is victorious 

Foxtrot Victory  Foxtrot Team is victorious 

Golf Victory  Golf Team is victorious 

Draw  Draw 

 

In Game 
Phrase Name Team 

Required 
Phrase 

Good Job  Good Job 

Go! Go! Go!  Go! Go! Go! 

Base Lost  Base Lost 

Obj. Controlled  Objective Controlled 

Alpha Secured  Alpha Secured 

Bravo Secured  Bravo Secured 

Charlie Secured  Charlie Secured 

Delta Secured  Delta Secured 

Alpha Control  Alpha Team in control 

Bravo Control  Bravo Team in control 

Charlie Control  Charlie Team in control 

Delta Control  Delta Team in control 

Echo Control  Echo Team in control 

Foxtrot Control  Foxtrot Team in control 

Golf Control  Golf Team in control 

Pt 1 Captured  Point one Captured 

Pt 1 Fallen  Point one fallen 

Pt 2 Captured  Point two captured 

Pt 2 Fallen  Point two fallen 

Pt 3 Captured  Point three captured 

Pt 3 Fallen  Point three fallen 

Pt 4 Captured  Point four captured 

Pt 4 Fallen  Point four fallen 

VIP is Dead  VIP is Dead 
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LZ Reached  LZ Reached 

Charge  Charge 

Dominating  Dominating 

Dominated  Dominated 

Alpha Lost  Alpha Lost 

Bravo Lost  Bravo Lost 

Charlie Lost  Charlie Lost 

Delta Lost  Delta Lost 

Echo Lost  Echo Lost 

Foxtrot Lost  Foxtrot Lost 

Golf Lost  Golf Lost 

Pt. Capt. Alpha  Tactical point captured by Alpha team 
Pt. Capt. Bravo  Tactical point captured by Bravo team 
Pt. Capt. Charlie  Tactical point captured by Charlie team 
Pt. Capt. Delta  Tactical point captured by Delta team 
Pt. Capt. Echo  Tactical point captured by Echo team 
Pt. Capt. Foxtrot  Tactical point captured by Foxtrot team 
 

Post-Game 
 Phrase Name Team 

Required 
Phrase 

 Change Ends  Change Ends 
 Drinks Break  Drink’s break 
 Return Base  Return to base 
 Briefing Area  Come to the briefing area. 
 Follow CO  Follow the commanding officer 

 Follow me  All gamers, all teams, follow me.   Move out! 

 Battle Middle  Head to the middle of the battlefield 

 Read Stats  Scroll through your statistics with your trigger.   Mission 
stats are your stats from the last mission. Session stats are 
all your missions combined.   A slash W is the Assist to 
Wound ratio, K slash D is the kill to death ratio.   O is for 
objective. 

 Return Equip.  Session over, return your equipment to the armoury. 

 Clothes Ret.  Return your hats and hired clothing to the dirty clothes 
bag. 

 Stay  Safety warning; stay where you are. 

 Evacuate  Emergency situation;  evacuate the area. 

 Snake  A Snake has been found, follow staff directions.   Do not 
touch or try to handle the snake. 
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Misc 
COMMAND FUNCTION 

Sensor Test Quick test to verify that a sensor is working. 

Radio Test This is quick test option on the field to test the infrared sensors are 
working and the digital radio system is transmitting. 

Interrogate Shoot at a target device to retrieve key configuration and statistical 
information.  Commands can be issued by the controller to the 
interrogated device. 

 

Configuration 
Up to 12 pre-set configurations can created by the user. A configuration includes a wide range of 
characteristics including details of each emulation slot. 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

Select Choose an existing configuration slot between 1 and 12. 

Change(IR) #X Set the target device to the currently selected configuration (where X is 
the configuration number/slot). 

Edit Config #X Edit the currently selected configuration. 

Edit Slot Edit the emulation slots associated with the current configuration. 

 

Rare Settings 
The exact list of visible commands varies by Genre. 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

Reset This allows the user to select and apply any reset regardless of the current 
genre of the master controller. 

Language Change the current language of target devices. 

Class Select a slot and choose an emulation class for target devices. 

Role Set the device role of target gaming guns in the specified slot. Can’t 
change the slot 1 role for a player, this must be an emulation slot. 

Genre Set the Genre for target devices. 

Current Slot Change which slot is current on target devices 

Range Change the range of the target device for the selected slot. 

Indoor/Outdoor Set to Indoor “Yes” or Outdoor “No”.  Indoor suits low light conditions and 
CQB. 

Muzzle Flash Change the muzzle flash colour (red, blue, white, none) of an emulation 
in a selected slot. 

Hit Light Change the hit light colour (red, blue, none). 

Unlock Change the status of the target device to unlocked 

Lock Change the status of the target device to locked. If a device is locked, 
when it is turned on, it will bypass the initial boot menu and go directly to 
ready. This stops the user from changing any of the settings. 
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Auto. Reload ON A gaming gun set to automatic reload will commence reloading as soon 
as the magazine is emptied.  No need to push the reload button. 

Auto. Reload OFF Turns off the automatic reload option. 

Unl. Reloads ON Sets a gaming gun to unlimited reloads.  This means the unit will never run 
out of spare magazines. 

Unl. Reloads OFF Targeted Gaming gun will be set to limited reloads. 

Spare ON Sets the target device to a spare device. Upon boot a spare device will 
come up with a menu from which the user can select the function of the 
spare device.    

Spare OFF If a targeting gaming gun is currently configured as a spare device, this 
command disables the spare device option. 

Feedback ON Turns the voice feedback on.  When an opponent is hit, the attacking 
gaming gun will play a voice over indicating a successful hit. When 
scrolling through slots during a live game, the player will hear a short 
description of the emulation or device. 

Feedback OFF Disables voice feedback and voice overs related to slot changes. 

Nr. Miss/Kill ON Turns on the near miss/kill option. 

Nr. Miss/Kill OFF Turns off near miss/kill option. 

Mag. Cap. Sets the number of rounds per magazine in the selected slot 

Blanks ON With blanks on, the target gaming gun never needs to reload.   
Ammunition is assumed to be limited by the physical supply of blank 
ammunition. 

Blanks OFF Disable blanks. 

Stoppages ON Enabled random weapon jamming. Jamming rate is depended on the 
emulation. 

Stoppages OFF Turns off random weapon jamming. 

Scope Determines how the scope will be controlled. 

NATO Wnds ON Turns off Simple Wounds and enables NATO wounds. NATO wounds have 
a code when the trainee reaches 0 hit points indicating exactly where 
the wound is, type of wound and severity. Only used with the Mil Spec 
genre. 

NATO Wnds OFF Disable NATO wounds. 

Simple Wnds ON With Mil Spec genre, if simple wounds is on, when the trainee “dies” they 
are wounded instead. The level of the wound of categorized into priority 
levels for treatment called PRI 1, PRI 2 and PRI 3.   

PRI 1: Immediate or Priority 1 (red) casualty evacuation by MEDEVAC if 
available or ambulance as they need advanced medical care at once 
or within 1 hour. These people are in critical condition and would die 
without immediate assistance. 

PRI 2: Delayed or Priority 2 (yellow) casualties can have their medical 
evacuation delayed until all immediate persons have been transported. 
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These people are in stable condition but require medical assistance. 

PRI 3: Minor or Priority 3 (green) casualties are not evacuated until all 
immediate and delayed persons have been evacuated. These will not 
need advanced medical care for at least several hours. Continue to re-
triage in case their condition worsens. These people are able to walk, 
and may only require bandages and antiseptic. 

PR1 wounds are 50% likely, PRI 2 are 33% likely and any other wounds are 
PRI 3 

Simple Wnds OFF Disables simple wounds. This is required to have the option for NATO 
wound codes.   

Dam. Distribub. This is the method that damage is calculated by the system. Damage 
options are Fixed, Even, Bell and Basic. 

Damage The amount of damage a weapon does per attack for a specified slot. 

Hit Rate The minimum time between hits. One second is typical. The lower the hit 
rate the harder the simulation. 

Auto. Wpn. Upg. ON Enabled automatic weapon upgrades. 

Auto. Wpn. Upg. OFF Disables automatic weapon upgrades. 

Vampire Drain HP The amount of extra hit points this player receives when they make a kill 
with the weapon in the selected slot. 

Regen. Rate Short for “Regeneration Rate.”  This is the number of hit points this 
player/monster will regenerate every 6 seconds. 

Auto. Attack ON Turns on the automatic attack option. An automatic attack means that 
the weapon will attack at the full ROF without requiring the trigger to be 
pulled. This is very useful for monsters with the melee infrared emitter 
mounted in the head sensor dome or with a melee pack using the short 
range radio option for attacking, so they can act the part in full costume 
and don’t have to hold a gun or switch. 

Auto/ Attack OFF Turn off automatic attack. 

Silent Att. ON Short for ‘Silent Attack ON’. This means if the attack is an automatic 
attack (one not requiring a trigger pull), then that attack will not play an 
attacking sound effect. A trigger pull that causes the unit to attack, will 
still initiate an attack sound. 

Silent Att. OFF Turn off silent attack option. 

Effect The type of damage or other effect caused by the emulation such as 
piercing, crushing, burning, slashing, healing, turning and repairing. 

Stun Change the stun value of the emulation in the selected slot. This is the 
number of seconds that a target player will have their gaming gun 
disabled after being attacked.  

Primary Fire The mode of fire used by the emulation in the selected slot such as FA for 
fully automatic fire and SA for semiautomatic fire. 

Secondary Fire Some emulations have two modes of fire. Quite commonly they have 
both fully automatic and semiautomatic fire with semiautomatic being 
the secondary fire mode. 

Mission Time Sets how long a mission/game/phase will last once a gaming gun enters 
ready state. This means that individual players can be assigned to play 
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Game Time for specified period before their gaming gun automatically enters game 
over state. 

Rand SFX Frequency How often the random “monster” sound effect will play. 

Set SATR ID Specifies the ID of the target device.  ID should be unique within a 
particular battle. For most operations, it is best if every device has a 
unique ID.  If a target’s ID is successful changed, then the ID number on 
the master controller will be increment by one.  The procedure is to turn 
on one target device (battle box, gaming gun, master controller etc.), 
change its ID, turn it off and then turn the next device on. 

Area Effect ON Area effects means that when a target is successful hit, the players 
around the target are also affected. Area effects damage is transmitted 
by radio. Damage by area effect is halved. 

Area Effect OFF Switch off area effect option. 

Area Strength The strength of the radio signal used for area effect. 

Friendly F. ON When friendly fire is enabled, players assigned to a team can still be hit 
by their own team. The team setting still applies for objective purposes 
and interaction with the various boxes. 

Friendly F. OFF Turn off Friendly Fire.  Team is X always allows friendly fire. 

Self Respawn Gaming guns can be set so they automatically respawn after a set 
period of time. 

Themed 
This menu is only accessed through the Themed Controller. 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

Set Game Mode Normal – Gaming guns act normally. 

Haunted – Survivors that are killed turn into Monsters when they respawn 

Apocalypse – Survivors when they die turn into Monsters after a specified 
period. When a Survivor is hit by any attack an infection starts. 

Man Hunt – Survivors that die turn into Hunters when they respawn 

Reset Reset the factory default values based on the current genre of this 
themed master controller. 

Select Monster Choose a character class or template to load into the monster slot. This 
relates to game modes other than normal where when a survivor dies 
they join the other team as a monster or hunter. 

Set Monster HP Set the hit points when the gaming gun is operating in the alternative 
monster role. 

Set Res. Time The amount of time in the Apocalypse game mode after a survivor dies 
that they turn into the monster. 

Inf. time per HP Short for “Infection time per hit point”. In Apocalypse mode, if a survivor is 
hit successfully by a monster, they are infected. The time before they die 
of the infection is determined by this value. 

Monst. Emulation Specifies the emulation used by the monster in a specified slot.  Note that 
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monster slots are 9 to 12. They are only used in themed games (none 
normal game mode) when acting as monster or hunter. 

Monst. Range Changes the weapon range of a monster attack in a specified slot. 

Monst. Language The language, especially for voice feedback used when the target 
gaming gun is on the monster team. 

Rand SFX Freq. Frequency of the random sound effect that is played when the gaming 
gun is on the monster team. 

Monst. Hit Light Color of the hit light when on the Monster team. 

Monster Red Dot The control of the scope such as normal, on and off when acting on the 
Monster team. 
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SATR3 Devices - Gaming Guns 

On Boot Test 
If the reload button is held down during the initial boot, the 
system enters into a special test mode. This is for testing by 
the technicians after a repair or as part of the final quality 
assurance test at the factory. Tests include muzzle flash 
LEDs and hit light LEDs. To test the LEDs scroll through them 
using the trigger button. 

If the mode button is held down during the initial boot, the 
system will enter Zeroing mode. This is for zeroing a gaming 
guns’ scope when using an infrared camera. While in 
zeroing mode, the gaming gun will send a stream of 
infrared packets continuously without any sound or muzzle 
flash. The muzzle flash is disabled because it can cause 
confusion when looking at the beam on the wall through the infrared camera. 

To do a complete recreate of all the underlying binary data files, hold the reload and mode buttons down 
during boot.    

Menu Scroll and Select 
All menus in SATR3 operate in the same manner. Press the reload (red) button to scroll down to the list of 
options. The mode (black) button is used to scroll up the list of options. The trigger (green) button is used to 
select the current option. 

Common Menus – Configuring a Gaming Gun  
To access the common menus, push the reload button once. Note that some options are genre specific. 

Select Difficulty Level 
Difficulty Level Unlimited 

Reloads  
Minimum Time 
between hits 
(seconds) 

Auto 
Reload 

Default 
Health5 (hit 
points) 

Recoil6 (turn 
off scope 
power) 

Recoil value 
multiplier7 

Easy Yes 2  Yes 5 or 25 No .25 

Standard No 1 No 5 or 25 Yes .25 

Hard No 0.5 No 3 or 12 Yes .5 

Legend No 0.25 No 3 or 12 Yes .5 

 
The fields above like health points are only changed on target gaming guns if the difficulty on the target 
gaming is changed by this command. 

Set Team 
The team settings are A, B, C, D, E, F, G and X. Friendly Fire is normally OFF, if this is the case a gaming gun 
cannot be hit by a player on the same team. Team X means the device is not assigned a team; Team X 

                                                      
5 The number before the “/” is the default hit points with basic damage. 
6 If recoil is set to NORMAL. 
7 The recoil time if scope control is normal = recoil multiplier * the recoil value of the emulation 
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gaming guns can hit players on all teams (A-G) and other Team X members. They can also be hit by all 
other teams (A-G and X).  

Team names vary by Genre. For example, in the Laser Tag genre, Team A is called Red Team and Team B is 
called Blue Team. 

Choose Character/Choose Template   
For most genres SATR3 has pre-defined characters or templates. 

These predefined templates/characters have hit points, emulations and armor set for them. The user simply 
selects the template/character from the list and all these values are then set ready to play. 

If a Genre has multiple categories of templates, the first step is to select a general class of templates from 
the list. 

Hit Points 
This is a measure of health. It is how much damage a player can receive before they are dead.  

View Weapon  
Typically, an emulation is a type of weapon but can be something that heals or repairs armor. Emulations 
are broken into general classes such as hand guns, rifles, etc. Only classes associated with the current genre 
are listed. 

A player can have up to 8 different slots. A slot can be an emulation or a device role such as a medic box. 
Slot 1 must be an emulation.   

Emulation Settings 
Option Description 

Reloads The number of spare magazines available. 

Reload Time How long after the reload button is pushed before the new magazine is available. 

ROF How many rounds per minute the device will shoot at. 

Mag. Cap. How many shots in each magazine 

Effect The type of damage or effect this emulation does. 

Damage/Effect How many points of damage or other effects (like healing) this emulation does. 

Stun The number of seconds a target is stunned for. 

Area Effect If Area Effect is enabled for this emulation, then certain actions will have an area 
effect. These actions including healing, repairing effects, and some weapon 
damage such as ‘grenade’ attacks. The target of this action will receive full 
damage and everyone in a radius will receive half damage. Area Effect uses the 
radio system. Healing and repairing effects are not halved.    

Vampire Drain HP The number of hit points gained by making a successful kill with this weapon. 

Range Determines the distance of the attack.  

Automatic Attack If enabled, then the emulation will shoot without requiring a trigger pull. 

Silent Attack If enabled, then automatic attacks without a trigger pull won’t make the attack 
sound. The attack sound will still be played if the trigger is pulled to make an 
attack. 

Muzzle Flash The color of the muzzle flash in the main lens assembly when the emulation is in 
action. 

Primary Fire The mode of fire normally used 

Secondary Fire The mode of fire that, when the mode button is pressed, this emulation shifts to.  
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Regen. Rate The number of hits points restored every 6 seconds that this emulation is in the 
current slot. 

Protection Half damage from all attacks when this emulation is in the current slot. 

Fire Resist. Half damage from burn attacks while this emulation is in the current slot. 

Undead Protect. While in the current slot, damage is halved from any undead creature attacks. 

Silence  Silence nearby weapons when ‘cast’ (attack) by radio signal. Effect time must be 
specified. When a silence effect is used, then other attack effect options for spell 
caster are ignored. 

Invulnerable When cast, the invulnerable spell results in the spell caster being immune from all 
attacks for 15 seconds. While invulnerable the player cannot attack. 

Perk Instead of attacking normally, the emulation will provide the specified perk to the 
targets. 

Raise Dead Instead of attacking normally, the emulation will send a respawn command. 

Continuous Flash Each attack will turn the muzzle flash LED’s on constantly for 2 seconds. 

Affect Self. The effect of the emulation is on the “attacker” rather than the target.   This is 
used for consumption of potions and area of effect spells where the spell caster is 
the center of the area affected. If an area effect and affect self, then the effect 
will be transmitted from the attacker (self) to all players in radio range. This type of 
area effect does not have the damaged reduced by half. 

Discharge on Hit Ammunition is only consumed when a successful hit is made on the target. 

Shield If “Yes”, then this emulation also provides defense against attacks as along as this 
emulation is in the current slot.  Shield defense is applied before Armor. 

Recoil The recoil value of the emulation. The higher the recoil value, the longer the 
scope will be powered down after each attack. 

 

Shield Settings 
Option Description 

Shield Stun Every point of damage absorbed by the shield, the defender is stunned for that 
many seconds. While stunned, the player cannot attack but can be hit. 

Shield HP Hit Point value of the shield. Any damage that penetrates shield damages it. 
Once the hit points of the shield are reduced to 0 or less, it no longer provides any 
protection. 

Piercing DR The damage reduction off each piercing attack.  For example, a weapon with a 
piercing attack hits this player with 5 points of damage while the player has the 
shield in the current slot with a piercing DR value of 2, then only 3 points of 
damage is done to the player.  

Crushing DR The damage reduction off each crushing attack.   

Slashing DR The damage reduction off each slashing attack.   

Burning DR The damage reduction off each burning attack.   
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View Armor  
Armor provides protection against attacks on one or more hit locations. Armor absorbs damage.  Damage 
absorption for a particular type of armor varies by effect type. Some armor provides strong protection 
against burning attacks but little else.  

Armor has a hit point value. Any damage that penetrates the armor, damages the armor. Once the armor’s 
hit points are reduced to 0 or less, the armor no longer provides protection. 

Armor is specified for head or the barrel.   Some genres have multiple general classes of armor (such as 
Fantasy Armor and Natural Armor for the Fantasy Genre). Select the class of armor and then select the 
particular armor suitable for the specified hit location. 

Genre Specific - Random SFX Freq. 
This setting specifies the frequency of random sound effects for an emulation. This setting applies to specific 
templates in which a random sound effect has been loaded onto the SD card.  

Genre Specific - Undead Level 
If the creature is undead, then an undead level should be specified. An undead level of 0 means this player 
is not undead. If the creature has a higher level they are less affected by the turn spell effect. 

Genre Specific - Regeneration Rate. 
The number of hit points restored every 6 seconds up to the maximum value. 

Uncommon Menus – Customizing a Gaming Gun 
To access this menu, push the mode switch found on the right-hand side of the SATR3 unit after the initial 
boot (using key switch). 

Genre 
The first menu option to appear will be Genre. Once a genre is selected the menu options will be limited to 
only those suitable to the chosen genre. Alternatively, the menu option “All” does not limit the menus and 
will show all available options.  

GENRE NOTES 

All Access and visibility to all menu options.    

Mil. Spec Military Specification. This sets the system to functions suitable for military 
training exercises. Includes wide range of modern small arms. 

Battlefield LIVE Battlefield LIVE Genre. Modern combat simulation settings. 

Battle Tag Laser Tag Genre. Simplified and limited options for running basic laser tag 
games. 

Fantasy Fantasy Genre. Suitable for fantasy role playing games.  Includes medieval 
weapons, armor, shields, rings, spells and monsters. 

Battlefield Undead Horror Genre. A modern-day horror genre. All weapons from the modern 
genre and modern Monster are included.  

Sci-Fi Science Fiction Genre. Futuristic weapons and armor as well as futuristic 
monsters.  

WWII AFV World War Two Armored Fighting Vehicle Genre. Especially World War 2 tank 
combat. 

Modern AFV Modern Armored Fighting Vehicle Genre. Especially modern tank combat. 

WWII Ord. World War Two Ordnance Genre. Large direct fire artillery simulation. 

Modern Ord Modern Ordnance Genre. Large direct fire artillery simulation. 

ACW American Civil War Genre. Includes period appropriate weapons.  
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Reset 
SATR3 has preset resets for each Genre. A reset restores all the configuration values including emulations 
and armor. Some Genres have multiple reset options, in which case, the reset required must be chosen from 
the menu. See Appendix 1 for the full list.  

Device Roles 
Determine whether the SATR3 unit acts as a master controller, mine, medic box, ammunition box or a player.  
Some of these device roles are genre specific and therefore not available in other genres.  

SELECTION EFFECT 

Player Role (e.g. gamer or 
trainee) 

Set the unit to act as a gaming gun (or similar device). This feature is suitable 
for a player to use during the game.  

 

Controller Comprehensive Master Controller. The directing staff may use the Controller 
to operate the games. A controller has a wide range of sophisticated 
functions. These functions are divided into the following categories: 

IR Commands: These functions communicate with the target device through 
infrared. Such commands are temporary. They will not affect the 
configuration of the target device past the current game. 

Radio Commands: These functions communicate with all devices on the 
same battle. Menus include: start, end, pause, and find.  

Common Settings: These functions change the configuration of the device 
and are designed to be accessed frequently. All changes are retained 
between boots. The menu options include: set team, reset (set device back 
to genre defaults), and change emulations. 

Monitor: Requests information from devices by radio and displays their status 
on the controller’s LCD. 

Control: Issue simple commands by radio to devices. 

Phrases: Triggers the playing of a selected pre-recorded phrases on player 
devices on the same battle as the controller. 

Misc: Sensor/Radio Test and Interrogate target device by IR/RF 

Configurations: User defined configurations. Select a user defined 
configuration and then implement that configuration on target devices by 
infrared communication. 

Rare Settings: Rarely used infrared configuration changes.  

 

Medic Box This device will respawn players. If the medic box is assigned to a team, it will 
only respawn that team. When in ready state, the reload and mode buttons 
are disabled. A gamer respawns by pushing the main trigger button on the 
unit while ensuring the sensor can be hit by the infrared beam. If auto-
respawn is enabled the player does not need to press the button.  

Medic boxes can be configured to perform a specified number of respawns 
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or respawn for a specified period of time. An end/start sequence on the 
master controller (Radio Commands) will restart these counters. The 
sequence will also reset the respawn counter on the medic box. In timed 
games, with Time Warnings turned on, a medic box will provide an audible 
warning at the 1 minute, 30 seconds and 15 seconds to go marks. 

Ammunition Box Restores all spent magazines on the target gaming gun. When set to an 
ammunition box the unit can be configured to perform a specified number of 
reloads or reload for a specified time. 

Dirty Mine A special type of mine that does burning damage over time (typically for 20 
seconds). 

Armor Box The armor box is designed to allow gamers to upgrade their hit point value in 
the field by reaching the box. The hit point value is selected before the 
mission commences. This should be higher than a player’s starting hit points. 
For example, players may start with 25 hit points but the armor box is set to 30 
hit points, so when the players reach the armor box they can increase their 
current and maximum hit points by 5. 

Claymore Mine Designed for claymore mine case. A claymore mine normally does 25 points 
of damage. Sound effects can be configured to represent air strikes, artillery 
or mine explosions. Rearm time can be configured. 

Radio Repeater This mode is designed to repeat the radio signals from a master controller.  
The signals repeated are find, pause, resume, start, and end. A device 
configured as a radio repeater should be placed at the highest point of the 
field ideally in a tower with minimal objects blocking the line of sight.   From 
SATR 3.1 version, a radio repeater can also repeat hit feedback signals. 

Combination Box This mode combines the functionality of a medic box and an ammunition 
box. The left reload button generates a reload command and the trigger 
button generates a respawn/reload command. The right button remains 
disabled. 

Detonator Used to remotely trigger mines by Radio (RF).  

Domination Box The domination box supports Domination style live plays where the objective 
is to control/dominate an area for as much time as possible. The domination 
box keeps track of how long each team is in control of the box during the 
game. Depending on the option chosen by the CO, a domination box can 
be triggered by shooting the box or by pushing a button. 

The red button is used for Team A and the black button for Team B. The 
trigger will put Team C in control. While a team is on control the hit lights flash 
the team’s ‘color’: a red means the Team A is in control, a blue means the 
Team B is in control, and both red and blue indicates that Team C is on 
control. When the game ends, the domination box will say which team has 
won (SFX) and by how much (on the display). The victorious team’s color will 
flash as well.  

Cure Box In a Zombie apocalypse game, survivors when hit by Zombies are infected. 
The more times they are hit, the faster the rate of infection. The cure box is 
designed to cure the infection on a survivor. If the survivor is hit by a Zombie 
again, they will be infected again. An infection generates a timer displayed 
on the Survivor’s LCD, when this reaches 0, the Survivor dies and will turn into 
a Monster. The number of cures can be specified by the directing staff 
through the common menus (red button on boot). A cure used on an 
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undead creature will cause it to be stunned for 10 seconds. 

Weapon Box The weapon box is used to change one or more emulations, usually 
upgrades. 

Mystery Box The mystery box is designed to give gamers a new random emulation. The 
device will randomly select a new emulation when the trigger button is 
pushed (note: one of the gaming gun’s sensors must be pointing at the top of 
the box). 

A mystery box is designed to provide a random emulation to players.  
Normally, this means a random weapon within the genre of the target 
gaming gun. 

The emulation possibilities can be partially configured by the operator 
(before the game) through the common menu (red button on boot).  

The options are: 

 Random: A completely random emulation is chosen from the emulation 
list.   List is restricted by Genre setting. 

 Weapons: A random emulation is selected from the classes allowed by 
the Genre setting of the target device. Non-weapons are excluded. 

 Class: A random emulation is selected from within the present Class of the 
current slot.  

 Simple: A random emulation is selected from the classes allowed by the 
Genre of the target device excluding emulations with fire mode of PA 
(Pump Action), BA (Bolt Action) or SS (Single Shot). 

Target gaming guns can receive a new emulation after waiting 30 seconds. 
The box can be configured to have a limited usage in which the number of 
random weapons it issues is specified.  
 
The other box options are the same as a medic box. 

Flag Box The flag box supports the ‘electronic capture the flag’ mission by counting 
number of flags returned. Player’s must first capture a flag from the 
opponent’s flag box before they can return the flag to their own team’s box. 

Bomb Site A bomb site is an objective to be destroyed by the attacking team.  When 
the attackers shoot the bomb, a countdown timer starts, when it reaches 0, 
the site explodes inflicting 25 points of burning damage to all players within 
range regardless of team.  A defender that shoots the box during the 
countdown period pauses the clock but does not reset it.  The countdown will 
resume when an attacker shoots the box. 

Perk Box A perk box issues in-game perks. Players obtain these by pressing the trigger 
button on the box.  

Simple Controller A master controller with only a limited set of commands without sub menus.   
Commands include: Respawn (IR & RF8), Set Game timer, End (RF), Start (RF), 
Find (RF), Set A Team, Set B Team, Set Any Team, Reload (IR), Briefing (RF), Set 
Volume and Automatic respawn9.  

                                                      
8 3.3J6 code 
9 3.3J6 code 
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Themed Controller A themed controller works the same as the master controller but includes 
functions for configuring monster characteristics. 

Simple Themed Controller A simple themed controller functions in the same way as a simple controller 
does for regular games but caters to the Horror Genre. It will only appear 
when Genre setting is “Horror” or “All”. 

Workshop Controller A controller designed for the depot staff, especially for a rental business.  
Commands include Reset, Set Spare, Test RF, Spawn, Shoot, Kill, Unlock, and 
Lock. 

Mystery Armor Mystery armor provides players a random type of armor within genre 
restrictions. 

Simple Target A simple target records how many times each team has hit it. The simple 
target can be support up to seven teams at once. In a game setting the 
simple target will record the number of times each team has hit it on the LCD. 
At the end of the game the victorious team will be announced via SFX on the 
target. The target will also flash the hit light with the team’s color (Red = Team 
A, Blue = Team B, and both Red and Blue = Team C). Note: if playing with 
more than three teams the color will not indicate the victorious team.  

Rush Box The rush box is designed to support the Rush mission.  A rush box is an 
objective for an attacking team and can provide respawns for the defenders 
(normally limited) until captured and then provide respawns to the attackers 
(normally unlimited) for the rest of the game.   In a single game, typically 3-5 
rush boxes are used. At the start of the game attacking team is respawned 
(normally unlimited) from their start point with a medic box or from the master 
controller.  

Mission Box The mission box provides respawns to the team that currently controls the 
box. To control the box the team must shoot the box and then have 
continuous control for a specified time period, normally 30 seconds. When a 
new team captures the box, the respawn limit resets. 

Vault In the Heist mission, each team has a vault. A vault is a box that stores a 
team’s (virtual) loot. If a player shoots a money drop box, they collect the 
money from it. When they shoot their own teams vault, they deposit money 
into the vault. The team with the most amount of money in their vault when 
the game ends wins.   Alternatively, to collect money, players can shoot the 
other teams vault or steal cash directly from another player by shooting them 
while they have money. To score players must deposit their money into their 
vault.  

Money Drop The money drop box is used in the Heist mission.   The goal for the players is to 
shoot a money drop box to collect the cash and then return the cash to their 
team’s vault. 
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Edit Config? 
To change the general configuration for a player, choose “Yes.” 

Menu Item Notes 

SATR Unit ID Each device within a battle requires a unique ID.   

Alias Name of the device. Ideally, each device has a unique alias. 

Language Determines the language spoken by this device.    

Battle SATR allows up to 8 battles.  Devices must be on the same battle to 
communicate by infrared and radio communication. 

Volume Volume of all sound effects 

Indoor Range. Reduces infrared power through the primary infrared emitter and reduces the 
radio range of area effect attacks. 

Primary IR Inst. Indicates if the primary infrared emitter is installed. This is the emitter in the 
main barrel (lens assembly). 

Melee IR Inst. Indicates if the head sensors have the special infrared emitter installed for 
simulating melee attacks.  If not installed, then in 3.2+ code, melee attacks 
use short range radio to create an area of effect. 

Locked If a device is locked it will automatically skip the boot screen when turned on.  
This prevents players from accessing any of the menus. 

Game Mode Specify the game mode such as Normal, Haunted, Apocalypse and Man 
Hunt. 

Hit Light Color of the head sensor’s hit light when this player is hit. 

Voice Feedback If the device has voice feedback on it will play voice overs to indicate a 
variety of events within the game including but not limited to: “Hit”, “Wound”, 
and “Dead Already”.  Dead Already is not played with automatic attacks 
usually associated with melee weapons and monster attacks.10 

Friendly Fire Team X is always friendly fire on.  If friendly fire is enabled with this menu 
option, then even if a player is set to team, they can still be hit by their own 
team. 

Mission Time An individual gaming gun can be set to operate for a specific period of time 
once the live game state has been reached. 

Blanks A unit set for blanks never runs out of ammunition and does not require 
reloading. Ammunition is assumed to be limited by the physical availability of 
blanks. 

Stoppages Target device will randomly jam based on the reliability level of the current 
emulation. 

Hit Rate Set the minimum time between hits. The lower the hit rate, the more difficult 
the simulation. 

Red Dot The red dot scope control is used to simulate recoil. The scope normally 
powers down for a short time after each shot based on the recoil level of the 
current emulation. 

                                                      
10 From code version 3.3J6. 
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Simple Wounds When a trainee is reduced to 0 HP, the casualty priority level is shown on the 
status bar. 

NATO Wounds When a trainee is reduced to 0 HP, details of the wound is shown on the 
status bar.  This includes location and severity of the wound. 

Kill/Near Miss The first shot of a burst will send a short range shot with 25 points of damage. 
100 milliseconds later, a second normal range, normal shot will be sent. 

Auto. Wpns Upg. Automatic Weapons Upgrade. If enabled, when a gamer makes a kill their 
emulation will change. Starting at the current emulation, this setting will 
increment through the emulation list at a rate between 1 and 5. The rate is 
randomly selected. Every new kill will start the process again. The new 
emulation is retained between re-spawns however for a new mission, the 
emulation will be restored to the original. 

Show Statistics Will show statistics such as hits and kills on the display. 

Damage. Dist.  

 

The general method used to determine the damage when hit. Select from 
Basic, Fixed, Even, or Bell.   

Die Range  The “Bell” setting on the Damage. Dist. menu is based on a simulated die roll. 
The Die Range menu sets the number of “sides” on the simulated die.   

Double Burn Any damage from a burn attack received does double damage. 

Toxic Damage The amount of damage done to gamers near the monster when it dies. Toxic 
can be sent by radio for area effect. 

Perk The perk the player starts each mission with. Perks include: Bandolier, Body 
Armor, Last Stand, Crack Shot, Protection, Fast Reload, and more.  

Reincarnation When reincarnation is on, if a player possesses a perk they retain it throughout 
the game and will not lose it on re-spawn. 

Self Spawn From code version 3.1+ code, a gamer device role can be configured to 
automatically respawn itself after a specified amount of time in dead state.    
This is especially helpful for actor played monsters that need to reset after 
each scene ready for the next group. 

Auto. Reloads From code version 3.1G the operator can set through the uncommon menu if 
the gaming gun should start reloading immediately the current emulation 
runs out of ammunition. 

 

Select UNIT ID 
Key to SATR3 is that each unit in your arsenal has its own unique SATR ID number. The maximum number of 
IDs you can have in one battle is 2,047. To set the SATR ID number (via the menu) follow these steps: 

 Turn the key ¼ clockwise  
 Wait for the Copyright screen to pass 
 Press the black (mode) button once 
 You will see “genre / BF Live” press the green (trigger) button once 
 Next you will see “reset / no” press the green (trigger) button once 
 Next you will set “device role / gamer” press the green (trigger) button once 
 Now here’s the important bit: you will see “Edit Config? / No”. Press the black (model) button once 

to switch the no to “yes”. Next you will see “SATR UNIT ID” and a number.  
 Select a number by pressing the red (reload) or black (mode) button as up/down. Once you have 

the number you want on screen, then press the green (trigger) button down and hold. The system 
will scroll through all the options super quick, all the way to “saving” and the “ready” screen.  
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Select Language 
A language can be chosen for the in-game spoken sound effects.  

Abridged Language Pack (housed on a 4GB SD Card): 

1. US English – Female: usually used in conjunction with the Battlefield LIVE genre, this is the factory 
default, unless otherwise stipulated 

2. British English – Female: usually used in conjunction with the Battlefield LIVE genre, this can be set 
by the factory for Battlefield LIVE if requested 

3. Laser Tag US English – Female: usually used in conjunction with the Battlefield TAG genre, 
changes voice sounds and display settings to Laser Tag 

4. Arcade: usually used in conjunction with the Battlefield TAG genre; changes voice sounds to SFX 
and display settings to Laser Tag 

5. Mandarin: usually used in conjunction with the Battlefield LIVE genre  
6. Zombie: usually used in conjunction with the Battlefield UNDEAD genre 

Comprehensive Language Pack (housed on a 16GB SD Card): 

Language Screen Display Associated Genre 

Female (US accent) Female Battlefield LIVE (this is the factory 
default)  

Custom Custom Add your own, please discuss 
with your local consultant 

Horror (Male US Accent)  Horror Battlefield UNDEAD 

Arabic Arabic Battlefield LIVE 

Chinese Mandarin Battlefield LIVE 

German German Battlefield LIVE 

French French Battlefield LIVE 

Italian Italian Battlefield LIVE 

Japanese Japanese Battlefield LIVE 

Portuguese Portuguese Battlefield LIVE 

Russian Russian Battlefield LIVE 

Spanish Spanish Battlefield LIVE 

Vietnamese Vietnamese Battlefield LIVE 

Laser Tag (Female US Accent) Lasertag Battlefield TAG 

Male (US Accent) USMale Battlefield LIVE 

British (Female English Accent) British Battlefield LIVE 

Arcade (SFX) Arcade Battlefield TAG  

Zombie (Male US Accent)  Zombie Battlefield UNDEAD 

Armored (Female US Accent)  Armored  Modern AFV 

Military (Female)  Military Mil Spec 
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Monster (Male US Accent)  Monster Battlefield UNDEAD  

 

SATRs Devices – Boxes & Mines 
Medic Box 

The purpose of the medic box is to respawn dead players so they can re-
enter the game with all their ammunition and health restored. 

On initial boot, the LCD should say “Medic Box.”  If not already set to a 
medic box, push the mode button once. Assuming the genre is correct, pull 

the trigger. Trigger on Reset “No.”   

Select the Genre. 

Next is the Device Role. Scroll through the device options using either the 
reload or mode buttons until the Device Role is now “Medic Box.”  Pull the 
trigger to lock in the medic box. 

 

To change the ALIAS, Unit ID, Language, Battle, Volume, location light, timer 
warning and range and emitter settings, change to “Edit Config?” “Yes.”   
The most important option is the Battle setting.  The Medic box will only work 
on gaming guns that are dead and on the same battle (also check the 
team settings).  With a medic box, set the “Primary IR inst” to “Yes” and all 
other emitters to “No” since the medic box only has a primary infrared 

emitter to perform re-spawns. 

Common Menus 
From the boot screen, to set the number of re-spawns and which team will be respawned by this box go 

into the common menus by pushing the reload button. 

If the box is set to X, then it will respawn all gamers regardless of team.   

If the box is set to a team, it will only respawn gamers on that team. 

 

 

The medic box’s respawns can be limited. One of these options is “timed.” 
In this mode the respawns will stop prior to the end of the game (e.g. 14 
mins out of a 15min game).  

The next option is “Unlimited”. In this mode there is no limit to the number of 
respawns provided during the game. 

With a “Fixed No.” the operator can specify the limit on number of respawns performed.   

 

Normally, the medic box should be set to “Long” Range. This setting effects 
the infrared power setting.  Indoor, short and medium also use the primary 
infrared emitter.  Don’t choose melee for a medic box. 

 

With “Auto. Respawn / Yes” the box will frequently emit a respawn signal 
without the gamers needing to push the trigger button on the box.  
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Ready State 
Once in a live state the medic box will only accept the trigger button input, causing it to transmit a re-
spawn signal to gaming guns nearby and in direct line of sight. 

The reload and mode buttons are disabled so the gamers cannot access 
any other function.  Pushing these other buttons will temporarily turn on the 
back light for the LCD. 

The B1 X on the top right of the display means Battle 1 set to any team (X).  
The medic box will count the number of re-spawns it performs by using the 

radio feedback system. The medic box will reset the counter for number of spawns after receiving a radio 
end/start combination or a new mission command from a master controller. 

Ammunition Box 
 

The purpose of ammunition box is to restore all spent magazines. The 
ammunition box works in exactly the same way as the medic box. But 
instead of replenishing hit points, it replaces ammo.  

 

Combination Box 
A combination box includes the functionality of the medic box and the 
functionality of an ammunition box. Respawns are provided by pushing 
the trigger button and reloads by pushing the reload button on the box. If 
neither reloads or respawns are exhausted, then the trigger push or 
automatic issue event will send infrared signal that will both reload and 
respawn target gaming guns.  

The team settings and configuring re-spawn limits on a combination box is the same as a medic box. 

The reload limit can be independently specified. 

 

 

During a live game the 2nd line automatically scrolls between “Reloads” 
and “Respawns.” 

The third line also scrolls through showing the reload and respawn limit 
type.   

The fourth line on the left shows the limit on respawns and the right-hand 
side the limit on reloads.   In this example respawns are time limited with 11 
minutes and 49 seconds to go and reloads are limited to 10. 

Armor box 
An armor box provides additional hit points to a gamer. These extra hit points 
remain for the rest of the game including respawns but are cleared when a 
new game is started. 
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The common menu is used to set the new maximum hit point value of target 
gaming guns. Access the common menus by pushing the reload button from 
the boot screen. 

The limits settings are the same as the medic box. 

 

Cure Box 
In the Battlefield UNDEAD genre game mode of 
“apocalypse” a survivor hit by a monster (especially 
a zombie) is infected. The less hit points the gamer 
has the faster they will succumb to the infection. An 
infected player will then turn into a monster.  

A cure will stop the infection until they are hit again 
by a monster. A Cure will also stun undead creatures for 10 seconds if the undead 
creature cure box is set to a team and the undead is on another team! 

Configuring a cure box is the same as a medic box. 

Weapon Box 
 

The weapon allows the operator to specify new emulations in specified slots 
so that players that reach the box can gain the benefit of new weapons or 
other emulations.   For each slot, an emulation can be selected.  If an 
emulation is not selected for a particular slot, then that slot will not be 

changed on the target’s gaming gun.   Not the number issued is the number 
of slots updated not the number of gamers 

 

In the common menus, to configure an emulation on the weapon box, select 
“Yes” to “Set Emulation.” Access the common menus by pushing the reload 

button. 

 

 

Next choose which slot will be assigned an emulation. 

 

 

 

Choose the class of emulation. 

 

 

Choose a particular emulation from the list of emulations associated with the 
selected class. 

The rest of the configuration options work the same as a medic box. 
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Mystery Box 
A mystery box is designed to provide a random emulation to players. Normally this means a random 
weapon emulation within the genre of the target gaming gun.   Mystery emulations will not be set to 
“automatic attack”, so a trigger pull will always be required to attack. 

The emulation possibilities can be partially configured by the operator before 
the game through the common menu. 

The options are: 

Random: A complete random weapon emulation 
is chosen from the emulation list.   List is restricted 

by Genre setting. 

Class: A random emulation is selected from with the current Class of the current 
slot 

Weapons: A random selection of weapon 
emulation from the classes allowed by the Genre 
setting of the target device. Non-weapons are 
excluded. 

Simple: A random selection of weapon emulation from the classes allowed 
by the Genre setting of the target device excluding weapons with fire mode 

of PA and BA. 

The other box options are the same as a medic box.  

Domination Box 
A Domination box is an objective.  The goal for 
each team is to control a box for longer than any 
other team. To take control they shoot the box. A 
box may have multiple hit points and must be shot 
multiple times before a team gains control. A box 

can also regenerate hit points. 

Uncommon Menu 
Normally the box will announce which team is currently in control.   

The frequency of announcement is specified here. 

 

 

This is the number of hit points regenerated every 6 seconds until the 
domination box is back to full health. 

 

To take control of the domination box in a standard game the player must 
shoot the box. This can be changed with the “Shoot the Box” menu. When 
“No” is selected, a button must be pushed in order to capture the box. This 
“Shoot the Box” option supports up to 3 teams.  With the buttons, a reload 
button push, means the A team takes control.  If the mode button is pushed B 
team takes control. The trigger button will cause the C team to take control.  
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Common Menu 
 

The number of times the box must be shot before a new team takes control 
of it. 

 

 

Live Game 
 

During the game, each team score measure in minutes and seconds is shown 
on the display.    

 

 

Claymore Mine 
A claymore mine is normally a mine but can simulate other forms of bomb strikes such as artillery or air strike. 
The mine is placed in the area to be affected. The physical claymore mine from Battlefield Sports has banks 
of forward facing infrared emitters to provide a very wide angle yet directional area of effect.    

A player can use a claymore mine in one of their emulation slots and 
therefore used by the player. But when exploded player also takes damage 
(ignores all defences) usually causing death!  This can be used to simulate a 
suicide bomber. 

The top line of the display will scroll showing the 
device name “Claymore Mine” and then the Alias plus the Battle and Team.  
In this case the Alias is HAMMER and the battle is 1 and the Claymore is on 
team A. 

Common Menu 
This setting will change which team will be effected. The standard setting is X, 
which will affect all players in the vicinity. If the setting is changed to A then 
Team A will not be affected (unless friendly fire is on). If the setting is changed 
to B then Team B will not be affected.   

 

 

The color of the claymore LED’s when the mine explodes. 

 

The type of damage done and the range can also be configured. 

 

The amount of damage the mine does when it explodes. 

 

 

 

The number of seconds that targets hit will be stunned for. 
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When a claymore mine is remotely detonated by a master controller (Control/Trigger) or a detonator 
device the claymore mine will make a sound effect before it explodes.  The sound effect played is specified 
by this menu. The sound effect options include Mine, Artillery and Airstrike. 

 

 

If yes, then the damage signal will be sent by radio instead of infrared 
generally creating a circular area of effect.   If radio effect is enabled, the 

strength and therefore the range of the radio 
signal can be configured. 

 

 

After a mine, has explode, it automatically rearms after a specified period. 
If 0 seconds is selected, the mine will never rearm. 

 

 

Live Game 
Top line indicates this is on battle 1 and set to team X. The second line says 
the mine has made 1 hit that was not a kill and then on the third line it 

indicates 4 kills were made.  On the 4th line is the current status of the mine, in this case, it is rearming and will 
be ready to detonate in 21 seconds 

 

 

 

 

Dirty Mine 
A dirty mine explodes over a period of time, typically around 20 seconds. 
During this time, it attacks once a second inflicting the damage specified. A 
dirty mine does not affect the user if put in a player slot. 

If a team is specified and friendly fire is off, that is team is unaffected by the 
dirty mine. 

Common Menu 
Most of the common menu options are same as the Claymore mine. 

Specify how long the explosion will last. 
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Live Game 
 

The last line lists the status; in this case “Armed” means it is ready to explode if 
detonated. 

 

 

Radio Repeater 
The radio repeater is designed to retransmit radio signals regardless of the 
battle setting. A radio repeater will not retransmit the same signal again if 
received within 15 seconds of each other. Its primary use is to repeat start, 
end, pause, resume and find commands from a master controller. 

While live, the radio repeater will indicate how many retransmits it has done 
and what was the last command retransmitted. 

From SATR 3.1x series code, the Radio Repeater can be configured through the common menu to repeat 
hit feedback signals.   This is not recommended for CQB or indoor simulations as it generates additional 
radio traffic.   Repeating hit feedback signals should not be enabled until all gaming guns in use are loaded 
with 3.1x or later code versions. 
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Detonator 
A detonator is designed to remotely detonate by radio control mines like 
the claymore and dirty mine. Before the game mines are assigned to slots 
by searching by radio for mines on the same battle that are turned on. 
During the game the player or staff member selects a slot and then pulls the 
trigger to detonate the mine assuming it is within radio range. A Detonator 
for a single mine can be allocated to a player slot. 

Common Menu 
 

If yes, allocate another mine to a slot or view the current allocations.  To 
access the common menus, press the reload button.  
 

 

 

Select the slot that the mine will be allocated to. 

On trigger pull, a radio search for mines on the same battle (they must be 
turned on and in radio range) is done by the detonator device. 

 

 

A list of mines is returned by the search with the SATR Unit ID of the mine as well as its alias. Use the reload or 
mode buttons to work through the list.  The current selection is in upper case. 
Trigger on the selection to allocate that mine to a slot. 

 

 

 

Live Game 
The list of allocated mines is shown on the LCD up to 3 mines. The player can 
scroll through the list with the mode and reload buttons and detonate the 
selected mine with the trigger. The mine does need to be in radio range to 
detonate.  The mine itself must be armed for the detonation to work. 

 

 

Bomb Site 
A bomb is an objective to be destroyed by the attacking teams.  When an 
attacking team player hits the bomb site, a countdown starts, when it 
reaches 0 the site explodes inflicting 25 points of burning damage to all 
players within range regardless of team.  A defender that shoots the box 
during the countdown period pauses the clock but does not reset it.  The 
countdown will resume when an attacker hits the box. 

Common Menu 
 Specify which team is the defender. 
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Specifies the total control time required by the attackers to destroy the 
bomb site. 
 

 

The bomb explosion can either be by radio (area effect) or by infrared. 

 

 

 

Live Game 
When in “Ready” status the bomb site has not been destroyed.  

 

 

 

 

The 0:27 means that in another 27 seconds of control by the attackers 
before they destroy the site.  While the counting down the blue hit light will 
flash. 
 

 

When a bomb site is destroyed the status changes to “Destroyed.” 

The red hit light will flash once destroyed. 

 

Perk Box 
A perk box provides game perks that last until the player respawns.  Perks enhance the ability of the player 
in game (e.g. Fast Reload halves reload time). If the player has reincarnation they keep the perk once they 

respawn. 

The box perk can be configured to provide a particular perk or provide a 
random perk from either the standard or zombie perk list. The number of 
perks issued can be limited in the same manner that a medic box respawns 
can be limited.   With standard and zombie perks, from SATR V3.0N+ code, 
the mystery lock out applies. 

By selecting a team, only that team can receive the perk. 

Common Menu 
Select a category of Perk.  If the option is “Set Perk” then the next screen 
will allow a choice of perks. 
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 Choose a particular perk from the list. 

 

 

 

 

 

Themed Controller 
A themed controller is designed to run non-standard game modes. It has all the functions of a controller plus 
a new menu called “Themed.” Any reference to monster settings here applies when in a game mode of 
haunted, apocalypse and haunted for a Monster team (in manhunt this is the hunters team), which is 

normally team A. 

 

 

 

 

 

The additional menu is called “Themed.” It is the last menu on the top-
level menu. 

 

 

 

Set Game Mode 
This command sets by infrared command the game mode of the target 
devices from Haunted, Apocalypse, Man Hunt and Normal. All game 
modes except normal see dead survivors changing teams and allow the 
configuration of the alternative “Monster” settings.  

When a survivor dies in a themed game mode (not normal), the survivor 
becomes a monster and gains the characteristics of specified monster. 

Reset 
The purpose of the reset command is to set target gaming guns back to 
default settings for a particular genre.  It is often easier to set everything 
back to default & then modify those settings you want to change after 
that. 

Select from the list of resets, reset options are restricted by the genre of 
the controller. 
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Common Reset Values 
This is the standard values for all resets. Reset specific configuration values take precedence over these 
common values.  

Setting Value 

Armor None 

Head Shot Damage Multiplier 1.25 

Primary infrared emitter True 

Automatic Weapons Upgrade False 

Undead Level 0 

Game Mode Normal 

Box Type Unlimited 

Box Time  13 minutes 

Number of (for boxes) 10 

Perk None 

Domination – Shoot to control True 

Toxic Damage 0 

Simple Military Wounds False 

Double Burn False 

 

For genre specific reset values refer to appendix “Genre Specific Reset Values.” 

Select Monster  
On the Themed Master Controller enter the “Themed” submenu. Pick a monster 
character from one of the lists normally in Battlefield UNDEAD theme this is one 
of the horror monsters. This character is used in Manhunt, Apocalypse and 
Haunted game modes when the player is acting as a Monster or Hunter. Select 
a class of monster. 

 

Pick a particular monster from the class.  

 

 

 

The display will then say “Chg Mummy.” The target gaming guns will change to 
the selected monster configuration: in this case, a Mummy.  The target gaming 
gun will set into the monster slots all the standard characteristics of that 
monster including emulations, special abilities, armor and health.   

 

Set Monster HP 
On the Themed Master Controller enter the “Themed” submenu. “Set Monster 
HP”. Specifies the hit points of the target gaming guns when they are acting 
as a monster or hunter mode. This will not set the hit points of a monster during 
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a normal game, for that use the standard set hit points command on the common settings menu. 

 

Set Resurrection Time 
On the Themed Master Controller this will set how long a survivor in 
apocalypse game mode takes to turn into a Monster after they die. 

 

 

Infection time per HP 
For the apocalypse game mode, set how long before an infected survivor 
takes to die from an infection. The time equals the survivor’s current health 
multiplied by the infection time per HP (hit points). 

 

Monster Emulation 
Monsters can have up to 4 emulations. These go into slots 9 to 12. Slot 9 is the 
default slot and should always have an emulation specified. 

 

 

 

Monster Range 
Set the range for an emulation in a selected slot. 

 

 

Monster Language 
Configures the target gaming guns with the language to use when operating 
as a Monster. 

 

 

Random SFX Frequency - Monsters 
Set the frequency that a random sound will be played by the monster if any.  

Note the monster template selected must have random sound effects 
loaded in the Templates folder on the SD card.  

For example, the files Random1.wav and Random2.wav are load in 
/Templates/Zombie folder. 

Monster hit Light. 
 

The color of the hit light when the monster is hit can be set with this option. 

 

Monster Red Dot 
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The red dot function can be set for the monster. “Off” means it will be off all the time. “On” means the 
scope will be on all the time.  “Normal” means the recoil simulation 
through the scope will operate normally based on the recoil value of the 
emulation. 
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Simple Master Controller 
A simple master controller has a limited set of very common commands. The 
simple controller assumes all the devices are configured already and the 
operator just needs to run simple games.  This controller is common when 
operating at a busy theme park or a transportable ride. The screen snaps 
assume a Laser Tag genre. 

 

The first command is Reactivate IR (or Respawn IR). This will return the target 
phasers (gaming guns) already deactivated (dead) to ready state. The “IR” 
means this command will use the infrared system to communicate with target 
devices 

“Game 1” means this controller is set to Battle 1. With a Laser Tag genre the 
term “Game” is used instead of “Battle.” 

The Game Timer menu specifies how long the next game will run for before it 
ends. The timer starts when the Start (RF) command is used.  A time stamp is 
sent by radio to all devices on the same battle every 30 seconds after the 
game starts. 

 

The “End” command will end the current game on all devices on the same 
battle by radio command as long as those devices are in radio range of the 
controller. Try to hold the controller so the antenna is vertical when you 
perform this command (or any other radio command). The “RF” means 
controller will use the digital radio system to communicate with other devices 

on the same battle as this controller. 

The “Start” command will start a new game and transmit a start signal by 
radio to all the devices on the same battle. Devices not in game over state 
will be unaffected by this command.   

If a game timer has been set, this command will restart the timer. 

 

A find command is designed to help locate other devices within radio range 
of this master controller. Any device regardless of device role or battle will 
respond by sound effect and flashing its hit lights and flashing the muzzle 
flash. This is a useful function at the end of a session to ensure all the devices 
are turned off with the key.   

Notice “4:29” this means there is 4 minutes and 29 seconds to go in this game.  

Set target devices to the Red Team (“A” team)  
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Set target devices to the Blue Team (“B” team).    

 

 

Set target devices to Any Team (“X”).   If the target device is a gaming 
gun/phaser this will turn friendly fire on, so players can tag their own team.  

This is great for a free-for-all game. 

 

 

“Auto Reactivate” / “Auto Respawn” will continuous send by infrared and radio a respawn signal, it will 
respawn gaming guns from any team.   The radio signal is very short range, typically works to 1 to 2 metres.  
Once activated, the automatic respawn does not require the operator to pull the trigger to respawn. 
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Mystery Armor Box 
A mystery armor box provides a randomly selected armor to the players. Armor will be selected from armor 
allowed for the genre of the target gaming gun. This box is configured in the same manner as a Medic Box.  
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Simple Target 
A simple target records how many times each team has hit it. A defending 
team can be specified; any hit on the target by the defending team is not 
shown. When the game ends the simple target shows which team won on 
the display and flashes the hit light (Red is A team won, blue is B team won) 

 

In the common menu, the defending team can be specified. 

 

 

During the game and when it is over, the number of hits on the box by each 
team is shown. The team with the most number of hits win.   

 

 

 

 

Rush Box 
The Rush box is designed to support the Rush mission. A Rush box is an objective for an attacking team and 

can provide respawns for the defenders (normally fairly limited) until captured 
and then provide respawns to the attackers (normally unlimited). In a single 
game typically 4-5 Rush boxes are used. The attacking team would normally 
be respawned from their start point with a medic box or from the master 
controller. 

Common Menu 
 

Specify which team is attacking. 

 

 

 

 

Specify the amount of time the attackers must have uncontested control of the box before it is considered 
captured. 

 

 

 

 

Specific if the attackers will receive some respawns from the rush box once 
captured. 

Specify how the respawns are limited after capture for the attackers. 

 

 

Power of the infrared emitter when respawning. 
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If yes, then the players don’t have to push a button to receive a respawn, they 
just point an infrared sensor at the box. 

 

 

 

 

Means the defenders will receive some respawns before the box is captured. 

 

 

 

 

Specify which team is defending. 

 

 

Specify how the defenders respawns will be limited. This is normally a fixed 
number. In a standard Rush Mission this is set to approximately twice the 
number of defending players.    

The defenders receive a fixed number of respawns.  

Normally the rush box is not captured by the attackers until after the defenders 
respawns are exhausted. 

 

 

Live Game 
During a live game the top right-hand side indicates which team is attacking 
and which is defending. A/B here indicates that A is the attacking team and B 
is the defending team. 

 

 

Mission Box 
 

The mission box provides respawns to the team that currently controls the box. 
To control the box the team has to shoot the box and then have continuous 
control for a specified period of time, normally 30 seconds. Respawn limits 
reset when a new team captures the box. While another team is capturing 
the box, the team that currently controls the box will not receive respawns. 
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Common Menu 
Respawn limits can be specified in the same manner as a medic box. 

 

 

 
Box capture time is how long a team needs to have uninterrupted control 
of the mission box to take control of it. 
 

 

 

Live Game 
The top right-hand side A/B means team A current controls the box and 
team B is currently capturing the box. On the third line, it has “Unlimited” this 
means the team current in control will receive unlimited respawns. The 
bottom line with “0:18”; i.e. team B is capturing and will complete the 
capture in 18 seconds. If team A shoots the box, the capture timer will be 
deleted and team A will be able to recommence receiving respawns.  

Money Drop 
The money drop box is used in the Heist mission. The goal for the players is to 
shoot a money drop box to collect the cash and then return the cash to their 
team’s vault. 

 

 

Common Menu 
How often the amount of money increases. Money starts at 0 and keeps 
increasing until it reaches the specified limit. 

 

 

The amount of money the balances increases each time.  

 

 

 

 

The maximum amount of money that the Money Drop box will hold. This is 
typically being $100. 

 

 

 

Live Game  
 

The second line shows the current balance of cash followed by the cash limit. 
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Vault 
In the Heist mission, each team has a vault, which is a box that stores their 
“virtual” loot. If they shoot a money drop box, they collect the money 
from it, and then when they shoot their own teams vault, they deposit 
money into the vault. The team with the most amount of money in their 
vault when the game ends, wins. Players can shoot the other teams vault 
or players currently holding cash to collect more money which then needs 
to be deposited in their own vault to score. 

Common Menu 
 

Indicates which team owns this vault. 

 

 

 

 

Specifies how much money an opposing team can withdraw (steal) 
money from this vault. 

 

 

 

A vault can only be raided by the opposing team after a delay since the 
last raid.  The time between raids is specified here. 

 

Live Game 
 

The cash of 15 indicates this team has $15 in their vault, effectively their 
score. This box belongs to the A team. 
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Treasure Box 
A Treasure Box can contain up to 8 emulations, cash, head 
armor and barrel armor for the gamers to collect.    A 
treasure box can be virtually locked by assigning a key 
number between 1 and 12, the gamers will need to find and 
the use the right virtual key on the box to open.   A Treasure 
Box can be trapped, a trapped will be triggered if any 
attempt is used to unlock the box or collect the treasure.   A 
find traps special effect will cause a trapped box to flash 

blue for 5 seconds.   A remove traps special effect will safely remove a trap. 

If the box has emulations as treasure these will be added to any spare slots the gamer has.   If all 8 slots are 
full, then no emulations will be collected. 

If the gamer already has armor that covers the same hit location as the armor found in the box, they need 
to confirm they want the new armor by pushing the mode button once. 

Common Menu 
 

 

The team assigned to a Treasure cannot open a box by 
attacking it.   If trapped, the team owning the box do not 
suffer any ill effects.    

 

 

 

 

If Yes, then to collect the treasure or activate a trap the 
gamer has to “shoot” the box.    If set to No, then the green 
trigger button must be pushed. 

 

 

 

  

If Yes, then up to 8 emulations can be specified as treasure. 
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Armor can also be treasure.   One piece of head armor 
and one piece of barrel armor can be chosen as treasure.  

 

 

 

  

Specify the amount of cash to be found in the treasure 
box. 

 

 

 

 

 A Treasure Box can automatically reset itself after a 
specified time.   This will restore all the treasure and reset 
the trap! 

 

 

 

 

 

If a key is set to 0, then the box is not locked.   If a key is 
set to 1 through to 12, then the right virtual key will be 
required to unlock the box.  Keys can be found in the key 
class and can therefore also be treasure.   A Gamer must 
have to collect a key from one treasure box to open 
another. 

 

 

A Treasure Box can be trapped, if a gamer attempts to 
unlock or collect the treasure from a trapped box, the 
trap will be sprung.    Traps are configured in the same 
way as mines.   
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If the box is trapped, you can choose an emulation as the trapped.   A common choice is the Pacifism 
Charm! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Live Game 
 

If a boxed is locked by specifying that a key is required, 
the display will say “Locked” on the second line.   The 
contents of the box are now shown. 

This box is set to battle 1 and team A. 

 

 

 

 This Treasure Box is unlocked.   Line 2 indicates how 
much cash is in the box to collect. 

 

Line 3 scrolls through the armor and emulations that are 
available.   In this case, the gamer that opens the 
treasure box will get $35 and a medical pack, 

 

 

Line 3 has scrolled now to show a “Steel Pot” is available 
as head armor. 
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Battle Royale Box 
Available in SATR 3.3+ code11, is a Battle Royale Box.   
The idea behind this is to implement a battle royale 
mission type where the safe zone for the gamers shrinks 
over the course of the mission. 

This box can also act as a combination box for all teams 
and gamers providing respawns and reloads.    It is a 
good idea to provide time limited respawns so that no 
gamers are eliminated early in each game.   A Battle 
Royale box cannot be set to a team, it always respawns 

all teams. 

The box sends radiation damage by digital radio to the entire battlefield, typically every 15 seconds, on a 
large battlefield one or more radio repeaters are recommend to make sure the entire battlefield is affected. 
From code 3.3J6, gaming guns also re-transmit radiation damage.  Just before sending damage, the box 
will send an immunity message to all gamers within radio range.    The immunity message radio ranges 
reduce over the course of the mission.   A gamer that receives an immunity message will hear a sound 
effect indicating they are still in the safe zone and their gaming gun will ignore the next damage pulse.   If a 
gamer misses an immunity, they hear a warning SFX but take no damage.   If the gamer misses 2 or more 
immunity messages in a row, the start taking damage.   Damage done by a Battle Royale box ignores all 
armor, shields and special defenses. 

On a typical outdoor battlefield, the Battle Royale box will require a long whip antenna to achieve sufficient 
radio range. 

To further boost12 immunity range, booster Battle Royale boxes can be configured.    A booster Battle Royale 
box does not generate its own radiation or immunity, instead if it receives an immunity signal from the 
master Battle Royale box it re-transmits it. 

Common Menu 
 

Spawn Limit, Reload Limit, Range (IR), Auto Issue, RF respawn all work the same as a Combination Box. 

 

This is size of the safe zone in terms of RF strength at the 
beginning of each mission.   Max. Area Effect is the 
largest area, with a whip antenna and a Battle Royale 
box off the ground, gamers will be safe out to about 100 
meters13. 

 

This is the minimum safe zone range.   The system will 
reduce one range setting, typically every 4 minutes until 
it reaches the final immunity range. 

                                                      
11 The gaming guns as well as the box requires 3.3 or later code. 
12 From 3.3J6 code 
13 Radio range can be affected by a number of factors such as the position of the sending and receiving 
antennas and any RF blocking cover.    It is worth checking all gaming guns are getting good radio hit 
feedback range before running this mission. 
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Norma Area effect is typically around 15 meters.     

 

 

 

How often the safe zone range reduces by one level.  
The ranges from largest to smallest are “Max Area Eff”,     
“Huge Area effect”, “Large Area effect”, “Normal Area 
effect”, “Close Area Effect“, “ Melee area”. 

 

 

 

 

This is the amount of damage gamers no in the safe zone receive on each 
damage pulse from the box. 

 

 

 

How often the damage and immunity messages are 
sent by the Battle Royale box. 
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SATR3 Game Play 
How is Damage Calculated? 
The damage a player takes when hit depends on the damage value of the attacking weapon, damage 
absorption by shields, damage absorption by armor, hit location, the effect of protection rings, critical hits 
and damage distribution. 

Head Shot Multiplier 
If a player is hit on the head, then the shot is considered a head shot and a damage multiplier may apply. A 
damage multiplier of 1.25 is used in genres of Battlefield LIVE, Battlefield UNDEAD, Fantasy and Science 
Fiction. This means that a head shot will cause 25% more damage. 

The genres of Mil Spec, Battlefield TAG, WWII AFV, WWII Ordnance, Modern Ordnance and Modern AFV do 
not have a head shot multiplier.  

Damage Distribution 
The effect of damage distribution is determined on the target gamer and is done before damage 
absorption is considered. 

Damage Distribution Effect 

Fixed With fixed damage there is no random factor, a weapon does a fixed amount of 
damage. 

Even With even damage, the amount of damage is randomly distributed. The total varies 
between one point of damage (1) and twice the weapon damage (x2). For 
example a weapon that has 5 points of damage will generate an effect between 
1 and 10 points. 

Bell Curve A virtual 10 sided die is rolled for each attack point. The die rolls are totaled and 
then divided by 5.5 

Basic One point of damage is done per attack except for damage values greater than 
24 which result in a kill shot.  

 

Critical Hit 
There is a 5% chance that any hit will be critical hit.  A critical hit does double damage (does not apply 
when set to basic damage). 

Rings 
Ring Effect 

Protection Damage is halved. 

Fire Resistance Damage from burning attacks is halved. 

Undead Protection Damage from Undead monsters using natural attacks are halved.   Undead 
creatures using held weapons do not have their damage halved. 

Shields 
Shields absorb damage while they are active (current slot). Non-magical fantasy genre shields are generally 
set to stun the user. They will be stunned for the number of seconds equal to the amount of damage 
absorbed. Shields have a damage reduction value (DR) versus each form of attack.    

Any damage that penetrates the shield causes damage to the shield reducing its hit points. Once a shield is 
reduced to 0 hit points, it no longer provides any protection.  
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Armor 
Armor is a passive defense that always in effect unless its hit points are reduced to 0. Armor is hit location 
specific and therefore helmets only provide protection against hits on the head sensor. A shot that hits both 
the barrel sensor and the head sensor is assumed to be a head shot.  

Any damage that penetrates the armor also reduces the armor hit points by the same amount. 

Minimum Damage 
When an attack is made (at least 1 point standard weapon damage) versus a player with armor defense 
value of less than 10 hit points, the attack will always do at least 1 point of damage (to the player).   This is 
blunt trauma damage where the attack has not penetrated the armor.   This minimum damage of 1 does 
not damage the shield or the armor. 

Burning Attacks 
Burning attacks cause damage over a 
period of time. While burning the red hit light 
will flash. 

The burning effect will last up to 6 seconds. If 
the burning damage is less than 6 points, the 
player “burns” for the number of seconds 
equal to the damage that penetrated all 
the defenses. Each second of burning will 
reduce the current hit points by one. 
Damage of more than 5 points and less 
than 11 points does 2 points of damage per 
second. Damage greater than 10 burn at 
an even higher rate. 

Stun Attacks 
Some attacks cause the target player to be stunned. The target is stunned for the number of seconds equal 
to the stun value of the attacking weapon. Stun attacks bypass normal defenses. While stunned, the player 
cannot attack but can be hit. A buzzing sound effect is played while stunned. Normal stun attacks do not 
work against Undead; instead, a Turn Undead attack is required. While stunned, the hit lights flash 
alternatively.    If the armor has stun resistance, then the stun time is reduced. 

Live Game State 
Assuming the unit has a device role of player (or trainee/gamer) the device will enter live game state once 
it has booted and settings are confirmed.  

Count Down/Save Configuration 

 

Whenever SATR3 processes a respawn or starts a new game, it commences a 3 second count where the 
gamer cannot take any action but also cannot be hit by any other SATR3 unit.  

The result is to give a gamer approximately 3 seconds to move to a safer position. By pulling the trigger the 
user can bypass the 3 second count.   

The countdown also displays the current ALIAS of this unit. 

Game Play 
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Upon start up or whenever SATR3 is live and is not performing another function like shooting, reloading or 
taking a hit, it goes into ready mode.  

First Line Statistics  
On the top line is the current player health 
followed by the maximum health (e.g. HP25).   

Players are restored to maximum health when 
starting a new game or after a respawn.   

On the top left is the ammunition remaining in 
the current magazine followed by the 
magazine capacity. 

Second Line Statistics  
The details of the currently selected slot are 

shown on the second line. As standard, this is a weapon emulation, however, a player can toggle between 
slots and this will display their other emulations (spell, aid, or shield). This line automatically scrolls through the 
data relating to this emulation.  

The second line also displays the number of reloads listed after “R”. In the 
example, R 4/4, there are 4 more spare magazines for the P90 and that 
the player has a maximum carrying capacity of 4 spare magazines.   

When a player receives a reload command from an ammunition box, is 
respawned, or starts a new game, they will receive more ammunition to 
equal their maximum number of spare magazines. 

This section will cycle through automatically to display additional 
information.  In the example, “Med P4”, means the P90 is set to medium 
range and will inflict 4 points of piercing damage. 

 

 

 

Third Line Statistics  

 
 
Character Meaning 

H Hits (H)/Tags (T): Number of hits made on another SATR3 unit this game that did not result 
in a kill (this includes “wounding” an opponent). In this example, Hits equals 4.  

K Kills (K)/Deactivations (D): The number of hits made on another SATR3 unit this game that 
resulted in a kill (dead). In this example, Kills equals 2. 

S The number of times in this game the player has respawned. In this example, respawns 
equal 1.  

1X The battle and team the player is set to. In this example, Battle 1 and Team X. 

 

Status Bar  
The forth line is the status bar. 
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In this example, the gaming gun is “Ready” to fire and the fire mode is fully automatic (FA). On the right it 
says 6:46, this is the amount of time left in the game measured in minutes and seconds. 

Status Options  
Status Description 

Ready Ready to fire 

Piercing Currently performing a piercing attack 

Burning Burning attack 

Crushing Crushing attack 

Slashing Slashing attack 

Healing Currently sending a healing message 

Repairing Currently sending a repairing (armor) message 

Reloading Reloading the current emulation 

Empty Magazine is empty, requires a reload 

Jammed The emulation has a stoppage and this needs to be cleared by pushing the 
reload button. 

Dead The player is dead. 

Spent For a bolt action rifle or pump action shot gun means a shot has been fired, there 
is still ammunition in the box but the gaming needs to be worked with the mode 
button to load the next round into the chamber. 

Open Bolt For a bolt action rifle, the bolt is open after the mode button was pushed and 
required another push of the mode button to close to bolt to make the weapon 
ready to fire. 

Firing 
From the ready state, a trigger pull will cause SATR3 to commence firing assuming there is ammunition left in 
the current magazine.  

Upon firing SATR3 will generate an infrared pulse for every round fired as well as a muzzle flash and 
appropriate attacking sound effect. 

Modes of Fire 
Mode of Fire Description 

FA Fully Automatic. If the fire mode is FA, then SATR3 will keep attacking while the 
trigger is pulled until it runs out of ammunition or receives an external event such 
as a hit.   

BF Burst Fire – limited to 3 rounds per automatic burst. If the fire mode is BF, SATR3 will 
fire up to 3 rounds with the trigger pulled. To continue firing the trigger must be 
released and then pulled again. 

SA Semi-Automatic  

BA Bolt Action. The bolt action rifle requires manual working of the bolt after every 
shot. In SATR3 this is simulated by the operator having to push the mode button 
twice after each shot. After a round is fired, the status changes to “Spent.” After 
the first right button push the mode changes to “Open Bolt.” And then after the 
second button push the status will go back to “Ready.” 
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RV Revolver 

AL Auto Loader (Pistol) 

SS Single Shot 

PA Pump action. Mode button must be pushed after each shot. With pump action 
(PA), after each shot, the mode button must be pushed once to simulate 
pumping the shot gun. 

CS Chain Saw. To start chain saw push and release the mode button causing it to 
“idle.” While idling a trigger pull will commence attack. Using the mode button 
while idling with turn off the chain saw. 

 

Hit Feedback 
This is a core patented feature of the SATR system.  

When a player successfully hits another player, the shooting gaming gun provides voice feedback and 
feedback through the integrated scope to the shooter without requiring a central computer system. 

It works on a peer-to-peer basis which makes it a turnkey solution that can be used in any environment 
quickly and a relative low cost versus traditional complex arena solutions. 

Upon making a hit, a voice message in the selected language 
will be heard. The factory default, US Female, will say, “Hit”.  

If the target player is below half hit points, then the voice 
message will indicate this except for Laser Tag language, and 
will state, “Wound”. If a kill is made, the device will say “Kill”.  

If the target is already dead the device will state, “Dead 
Already”. 

If the Laser Tag sound scheme is employed, the sound effect 
for a tag is “Tagged” and for making the final tag is 
“Deactivated”.  

The Laser Tag equivalent of “Dead Already” is “Deactivated 
Already.” 

With an integrated red dot scope, the dot flashes upon making 
a successful hit, the number of flashes indicates the effect of the attack. 

Hit Type Number of scope flashes 

Hit 1 

Wound 2 

Critical 3 

Kill 4 

Turned (Undead) 2 

Repaired 1 

Stunned 1 

Healed 2 

Flag Captured 1 
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Flag Returned  2 

Domination Control 2 

 

Recoil Simulation 
If an emulation has a recoil value greater than 0, then the red dot will be powered down immediately after 
it fires. In Standard difficulty, the recoil time equals the recoil value of the emulation multiplied by 0.25 
seconds. In Hard and Legend difficulty, the recoil time is recoil value multiplied by 0.5 seconds. 

Reload 
While in the ready state, pushing and releasing the reload button (left side) will start the ammunition reload 
sequence assuming there are still reloads available.  If the current magazine is full, the reload button is 
disabled. 

While reloading the device cannot shoot but can be hit by other SATR3 units. Once the reload process is 
complete, all the ammunition in the current magazine is restored to full capacity. 

Mode Button – Short Push 
A momentary push and release of the mode button (right side normally, black color) during a live game is 
used to toggle between the primary and secondary fire mode. This mode does not perform any action on 
weapons that do not have secondary mode of fire. For example some machine guns only have fully 
automatic fire and therefore pushing the right button will have no effect. 

The current fire mode is shown on the bottom line of the LCD.  For example FA means fully automatic and 
SA means semi-automatic. 

Pushing the right button during live state will always cause the back light to come on for the LCD for a few 
seconds. 

Mode Button – Held Down 
The mode button is also used to scroll through the player’s slots. Having multiple slots means the players can 
have multiple emulations or even be assigned devices role like a medic box or ammunition box. Each 
second the mode button is held down for, it scrolls to the next item in the list. 

Hit State 
When a unit is alive and it receives an infrared signal from another SATR3 unit in the same battle, a hit is 
triggered. If the hit reduces the health to 0, SATR3 enters into a “dead” state. A hit will trigger a sound effect. 
The specific sound effect depends on the current health level after being hit (see below).  

Health Level Sound Effect 

More than Half 
maximum 

Near miss SFX 

Less than Half 
maximum 

Wound SFX 

Dead/Deactivate State 
“Dead” status is reached when a SATR3 unit reaches 0 hit points. 

In “dead” state, all gamer-controlled functions are disabled. Escaping from this state requires one of the 
following events: 

 Respawn from a master controller or medic box (recommended for in-game spawns) 
 Game Start Radio message (after a game End) 
 New Mission IR signal from a master controller 
 Re-start using key switch (not recommend in-game as this clears the statistics) 

In Laser Tag mode, the term “Deactivated” is used instead of “Dead.” 
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Pause 
A SATR3 unit currently in live state can be stopped from taking any further gamer input by receiving a pause 
signal. 

A pause signal can be received by radio, in which case all SATR3 units in the same battle will enter pause 
state or the signal can be received via an IR message.  In the case of an IR message from a Master 
Controller, only the SATR3 unit targeted by the Master Controller will enter pause state. 

When a SATR3 is first paused, a spoken sound effect is heard on the paused unit saying “Paused” in the 
language selected. Additionally, it will repeat “Paused” every trigger pull.  

Resume 
The resume function only works on SATR3 units that are currently in pause state.    

When a SATR3 gaming gun is resumed, a spoken sound effect is heard on the resumed unit saying 
“Resumed” in the language selected. 

Game Over 
The “Game Over” signal comes via a radio signal from the Master Controller and impacts all SATR3 units in 
the same battle as the Master Controller is configured to. A unit can enter game over state when a game 
timer reaches 0. 

When the signal is received a voice saying “Game Over” can be heard on the receiving unit in the 
language selected. 

When the gaming gun first enters game over state, the status bar changes to 
‘Over’ and the standard in game screen is shown. 

By pulling the trigger, the final mission (game) statistics can be seen on the 
LCD.  These are the stats from the last game. 

A is the accuracy 

A/W is the kill assist (hit) to wound ratio (being hit) 

O is the number of times an objective was achieved such as taking control of 
a domination box or returning a flag.  

K/D is the classic kill to death ratio.  K is the number of kills made on opposition 
gamers and D is the number of times this gaming gun has been killed.  

A further trigger pull, brings up the session stats which are all the accumulate 
stats are shown. Session stats are all the stats since the most recent clear stats 
command was issued by a master controller or key on. 

 

 

 

To exit game over you need to send a “start” via radio, “new mission” via infrared, or manually use of the 
key switch. If a timed game is used, the time left in the game will be displayed on the LCD of the master 
controllers and all gaming guns in weapon mode. If the gaming gun is out of RF range of a master controller 
at game end it will still enter game over state based on the game timer.   

Perks 
Standard Perks 
Perk Notes Voice Over  
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Bandolier Double the number of magazines in the 
Current slot. With this perk the number of 
magazines available at the time of 
receiving the perk = magazines left + 
number of starting magazines. 

Bandolier! You now have double the number 
of ammunition reloads. 

Body Armor Gain 2 extra temporary DR against all 
types of attacks  

Body Armor! You have gained an additional 
2 points of damage resistance against all 
attacks. 

Last Stand When first reduced to 0 or less hit points, 
the player is not dead unless they take 
one more hit.  Instead their weapon 
emulation temporarily changes to the 
default pistol. 

Last Stand! With your last breath, you can 
keep fighting with a colt M-1911 
automatically loading pistol. 

Crack Shot Increase range category by one.  
If range already set to long, disable the 
recoil. 

Two scripts 
Crack Shot! Your range has been increased. 
 
Crack Shot! Recoil is now disabled.  

Protection 1014 seconds of invulnerability, cannot be 
hit during this period 

Protection! You can’t be hit for the next 10 
seconds. 

Fast Reload Reload time halved for all weapons. Fast Reload! You reload time is halved 
Steady Aim No Recoil meaning the red dot stays on 

even when shooting for all weapons 
Steady Aim! Recoil through the scope is 
disabled. 

Stealth No Muzzle Flash and sound volume 
reduced. 

Stealth! Your weapon has no muzzle flash 
and has a sound suppressor. 

Stopping 
Power 

Changes the weapon damage to 25 in 
the primary weapon 

Stopping Power! One shot kill. 

Super Mag Magazine capacity doubled for the 
current weapon 

Super Mag! Your magazine capacity has 
doubled. 

Scavenger Each kill restores all spent magazines 
back to the starting value for all 
weapons. 

Scavenger! Every kill you make restores your 
reloads back to full. 

  

  

                                                      
14 Changed from 5 to 10 seconds in SATR 3.2 
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Zombie Perks 
Perk Notes Voice Over Script 

Super Strength Double current hit points Super Strength! Your health has been 
doubled! 

Fast Reload Reload time reduced by 50% Fast Reload! Your reload time has been 
halved. 

Double Tap Fires two shots for each shot recorded.   
Shots are 100ms apart so on an ultra-
realistic hit rate of 0.1 seconds, a target 
can be hit twice. 

Double Tap! Each shot you fire, sends two 
shots down range. 

Dead Shot No Recoil. Dead Shot! Recoil through the scope is 
disabled. 

Reincarnation Retain perk on the next respawns.  This 
perk is in addition to any other perk the 
gaming gun might have so this is the 
exception to the rule of one perk at a 
time. 

Reincarnation! Keep your current perk 
when you respawn. 

 

SATR3 - Common Missions 
SATR3 has built in support for a number of popular missions. The mission summaries in this document assume 
the Battlefield LIVE genre but these missions can be modified in most cases quite easily to other genres. 

Mission Description Mechanics 
Death Match Two or more teams vie for 

supremacy. Kill the enemies 
more than they kill you! 

Each team has a medic box set to their own team 
with unlimited respawns. The medic box will count 
the number of respawns. The team which uses the 
least number of respawns wins (you can also add 
any dead players to the count for a total score).  The 
master controller can be used to remotely monitor 
the “scores.” 

Domination Played with one, three or five 
domination boxes.  Domination 
boxes have the strip colored 
LED on each side. Up to 7 
teams can participate.  Goal is 
to win more domination boxes 
than any other team. Players 
earn time when they were the 
last team to shoot a particular 
box. 

Each team has a medic box which is set to a team 
to prevent any other team using that box.  Respawns 
are set to unlimited.   The Domination Boxes should 
be placed in the center so it is equally difficult to 
reach for all teams.   It is very important that players 
are assigned to teams correctly with the master 
controller. 

Rush This mission is played twice. The 
winning team captures the 
most number of objectives as 
the attackers.   
 

A series of Rush Boxes are placed along a route like 
way points.  The attacking team needs to capture 
these in order. To capture an objective they must 
control the box for a specified time, normally 30 
seconds. To take control the attacker most shoot the 
box then make sure no defenders shoot the box. 
Once captured, attackers receive unlimited 
respawns from that objective using the rush box.  
Defenders normally get 2 x times the number of 
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defenders as respawns at each Rush Box  
 
For a 15 minute rush game, a minimum of 3 rush 
boxes should be set up.  They should be just in sight 
of each other.   The attackers start out of sight of the 
first objective. Defenders start near the first objective. 
Initial attacker respawns can be provided by a 
medic box or from the staff member’s master 
controller. 
 
The “Box Capt. Time” normally to 30 seconds 
Attack Medic “Yes” so attackers get respawns after 
capture: 
Defender Medic “Yes” 
Attack Spawn “Unlimited” 
Auto. Respawn “Yes” 
Defender Spawn “Fixed No.” 
Number Limit: Twice the number of players in the 
defending team. 
Autos. Respawn “Yes” 
The top right of the LCD shows the defender team 
on the far right and the attackers’ team before the 
slash. 
 

Heist Two or more teams compete to 
collect as much cash as they 
can and return this to their 
teams vault before the time is 
up. 
 
A player that shoots one of the 
“Money Drop” boxes collects all 
the money in that box.  The box 
is reset to no money.   When the 
player gets back to vault 
assigned to the same team and 
shoots it, the money is then 
deposited.   
 
Normally the Money Drop gains 
$10 every 30 seconds up to a 
$100 maximum. 
 
Players can shoot another team 
vault and collect the money 
there up to a value of $200.   
 
A player that kills another player 
who has some cash gets half of 
the cash.  The dead player 
loses all his or her cash. 
 

Each team has a vault and a medic box, these are 
set to teams with the master controller.    
 
One or more money drop boxed is configured 
through the common menu so that “Freq. of Drop” is 
set to 30 seconds.  Money Amount is set to $10 and 
Max. Money set to $100. 
 
The Money Drops are spread around the field away 
from any team base. 
 
Generally teams received unlimited respawns from 
their base with their teams vault nearby.  
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VIP Escort 
Pursuit 

In this version of VIP escort, one 
team is set as ambushers and 
one team is set as escorts.  One 
member of the escort team is 
the VIP.  Normally the VIP has a 
distinctive helmet or hat to 
distinguish him/her from the rest 
of the escort team. 
 
The VIP has a Colt M1911 
automatic pistol in slot 1 and a 
medic box in slot with a fixed 
number if respawns.  The staff 
member will set this to 2.5 times 
the number of players in the 
escort team. 
 
Escorts have 30 hit points, VIP 
has 10 hit points and ambushers 
have 20 hit points. 
 
The VIP has to move from one 
end of the field to a suitable LZ 
and be there alive at the 30 
minute mark to win.    
 
Ambushes receive respawns 
starting at the 12 minute mark 
from the same spot the escort 
team start with unlimited 
respawns. 
 

Configure the VIP gaming gun to assign slot 1 to a 
hand gun with the M1911 automatic pistol.  In Slot 2, 
select the device role of “Medic Box” and then set 
the fixed number of respawns to be approximately 
2.5 times the number of escorts.  Set the hit points to 
2. 
 
With the master controller set VIP and escorts to the 
same team.   Set the ambushers to another team 
with the master controller. Set all the VIP escort team 
to 6 HP with the master controller (not the VIP) and 
then use the master controller to set the ambushes 
to 4 HP. 
 
Use the master controller “New Mission” command 
to put all the ambushes into ready state before the 
game starts so they move into hidden ambush 
positions. 
 
The ambushers’ medic box is placed at the start 
zone of the escort team with unlimited respawns. Use 
the master controller IR Command “Pause” to pause 
the medic box. 
 
At the 12 minute mark, a staff member with the 
master controller can issue a resume command by 
radio to commence respawning the ambushes 
team. 
 

Electronic 
Capture the 
Flag 

The aim of this game is to shoot 
the other team’s flag box once 
and then get back to your own 
base without dying and then 
shooting your own box to score 
one point.  The team with the 
most points at the end of the 
game wins. 
 
 

Each team needs a target box and a medic box set 
to their team and positioned near each other.  The 
medic box is set to unlimited respawns. 
 
Each team has unlimited respawns. Their own target 
box is positioned about 20-40 meters from the medic 
box.  
 
Players also have to be set to their own team with 
the master controller. 
 

Bomb Site The attacking team is trying to 
destroy as many bomb sites as 
it can. These might be 
considered SAM sites.  To 
destroy the bomb site the 
attacking team must shoot the 
site to start a capturing clock.  If 
the defenders shoot the bomb 
site, the clock pauses but is not 
reset.  When the timer reaches 
0, the site will explode! 
 

Respawns are unlimited, defender respawn behind 
the line of bomb sites. Attackers in front.  
 
Defenders deploy in and around the bomb sites.  
 
Set each team medic box to a team and configure 
as unlimited respawns. 
 
For each bomb site in the uncommon menu set the 
“Control. Time” to 30 seconds.  In the common 
menus set the defending team. 
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Man Hunt Teams are broken up into 

survivors and hunters.  Hunters 
receive unlimited respawns 
from their base.  The survivors 
have none but get to hide 
before the game starts.   The 
hunters’ objective is to kill all the 
survivors before the time is up.   
Dead survivors return to the 
hunters’ medic box and 
respawn as hunters. 
 
 

A themed master controller is required for this 
mission.   With the themed master controller “Set 
Game Mode” to “Man Hunt” on all gaming guns. 
 
Set the Hunters team (Team A) and Survivors to team 
B with the master controller. 
 
The Hunters hit points are set with the master 
controller with the “Set Monster HP” command.  The 
survivors hit points are set with the normal set health 
command on the Common Settings menu. 
 
A Medic box is configured for unlimited respawns. 
 

Ward 13 The players (customers) versus 
Zombies (actors).  The players 
have to clear a floor of a 
hospital that has been infected 
by Zombies (or one of many 
other creatures!). 
 
Players are armed with an MP5. 
 
Zombie’s played by actors 
have 16 hit points.  They have a 
Zombie box with a head sensor 
so they can only be killed with 
head shots.  The Zombie boxes 
attack with the melee infrared 
emitter mounted inside the 
head sensor or short range 
radio.   The zombies just have to 
get close to hit. 
 
The players have to clear each 
room in order and then exit the 
floor. 
 
These mission suites high 
throughput haunts. 
 
The player team may get 
assigned a “Sarge” actor with 
an aid like a “Medical Pack” 
with limited respawns to help 
them through the mission and 
to act as a guide. 

Turn on the master controller and go to the 
uncommon menus and change the genre to Horror. 
 
In the Common Settings, choose the Reset 
Command to reset all the gaming guns and Zombies 
boxes. 
 
With only the Zombie boxes on set them with the 
controller to team A. 
 
Also on the common menu select choose “Set 
Character” and choose “Horror Monsters.” Next 
select Zombie from the list and change all target 
boxes to a Zombie.  If you don’t want the Zombies to 
make an attacking sound, set “Silent” attack to 
“Yes,” for the emulation slot 1. 
 
It is worth setting the hit rate down to 0.5 seconds so 
Zombies die faster. Do this with the “Set Hit Rate” 
command found in the rare settings. 
 
Zombies will make a sound effect every 30 seconds, 
this can be disabled by using the “Rand. SFX 
Frequency” with a value of 0. 
 
Turn off the Zombie boxes and turn on the player 
gaming guns. Set them to Team B with the master 
controller. 
 
Choose “Set Emulation” on the Common Settings 
menu and in slot 1, select Sub-Machine Gun class 
and then select H&K MP5.  Now use the Chg 
Emulations command to set the MP5 on all target 
gaming guns. 
 
 

Zombie Kill 
Zone 

In Zombie Kill Zone, the players 
take turns being the Zombies 
and the Survivors. 
 
Survivors are armed with a 
M1911 automatic pistol.  To 
survive for 15 minutes against 
the Zombies, the Survivors need 

Turn on the master controller and go to the 
uncommon menus and change the Genre to Horror. 
 
In the Common Settings, choose the Reset 
Command to reset all the gaming guns. 
 
On the Zombie gaming guns, use the Set Language 
to “Horror” found in the Rare Settings Menu of the 
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better guns from the mystery 
box, better armor from the 
armor box and more 
ammunition from the 
ammunition box. 
 
In this scenario, Zombies start 
armed with pistols and can 
upgrade at the same mystery 
box.  Zombies however cannot 
use the ammunition box or 
armor box. 

master controller. 
 
Set the Zombie team to 16 hit points leave the 
Survivors on the default 25 hit points. 
 
On all gaming guns use the Set emulation for the 
M1911 hand gun to be in slot one and then 
implement that change using the Chg emulations 
command. 
 
Set Zombies to team A and Survivors to team B. 
 
Configure the Mystery Box – weapons option on any 
team.   Configure the ammunition box on unlimited 
reloads Team B.  Configure the Armor Box to 35 hit 
points (Grants an extra 10 hit points) and assign to 
team B.  Place boxes near the center of the field in 
different locations. 
 
A survivor medic box in their base is set to 1 respawn 
per survivor.  Zombies receive unlimited respawns 
from their medic box. 
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Mil Spec Genre – NATO Wounds 
When operating under the genre of Mil Spec, the trainee is not dead when they reach 0 hit points but are 
incapacitated with some sort of wound that requires treatment.     

The hit on the head sensor can become a head (HE) or torso wound (TO).  A hit on the barrel sensor can 
generate a wound on the right arm (RA), left arm (LA), right leg (RL) or left leg (LL). 

There are two wound severity levels: Superficial (SU) or Serious (SE). 

 

In this example the trainee has a serious wound to the left arm “SE 5 LA.” 
The no 5 means “hand severed at wrist.” 

 

 

Serious Wounds 
1 TO - Single shot to chest - punctured lung. 

2 TO - Single shot to chest - Arterial bleeding. 

3 TO - Internal bleeding, no puncture wounds - chest discolored. 

4 TO - Puncture entry wound to chest and exit wound in back. 

5 TO - Puncture entry wound to abdomen and exit wound in back. 

6 TO - Puncture entry wound to chest and no exit wound. 

7 TO - Puncture entry wound to abdomen and no exit wound. 

8 TO - Puncture entry wound to groin, arterial wound. 

9 TO - Puncture entry wound to back, Left kidney area, no exit wound. 

0 TO - Puncture entry wound to back, Right Kidney area, exit wound to front. 

1 HE - Single shot to Jaw - breathing blocked. 

2 HE - Single shot to neck - Arterial bleeding, breathing difficult. 

3 HE - Impact trauma, no puncture wounds, unconscious. 

4 HE - Entry wound to neck and exit wound in back. 

5 HE - Entry wound to left eye and exit wound to back of head, still breathing. 

6 HE - Entry wound to right eye and exit wound to back of head, still breathing. 

7 HE - Top of head has entry wound, skull fragments and brain visible, still breathing.  

8 HE - Small entry wound to forehead, large exit wound at rear. No breathing. 

9 HE - Entry wound at rear of neck, casualty cannot move limbs. 

0 HE - Entry wound at front of neck, exit wound at rear, no spinal or arterial damage. 

1 LL - Single shot to thigh, femur damage. 

2 LL - Single shot to shin, shin damage. 

3 LL - Complicate fracture, thigh. 

4 LL - Puncture entry wound thigh, exit wound at rear, arterial bleed. 

5 LL - Puncture entry wound to knee and exit wound a rear. 

6 LL - Puncture entry wound to foot. 
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7 LL - Puncture entry wound to rear of thigh, exit wound to front, arterial bleed. 

8 LL - Puncture entry wound to rear of calf, exit wound to front, arterial bleed. 

9 LL - Puncture entry wound to front of thigh, exit wound at knee, arterial bleed. 

0 LL - Leg amputated from the knee down. 

1 RL - Single shot to thigh, femur damage. 

2 RL - Single shot to shin, shin damage. 

3 RL - Complicate fracture, thigh. 

4 RL - Puncture entry wound thigh, exit wound at rear, arterial bleed. 

5 RL - Puncture entry wound to knee and exit wound at rear. 

6 RL - Puncture entry wound to foot. 

7 RL - Puncture entry wound to rear of thigh, exit wound to front, arterial bleed. 

8 RL - Puncture entry wound to rear of calf, exit wound to front, arterial bleed. 

9 RL - Puncture entry wound to front of thigh, exit wound at knee, arterial bleed. 

0 RL - Leg amputated from the knee down. 

1 LA - Single shot to bicep, humerus damage. 

2 LA - Single shot to forearm, radius damage. 

3 LA - Complicate fracture, single shot to elbow. 

4 LA - Puncture entry wound bicep, exit wound, arterial bleed. 

5 LA - Hand severed at wrist. 

6 LA - Puncture entry wound to shoulder, exit wound. 

7 LA - Forearm severed at elbow. 

8 LA - Arm severed at shoulder. 

9 LA - Puncture wound rear of shoulder, no exit wound. 

0 LA - Puncture wound rear of shoulder, exit wound to front. 

1 RA - Single shot to bicep, humerus damage. 

2 RA - Single shot to forearm, radius damage. 

3 RA - Complicate fracture, single shot to elbow. 

4 RA - Puncture entry wound bicep, exit wound, arterial bleed. 

5 RA - Hand severed at wrist. 

6 RA - Puncture entry wound to shoulder, exit wound.  

7 RA - Forearm severed at elbow. 

8 RA - Arm severed at shoulder. 

9 RA - Puncture wound rear of shoulder, no exit wound. 

0 RA - Puncture wound rear of shoulder, exit wound to front. 
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Superficial Wounds 
1 TO - Single shot flesh wound to left of chest. 

2 TO - Single shot flesh wound to right of chest. 

3 TO - Single shot flesh wound to right of abdomen. 

4 TO - Single shot flesh wound to left of abdomen. 

5 TO - Single shot flesh wound to right clavicle. 

6 TO - Single shot flesh wound to left clavicle. 

7 TO - Flesh wound to chest and abdomen. 

8 TO - Single shot flesh wound to lower back. 

9 TO - Single shot flesh wound to rear right shoulder. 

0 TO - Single shot flesh wound to rear left shoulder. 

1 HE - Flesh wound to right cheek. 

2 HE - Single shot flesh wound to neck. 

3 HE - Impact trauma, conscious. 

4 HE - Flesh wound to left cheek. 

5 HE - Flesh wound to left ear. 

6 HE - Flesh wound to right ear. 

7 HE - Flesh wound to top of head. 

8 HE - Flesh wound to back of head. 

9 HE - Flesh wound to right hand side of jaw. 

0 HE - Flesh wound to left hand side of jaw. 

1 LL - Single shot to upper thigh, flesh wound. 

2 LL - Single shot to shin, flesh wound. 

3 LL - Single shot to knee, flesh wound. 

4 LL - Single shot to lower thigh, flesh wound. 

5 LL - Single shot to toes, flesh wound. 

6 LL - Single shot to glute, flesh wound. 

7 LL - Single shot to calf, flesh wound. 

8 LL - Single shot to heel, flesh wound. 

9 LL - Shot to thigh and calf, flesh wounds. 

0 LL - Shot to inner thigh, flesh wound. 

1 RL - Single shot to upper thigh, flesh wound. 

2 RL - Single shot to shin, flesh wound. 

3 RL - Single shot to knee, flesh wound. 

4 RL - Single shot to lower thigh, flesh wound. 

5 RL - Single shot to toes, flesh wound. 

6 RL - Single shot to glute, flesh wound. 
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7 RL - Single shot to calf, flesh wound. 

8 RL - Single shot to heel, flesh wound. 

9 RL - Shot to thigh and calf, flesh wounds. 

0 RL - Shot to inner thigh, flesh wound. 

1 LA - Single shot to bicep, flesh wound. 

2 LA - Single shot to forearm, flesh wound. 

3 LA - Single shot to elbow, flesh wound. 

4 LA - Single shot to shoulder, flesh wound. 

5 LA - Single shot to hand, forefinger severed. 

6 LA - Single shot to hand, flesh wound. 

7 LA - Single shot to wrist, flesh wound. 

8 LA - Single shot to triceps, flesh wound. 

9 LA - Single shot to shoulder, flesh wound. 

0 LA - Shots to forearm and bicep, flesh wound.  

1 RA - Single shot to bicep, flesh wound. 

2 RA - Single shot to forearm, flesh wound. 

3 RA - Single shot to elbow, flesh wound. 

4 RA - Single shot to shoulder, flesh wound. 

5 RA - Single shot to hand, forefinger severed. 

6 RA - Single shot to hand, flesh wound. 

7 RA - Single shot to wrist, flesh wound. 

8 RA - Single shot to triceps, flesh wound. 

9 RA - Single shot to shoulder, through and through, flesh wound.  

0 RA - Shots to forearm and bicep, flesh wound.  
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TROUBLE SHOOTING   
A Gaming Gun will not hit another one! (BATTLE/GAME)  
The first thing to check is to make sure both the shooting gaming gun and the target gaming gun are on the 
same "Battle" (the term “Game” is used with Battlefield Tag). SATR3 is designed to allow one battle/game to 
be isolated from another battle/game so that radio and infrared messages between battles/games is 
prevented. Four separate battles/games are supported.  Battle/Game 1 is the default setting.  

To check what battle the gaming gun is set on: 

 If the gaming guns are in ready state, check the far ride side of the 3rd line to verify the gaming gun 
is one the correct battle (usually “1”) and have the right team settings (X for friendly fire on or 
A/B/C/D/E/F/G for team settings. Gaming guns on the same team cannot hit each other unless the 
friendly fire option is enabled) 

OPTION 1: Use the Set Battle function on the master controller 

OPTION 2: Use the Reset function on the master controller to reset all the settings including battle back to 
factory defaults.    

OPTION 3: Use the menus accessible upon initial boot through the right button (black) and scroll through to 
“Battle” and change this value to 1. 

A Gaming Gun will not hit another one! (FRIENDLY FIRE OFF)  
Friendly fire is turned off by assigning gaming guns to teams.  The result is a gaming gun on Team A cannot 
hit another gaming gun on Team A, similarly for other teams. 

Assigning gaming guns to teams is common practice and recommended for most civilian groups.  However, 
the referees need to be careful that they have assigned the gaming guns to the right team.  When in doubt 
check the LCD while the gaming gun is in ready state.  The last character on the 3rd line indicates the team 
(A means team A, B means teams B and X means not assigned to a team). The best way to assign gaming 
guns to teams is to move each team into position and then use the Set/Chg Team functions on the master 
controller to configure each team independently.  It is recommended the team function be set before 
each game in case the gamers have changed gaming guns during the break. 

Instead of the master controller, teams can also be configured during the initial boot process.  Use the 
reload (red) button immediately after turning the gaming gun on with the key and then scroll through the 
menus using the trigger until you get to “Set Team” then use the left or right buttons to select the right team 
or indeed turn friendly fire (team X) on before using the trigger to work through the rest of the menu options. 

A Gaming Gun will not hit another one! (SATR Unit ID)  
Gaming guns with the same SATR ID cannot hit each other. Each gaming gun and other device must be set 
to a unique ID, this is normally done through the master controller but is also possible through the 
uncommon menus available upon reboot with the key. 

A Gaming Gun will not hit another one! (FLAT BATTERY)  
The next thing to check is if the battery is flat. Remember new gaming guns come with unconditioned 
batteries which must be conditioned before use.  Conditioning involves performing a complete charge, 
discharge and full charge again. To check the current voltage turn the gaming gun on with the key to see 
to voltage displayed on the 3rd line. The gaming guns with NimH batteries should work to down till around 
5.5V.  If the voltage is low, the LCD turns off. If the gaming guns get too low, simply connect the gaming gun 
on the charger.  Remember the maximum power for recharging is 1.2amps. 

As part of your initial establishment of your operation you will want to condition your batteries. Refer to the 
“Battery Fact Sheet” on how to do this. 
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Conditioning Your Batteries 
Most Battlefield LIVE gaming guns come shipped with one 7.2 volt rechargeable battery per unit.  Here's 
how you condition your batteries.  

Step 1: Plug the gaming gun into your charger. We recommend a commercial charger which has a 
charge/discharge cycle. You do not need to take the battery out of its case. Included in your shipment is a 
tamiya battery jack connector. Plug one end of this connector into the gaming gun and the other into the 
charger. 

Step 2: Set the charger to “discharge.” We recommend that you set the current to 0.8 amp. This is because 
the battery is being charged, or discharged, whilst still inside the gaming gun case. If you set the ampage 
too high the battery can get too hot inside the case and “cook” the battery. 

While setting the ampage to 0.8 amp may mean the battery takes a little longer to charge, it will extend the 
life of your battery. 

Step 3: Once discharged, fully charge the battery. These batteries last for ages, we have been using the 
same batteries for going on 2-3 

years. The 4,000mAh batteries last for a lot of game play. Roughly 16 hours, depending on how much a 
player shoots. We recommend 4,000mAh or more, but 3,000mAh+ is ok. The lower the ampage just means 
you will need to re-charge more often. 

Step 4: Discharge the battery again. If your charger doesn’t have a discharge function, then you can simply 
run down the battery by turning it on and leaving it overnight, until it is flat. 

Step 5: Charge the battery again. This conditioning procedure only needs to be done once per battery. 
After that simply top up the battery charge after each use. 

 

A Gaming Gun will not hit another one! (DON’T KNOW WHY!)  
There can be a few causes for this. Use the reset function on the Master Controller to shoot all gaming guns 
and then re-try; this will correct any software settings that may cause the gaming gun not to take hits. 

The first thing to check is to make sure both the shooting gun and the target gun are on the same "Battle.” 

Gaming guns on a different battle cannot be hit or hit another gaming gun in a different battle 
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The next thing to check is that all the gaming guns are configured as Team X. It is a good idea to use the 
sensor test function on the master controller to ensure the target gaming gun is accepting infrared 
messages. 

Make sure also the shooting gaming gun has a well zeroed scope. If all else fails turn the gaming gun off, 
wait, then on again and see if it fixes the problem. 

If all of the above fails to fix the problem, then try changing the head sensor with one from your spares kit. 

Other Troubleshooting Options  
Melee weapons don’t have any affect. 
Melee weapons by default use melee range. If through the uncommon menus, the system says the Melee 
infrared emitter is installed but actually a standard head sensor is used, melee weapons will not work. If the 
melee emitter installation status is changed to no, then in code version 3.2+15, melee effects are by very 
short-range radio, no need to aim, just get within one to two meters of the opponent.   

 My Master Controller radio functions have no effect. 
The most likely reason for this is the Master Controller is configured to be on a different battle/game to the 
gaming guns. Reboot the gaming gun and go through the menus access by the mode button to change 
the battle to the same as the target gaming guns.   If it has no effect on just one gaming gun, it is likely both 
the master controller and the gaming gun have the same SATR Unit ID. 

My master controller sometimes shows a display like a gun. 
This can happen if the master controller has the same SATR Unit ID as a gaming gun in the same battle.   
Change the master controller to a unique ID through the uncommon menu. 

The hit light can be seen but is dim all the time 
This means there is moisture in the sensor.  However, this should not cause any problem, the sensor will 
continue to work normally in all other respects.   The dim light will disappear when the sensor has a chance 
to dry. 

 

The radio hit feedback range is low 
The first thing to check is that both the target and shooting gaming gun are held vertically.   When playing 
they generally hold the gaming guns vertically and therefore the antenna position is optimised that 
way.      Sometimes if they are just laid on the ground, the antenna which is positioned in the forward hand 
grip on a cobra can be the other side from the shooter and will be horizontal.   A horizontal antenna sends 
the RF message vertical, which of course not what you want. 

The next is to configure a box as a radio repeater, ideally this has a long whip antenna, in a high position in 
the centre of the field.  Make sure this is set through the common menu to repeat the hit feedback (default 
is no, so this will need to change to yes).   Then once your back to the boot screen, push the green button 
to activate.     The radio repeater picks up messages better because of the high position which can get it 
over line of sight blocking cover that can affect the radio signal. 

It is possible that you have some sort of transmitter nearby on the 433mhz band.    For CE certification, our 
system will not transmit if the channel is busy, for license free operation, we have to be very friendly to other 
devices.   

                                                      
15 In SATR 3.0 and 3.1 series code melee attacks when no melee head sensor is installed, use the primary 
infrared emitter on indoor range. 
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Lastly, if the shooting gaming gun is near a significant metal object, it will significantly affect the receipt of a 
radio message.   In our workshop for example we have a metal case to store the equipment, if the shooting 
gaming gun is within a few metres of it, it won’t receive an RF signal at distance. 

The Gaming Gun is hitting the target and the hits and kills are incrementing 
but there is no voice feedback 
First thing to check through the uncommon menu is that voice feedback has been enabled.   If this does 
not work, a corrupted SD card can cause this problem and will need to be replaced.  When the SD is 
replaced set the gaming gun to a new unique SATR Unit ID. 

 

.DAT file is corrupted or missing. 
The data files stored on the SD card maybe be corrupted or may be an older version that does not match 
the current code version.  The SATR3 system has a self-diagnostic / self-repair feature.  The data files can be 
rebuilt using “SATRInit”.   To run, SATRInit, hold the reload and mode buttons down while turning the unit on.   
Once it says SATRInit on the LCD, pull the trigger.   SATRInit can take a few minutes to run.    Once complete 
make sure this device is set to a unique SATR Unit ID through the uncommon menu or by the master 
controller. 

If the SD card still does not work after running SATRInit try replacing the SD card. If you are still having trouble 
please contact our help desk via techco@battlefieldsports.com 

We used 2-way radios while playing & the hit feedback hardly worked 
This is most likely due to using a radio that intrudes into the same frequency as SATR3 uses for the hit 
feedback.   Radio systems near the 433mhz band should not be used in the same vicinity as SATR3.   SATR3 is 
very RF friendly to other devices, if the channel is busy, it will not transmit and therefore all radio functions 
including hit feedback will cease.  Infrared functions like shooting will continue to work without the hit 
feedback. 

The LCD is blank yet the gaming gun appears to be working 
This nearly always means the battery is running flat. The LCD will be the first thing to stop functioning when 
the battery is low.  

My gaming gun will not toggle between automatic and semi-automatic fire 
This usually means the emulation chosen does not support two modes of fire. 

My gaming gun re-boots sometimes during play 
This means there is some fault with the power supply, the gaming gun main board is not getting continuous 
power. Check all connections and if needed try replacing the battery. 

Each time the gaming gun attacks the blue hit light flashes 
This happens with a melee attack and the normal head sensor is installed. Either change to the special 
melee head sensor or in the uncommon menus disable the melee emitter. 

What are the recommended range settings?   
The range of a gaming gun is determined by the range configured by the user and also the type of lens 
assembly used.  A lens with a long focal length such as found on the Morita and late model commando 
model, causes the beam be tightly focused increasing the range but making it necessary for the shooter to 
be more accurate. The diameter of the lens impacts the amount of infrared light collected by the lens and 
re-focused into a beam. 

Gaming Gun Model Lens assembly Range Effect Beam width 
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Morita  46/50mm lens with 165mm focal Very Long  Narrow 

Commando 2004 edition 50mm lens with 165mm focal 
length 

Very Long  Narrow 

Commando 2005 – 2012 50mm lens with 100mm focal 
length 

Long Standard 

Commando 2013+ edition 46mm with 165mm focal length Very Long Narrow 

Scorpion/Cobra/P90/Spitfire/HB14  40mm lens with 100mm focal 
length 

 

Medium Standard 

Blaster SMG 40mm lens with 100mm focal 
length 

 

Medium Standard 

Blaster Sniper 46mm with 165mm focal length Very Long Narrow 

 

The software settings establish how much current flow goes to the infrared LED -- increase the current, 
increase the range. The range categories in ascending power are indoor short, medium and long.   

To minimise infrared bounce and sometimes to provide game balance between different weapons, ranges 
other than long are sometimes appropriate. 

Terrain Recommend range settings 

Indoor with line of sight generally less than 30 
metres 

Indoor  

Indoor with line of sight over 30 metres Short 

Jungle, medium forest and dense forest Emulation Defaults 

Light Forest, open or outdoor urban Long 

 

How do I zero my Gaming Gun? 
Battlefield Sports recommends that each gaming gun needs to be zeroed once 
per month. Zeroing is best done with an infrared camera connected to a 
black/white monitor. A target sheet showing the distance above the beam the 
red dot or cross hair should be located is available for download from the online 
BFSU. The most important thing to take into account is that the scope is above 
the lens assembly where the infrared beam comes out, therefore the scope must 
be zeroed to be this distance above the beam and when a gamer is aiming 
they also need to aim this much above the sensor. 

If the mode button is held down during the initial boot the system will enter Zeroing mode. While in zeroing 
mode, the gaming will send a stream of infrared packets continuously without any sound or muzzle flash. 
The muzzle flash is disabled because it can cause confusion when looking at the beam on the wall through 
the infrared camera. 
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Common Error Codes 
“No SD Card” – the SD card is missing, 
has been dislodged and needs to be 
pushed back in, or it has been 
corrupted.  

If the unit ID re-sets to Zero (as seen 
on the boot screen on a box or seen 
on the 3-second countdown after the 
boot screen) then you will need to re-
set to a unique identification number.  

 

 

  

 



 

 

 PAGE    
\* 

Glossary  
Term Definition 

3 Second Countdown This is a state that allows a player to move away from the start point without 
shooting or being able to be shot for 3 seconds.   

A Is for Team A. When a gaming gun assigned to team A it cannot be hit by other 
weapons on team A unless friendly fire is ON. 

A% Accuracy Percentage. A% = (hits + kills)*100/ Shots Fired. It could be the 
accuracy percentage for the current game or the entire session. 

A/W Short for Assist to Wound ratio. An assist is a successful hit on an opposing player 
that causes at least 1 point of damage. A wound is a hit on this player that 
reduced the HP value including a hit that caused this weapon to enter dead 
state. 

ACW American Civil War. 

AL Auto Loading pistol.   Same as SA except the first magazine has an extra shot. 

Alias An 8 character string that is the code name of the player using a gaming gun 
or simply a generic name assigned to this device. If assigned to a device, the 
ALIAS appears on the initial boot screen.  Ideally an Alias is unique within a 
game. 

Air Strike A claymore with the air strike sound effect plays incoming air strike sound and 
then the air strike explosion sound effect. 

Ammunition Box A device role that restores the number of reloads left back to the starting value 
configured for the target emulation. An ammunition box can be assigned to a 
team so only that team gets reloads. Ammunition box can be configured to 
provide a limited number of reloads or time limited reloads.   It shows how many 
reloads have been done, confirmed by RF feedback on the LCD. 

Apocalypse A version of the Zombie games where a Survivor can be infected and 
potentially die of the infection turning into a Zombie.  This is one of the Game 
modes 

Area of effect Certain weapons especially high explosives have an area of effect.  If a target 
gamer is hit by an area of effect weapon, a radio signal is set to nearby 
gaming guns so they are also affected.   Area damage is half damage.   Mines 
have the option of being set to area of effect (radio). 

Armor Armor can be worn to protect one or more areas from damage. Armor reduces 
the amount of damage received. Damage that penetrates the armor, also 
damages the armor. Once the amount of penetrating damage equals or 
exceeds the hit point value of the armor that armor no longer provides 
protection in that hit location.  If the Damage Reduction (DR) of the armor is 
less than 10, any attack will do at least one point of damage. For each sensor 
location, there can only be one type of armour specified.   Armour is applied 
after any reduction in damage from a shield.   Armor has a DR value for each 
type of attack  

Armor Box A device that upgrades target gaming guns to a new maximum hit point value 
and will also affect the current hit point value. Typically an armor box is 
configured to only work on a specified team. If the maximum hit points is raised, 
then the current hit points should increase the same amount, similarly if the 
maximum hit points is reduced, the current hit points should also be reduced 
(which may result in the unit entering dead state). The change in hit points is 
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temporary, a new game or respawn will return back to the original hit points. 

Armor Category By default a player has no armor. Body or AFV armor is categorized into None, 
Soft, Plate, AFV plate, Chain, Reactive and Force. 

Artillery A special claymore mode when the sound effect of incoming artillery rounds 
are played just before the mine explodes and does damage. Also the sound of 
an artillery shell landing will be played instead of the default claymore 
explosion sound. 

Attack Type Attacks are broken into the following categories: 

B Burn 

P Piercing 

C Crushing 

S Slicing 

The type of attack can affect the penetration of armour.  Burning damage also 
occurs over time. 

Automatic Attack While in ready state a device set as an emulation will shoot automatically 
without requiring the trigger to be pulled.    

 

If a weapon emulation changes to an emulation that has automatic attack, 
then Automatic attack is enabled. Automatic Attack is typically used by 
Monster’s making a melee attack where the monster does not carry a weapon 
but has the SATR electronics in a pouch or box with just the head sensor worn. If 
a melee head sensor is not installed, melee attacks are through the radio 
system (3.2+ code). 

 

Automatic Reload Means that when a magazine is empty, that the weapon will start the reload 
process without the reload button having to be pushed. 

 

Enable/Disable 
Automatic Weapon 
Upgrade 

Enabled: when the player kills another player their weapon, only in the current 
slot, will change. This change is based on the weapons list (Refer to “Emulation 
Charts” below) and is limited by genre. When the kill is made the device will 
automatically chose a random number between 1 and 5. Starting at the 
emulation within the current slot the gaming gun will scroll down the Emulation 
Charts x-number of times (between 1 and 5). It will then load in a new 
emulation into the current slot.  Typically this will be a weapon upgrade but not 
always. 

 The new emulation is retained between respawns however for a new mission, 
the emulation will be restored to the original weapon emulation.  Like a mystery 
box, when an emulation change is made, the gaming gun starts playing the 
commentary file so the gamer knows what they have.  When the end of the list 
is reached the scroll will start from the beginning of the list.  
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B In relation to teams, B means team B.  Gaming Guns on team B cannot be hit 
by another gaming gun on team B unless friendly fire is ON. 

In relation to damage a B means Burn. 

 

BA Bolt Action Mode.  After each shot to load the next round into the chamber 
requires the mode button to be pushed twice making 1st the open bolt sound 
effect and then the close bolt sound effect. 

Basic Damage If damage distribution is BASIC, then the system will operate like SATR 2.x series: 

Each hit does 1 point of damage 

No variable damage or armor 

Near miss SFX when hit if the hit points are over 3. 

Wound SFX if hit points less than 4. 

Default hit points for Hard mode is 3 and for standard and Easy is 5. 

Battle SATR supports up to 8 independent battles in the same general vicinity. Each 
battle is RF and IR isolated from each other. For example a master controller on 
battle 1, will not start or end a game on battle 2. A gaming gun on battle 1 
cannot hit or be hit by gaming guns on battle 2+. 

Battery The system uses a 7.2v NiMH battery 4000mAmp.   Except for the Blaster model 
which has a Lith-ion 7.4v battery.  

BF Burst Fire.  An emulation that uses burst fire can fire fully automatic for up to 3 
shots with the trigger pull down. The burst of fire will end if the current magazine 
is depleted or the user releases the trigger switch or 3 shots have been fired 
already since the last trigger release. 

Blanks If enabled, the system is assumed to be installed on a blank firing weapon and 
therefore there is no need for electronic control of ammunition. If enabled, the 
gaming gun receives unlimited magazine capacity and the A field shows how 
many shots fired so far this mission. 

Bomb Site This is a new device role called “Bomb Site” The team specified during 
configuration or from a master controller SET TEAM command determines which 
team is defending.  All other teams are attackers. 

 If a defender shoots the device the timer will pause (but not reset).  If an 
attacker shoots the device the timer starts. 

During configuration the staff members how long timer must be in attackers 
control before the bomb explodes. 

An exploding bomb does 25 points of burning damage at long range to all 
players in range. 

 

Burn Burn damage occurs as 1 hit point per second until the weapon damage value 
(less DR from armor/shield) is reached. While burning the RED LED should flash 
on/off continuously on all sensors even if hit lights are disabled or set to another 
color. 

 

C Means this device is on team C.  Weapons on team C cannot be hit by another 
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weapon on team C. 

 

Clear Stats Command This is a master controller radio command that clears all the session stats back 
to 0.   

 

Claymore A type of mine.    

 

Class Generally the goal is for the physical device to be same category as the 
emulations.  The physical category is defined by the Class such as melee, hand 
guns, sub machine guns...  Only emulations within the current Class are 
selectable.   

 

Critical Hit A hit that does extra damage, normally this is double damage. Each time a 
target is hit, there is a chance, normally 5%, that this hit will hit a critical area, 
causing more damage and better penetrating any Armor or shield protection.    
If Basic Damage is enabled, then there are no critical hits. Critical hit damage is 
calculated before any defenses are considered. 

 

Combination Box Or Combo Box for short is a combination of medic box and ammunition box.   
Respawns are triggered using the trigger switch and the reloads are triggered 
by pushing the reload switch. 

 

Controller Short for master controller 

Cure Box A device configured to perform cure of the Undead infection (normally Zombie 
virus) on the Apocalypse version. A cure box will stun an undead creature for 10 
seconds. 

 

Damage Distribution Normally weapon damage is fixed amount based on the weapon and the 
target location (such as bonus for head shots).   However SATR damage can be 
randomly determined over a fixed range between 1 and double the damage 
value or can be bell curve based on rolling simulating 10 sided dice. 

 

Damage Multiplier A hit on a particular location (sensor) can do additional damage.  This is done 
as a multiplier.  

Sensor locations are head and barrel.    

 

Close Attack For future development, some emulations have a range specified as close 
attack.  In this version, close attack range is treated as short range. 

 

Deactivated Is the Laser Tag terminology when the gaming gun enters dead state. 
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Detonate To trigger an explosion of a claymore mine or dirty mine. This could by trigger 
pull or by RF command. 

 

Detonator A device used to trigger mines by RF command. A Detonator has to be paired 
with one or more mines during the configuration process.  To pair the device will 
need to search of mines on the same battle by RF, show a list to the user their 
SATR Unit ID’s and lets the user select one or more ids. Then during a live game, 
the player can select from the ID for detonation, this will send by RF the 
detonation signal to the mine. 

 

Device Role Any SATR device can be configured to operate in any role such as player, 
medic boxes, radio repeaters...   The Device Role is what this unit is currently 
configured to do. 

 

Some Device Roles are assignable to a player to fill one of the slots.  While that 
slot is active, it will operate in the game as per device except the player can 
still be hit or killed.   When hit, it will process damage and make being hit sound 
effects as per a player.    

 

Difficulty Level Setting the difficulty level is a quick way to set a series of configuration settings 
to set how hard it is for the player. 

 In “Easy” mode, the sensor will only accept hits at a maximum rate of once per 
two seconds and if red dot control is normal, will keep the red dot on when 
firing. Standard level accepts a hit once every second. “Hard” will accept a hit 
once every ½ second.  “Standard” and “Hard” mode with normal red control 
use the recoil from the weapon emulation.   The default hit points for Legendary 
and Hard is 12 and for Easy and Standard is 25. 

 

Ding If a team B player changes control of the domination box, then the Ding sound 
is played on the shooting gaming gun. 

 

Dirty Mine A special type of mine that when it detonates it keeps firing every second and 
makes a distinctive Geiger counter while detonating. 

 

Dodge This is a special type of armor that gives the gamer a chance of avoiding being 
hit completely when attacked. 

Dom Announcements This is how frequently during the game, a Domination box annouces by SFX 
which team is in control.  Disabled means it makes no annoucements.  5 
seconds should be the default.   There are sound files in each supported 
language annoucing which team is in control and also which team was 
victorious.  

 

Domination Box This is a device role to enable domination style games. A domination box keeps 
track of how much time each team has been in control of the objective during 
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the current game.  When the game ends, it will flash the color of the winning 
team and show which team won and by how much time on the LCD. Typically 
control is indicated by shooting the infrared receiver which provides the team 
ID (a shot must not be a cure and must do at least 1 point of damage or at 
least 1 second of stun).   

 

DR Short for “Damage Reduction.” This is the amount of damage absorbed by 
armor or shield.   Armor and shields have different DR values for each type of 
attack. 

 

Emulation The thing that the SATR device is trying to act like or emulate.  For example, the 
software and sound effects might be acting like a M60 general purpose 
machine gun or it could be acting like wand that cast cure spells. 

End (Radio) A radio command from a master controller that sends devices on the same 
battle into game over state. 

 

FA Fully Automatic.  The normal mode of fire of an automatic weapon which 
unless it jams will keep firing until the trigger is released, the unit is hit/killed or 
runs out of ammunition in the current magazine. 

 

Find A RF command from a master controller used to help find missing devices.   Any 
devices receiving a find command except the originating master controller 
makes the 15 second warning sound at high volume and flashes its muzzle flash 
and hit lights. 

 

 Fixed Game Time How long before the gaming gun goes into game over state after completing 
the 3 seconds countdown.  The default value for this is none.  The purpose is to 
allow an individual player play for certain amount of time which is not reliant on 
a game timer for all players on the same battle.  During the game, the amount 
of time left is shown on the LCD in the bottom right hand corner. 

 

Flag Used in electronic capture the flag, see Flag box. 

 

Flag Box A device role for running electronic capture the flag. A flag box is set to a team 
(and a battle where the team is the box owner.    To score a point a gamer has 
to shoot the other team’s flag box and then shoot their own flag box without 
dying.   While a gamer has a flag both hit lights flash.  

 
Freq. Of Monster SFX If Random Monster SFX is enabled, this defines in seconds how often the 

Monster sound should be played.    

Front Armor In an AFV simulation the barrel sensor is the front armor.  Side shots hit the head 
sensors. 
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Game Stats This screen shows the stats from the last game including hits, kills, accuracy 
percentage, A/W, K/D and O. 

 

Gaming Gun A SATR device configured for a player.  Normally this is one of the range of 
Battlefield Sports gaming guns listed on www.battlefieldsports.com Generally the 
term gaming gun and weapon can be used interchangeably. A gaming gun is 
a physical device which is distinct from the term emulation. 

 

Game Timer A game may or may not have game timer.   A game timer can set by a master 
controller for all devices on the same battle as the master controller.    A player 
can also be assigned an individual time from game start during the on boot 
configuration process “Fixed Game Time.” 

The time left will be shown on the LCD display of each unit in Player Mode 
during a game.  When the time reaches 0 the unit goes into game over state. 

 

Genre SATR3 has a Genre setting.  The values are Mil Spec short for military 
specification, Fantasy, Horror, Battlefield LIVE, Sci-Fi and Laser Tag.  Each Genre 
impacts on what functions are visible and what emulations are visible to the 
user. 

 

Haunted A game mode where there is no infection.  A survivor that dies turns into a 
monster (typically a Zombie) when they take a respawn. 

 

Infection Time per HP The amount of time before a survivor turns into a monster (normally a Zombie) 
from an infection in Apocalypse mode based on their current hit points. If after 
taking a hit the current infection time > infection time per hp * current HP then 
current infection time = infection time per hp * current HP. 

 

Hit Also known as a tag when using the Laser Tag language is when an opposition 
player infrared shot strikes a sensor that triggers the hit points to be reduced.  It 
is not a hit if the incoming signal is rejected due to being on a different battle, is 
on the same team or the time since the last hit is too short.  With the voice 
feedback, a hit is when the target was hit and their remaining hit points is 
greater than half. 

 

Hit Feedback  Feedback is provided to the attacking player on any hit that causes the target 
to reduce hit points or be stunned for at least one second.   

 

Hits How many hits made on an opposition gaming gun.  The letter H is used on the 
LCD.  The H on the LCD includes wounds and critical hits. 

Hit Light A colored LED, typically on a sensor board that flashes when the device is hit 
(and this hit caused a HP reduction) or receives an IR command.  It also flashes 
the current hit light color for a few seconds during the initial boot sequence. 
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Hit Points This is a measure of health. Once this drops to 0 or less the player enters dead 
state. Hit points are deducted based on the weapon damage of the shooter 
and may be impacted by protective rings, armor and shield DR. For head shots, 
the head shot multiplier will also affect the number of hit points lost. A respawns 
or new game will set the hit points back to maximum. Typically a player starts 
with 25 hit points and most assault rifles do 6 points of damage and therefore 
typically 5 hits will kill the player. 

 

Infection Timer The amount of time left in Apocalypse game mode before the survivor dies and 
commences the turning process into the specified undead creature (usually a 
Zombie). 

 

Interrogate A master controller command that sends an infrared signal to a device and the 
device then sends back to the master controller for display key configuration 
and statistical values from that device.  It will return the device role in all cases.   

  

IR Infrared – use of IR indicates the communication is by one way infrared 
message packet 

INV Invulnerable.  This is a special hit point value that means the SATR never enters 
dead state but still processes hits normally.  The current hit point is never 
decremented and just says INV instead of a hit point value on the display.   This 
mode can be useful for testing purposes. 

 

K/D Short for Kill to Death ratio. A kill is a hit that caused the target gaming gun to 
enter dead state. A death is when this gaming gun entered dead state. 

 

Kills The number of hits that caused the target to enter dead state. The LCD shows 
this as K for kills. In Laser tag language on, the term is deactivations and the 
letter D is used on the LCD 

 

Kill/Near Miss Disabled by default. When enabled (ON), the first attack packet sent by IR 
when shooting in a burst of fire will do 25 points of damage with short range.    
The idea is that a well-aimed accurate shot at close range will caused an 
instant kill.   The first shot will also include after the “kill” packet is sent a normal 
hit packet at the range set for the gaming gun.   In fully automatic fire, normal 
shots continue to be sent while the trigger is held down (unless hit or run out of 
ammunition in the current magazine).  In semi-automatic mode, bolt action 
mode and single shot mode, each shot will consist of a kill shot and a normal 
shot. 

 

Laser Tag When Laser Tag is selected as the current Genre some written terminology 
changes. For example instead of H and K for hits and kills, the letters T and D are 
used for tags and deactivations.  The term gun changes to phaser. 
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If the language setting is also set to Laser Tag then the sound effects for making 
a hit, kill, dead already and respawning all change. 

LCD Back light liquid crystal display 

 

LED color On a box the hit light color option is replaced with a LED color option on the 
configuration menu.  When a box is given a color, that color flashes all the time 
the box is on regardless of state though the hit LED’s in the sensor/s.  This make it 
easier for a team to find the box.   

 

Legendary A difficulty level.  Legendary is the most difficult level with .25 second hit delay 
and default to 12 hit points (or 3 hit points with basic damage on). 

 

Limited Reloads A combination box or ammunition box can set to perform a limited number of 
reloads before the box is considered empty.   

 

Limited Respawns A medic or combination box can be set to limited respawns.  This is the number 
of respawns this device can do before the respawns are expired.  Note that a 
trigger push on a medic or combination box does not count as a respawns.   
However, one trigger push may generate 0, 1 or many respawns using the RF 
feedback to count the number.  

 

Lock This is used to lock the person turning on the device from all configuration 
settings.  To exit a device from lock mode can be done either by an unlock or 
reset command from a master controller. Unlock can also be done by pushing 
the reload button ten times in a row without any other trigger or mode button 
push, followed by 10 mode button pushes, followed by turning the unit off and 
on again.  

Magazine Generally, firearms have ammunition stored in magazines.  By inserting the 
magazine into the firearm that effected reloads the weapon.  Sometimes the 
term clip, Drum or box is used instead of magazine. 

 

Magazine Capacity Number of shots/attacks that can be fired before the weapon has to be 
reloaded with another magazine. 

 

Man Hunt This is one of the game modes.  In this mode weapons work like normal mode 
except when a team B player (Survivor) dies, the team automatically changes 
to team A (Survivors join the hunters) at the point of respawn. Also, if a device 
has a mode of man hunt, the display refers to team B as “Survivors” and team A 
members as “Hunters.” 

 

Master Controller A SATR device configured as a master controller for use by the staff running the 
event. Used to configure gaming guns and other devices as well as control the 
games.   
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Medic Box A device configured as a medic box provides respawns when the player who is 
in dead state pushes the trigger switch.  A medic box will only work on players 
from the same battle as the medic box and if a medic boxes is configured to a 
particular team (usually done by the SET team function from a master 
controller), it will only respawn players on the same team.  A medic box can be 
set to “Auto Fire” meaning it will automatically transmit on a regular interval a 
respawn command without the players having to push the button. 

 

Melee A Melee attack is a very short range attack.    If a special melee head sensor is 
installed and enabled, then the attack will be by infrared through the special 
emitter in the forward head sensor.    Typically, melee attacks are done by short 
range digital radio signal.   Radio range is normally one to two meters.   Melee 
range is often used for friendly medical treatments, 

Melee by radio has a 20% chance of being processed as a head shot, 
otherwise it will be treated as a torso hit. 

Mine Relates to making the normal claymore mine detonating sound. 

Mission A particular game of Laser Tag usually with some sort of team objective and 
team briefing and often a background, scene and force composition. 

 

Mode button This is generally a black button positioned right of the trigger.  Often used to 
change from FA or SA or back again or to change current slot. 

 

Monster A Monster has default weapons, armor and hit points and possible random 
sound effects. Some monsters burn easily. In themed games, monster gets 
special slots used when they are on the monster team. 

In the Haunted and Apocalypse game modes, a monster has its own special 
settings. When a survivor dies and turns into a monster, they get these special 
settings instead. 

 

Monster SFX This refers to the random playing of Monster sound effects when the unit is using 
the Monster weapon emulation. It can be turned ON and OFF. The exact sound 
effect played depends on the particular Monster emulation. 

In game modes other than normal game, team A is a locked to Monsters; so on 
Team A the Monster configuration is used. 

 

Monster SFX Frequency If Monster SFX is on this determines how often the sound effect is played in 
seconds.   

Monster Hit Light The color of the hit light when hit or killed when this gaming gun is operating as 
a Monster. Typically, this is a different color that used by those currently running 
as a survivor. Options are red, blue or none. If configured as none, the red light 
will come on when the unit is in dead state but no light will flash when receiving 
a hit without killing the Monster. 
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Monster Hit Points When this weapon is currently on the Monster team (team A and in one of the 
game modes other than normal), this is the number of hit points they get 
whenever a new game is started or they receive a respawns. 

 

Monster Muzzle Flash Color of the muzzle flash when operating as a Monster in a game mode other 
than normal Options are red, blue, white, none. 

 

Monster Red Dot Red dot function while on team A and a non-standard game mode. 

OFF: The red dot only flashes when a hit or kill is made on a survivor.   

ON: Red dot remains on at all times and does not disappear when a shot is 
fired. 

NORMAL: Red dot remains on all the time if difficulty level is Easy. It disappears 
for a short period after each shot in Standard, Legendary and Hard difficulty 
level.   Standard Difficulty: The amount of time off = Recoil value of current 
weapon emulation * 0.25 in seconds.  Hard/Legendary difficulty: Standard 
Difficulty: The amount of time off = Recoil value of current weapon emulation * 
0.5 in seconds.   

If recoil value > 0 then when firing, the red dot remains off from the time the 
burst started until the last shot fired plus weapon emulation recoil value * 0.25 
seconds for standard difficulty and 0.5 * Recoil in legendary and hard mode. 

 

Monster Weapon 
Damage 

The amount of damage points done each time a Monster hits a survivor in a 
non-standard game mode. 

 

Monster Weapon 
Emulation 

The weapon emulation to be used when this unit is operating as a Monster in a 
non-standard game mode like Manhunt, Haunted or Apocalypse. 

 

Mystery Box A device role that sets target gaming guns to a random Class and then 
random weapon emulation within that Class.  It may be configured to work for 
only a particular team. 

 

Mystery Lock Out The mystery box, mystery armor and perk box all utilize the 30 seconds mystery 
lockout.   When a gamer receives one of these upgrades, they are lock out of 
using another upgrade within 30 seconds.  If they attempt an upgrade within 
that time, their gaming gun will say “Mystery Lockout” 

Muzzle Flash The LED’s that flash when a gaming gun is firing.  The muzzle flash can be 
disabled or color changed for any emulation. In the emulation chart some 
emulations are marked as not having a muzzle flash. 

 

New Mission IR A master controller command that will restart the mission on target gaming 
guns.  This will give them full health, full ammunition and reset the game stats.   
Will also restart cure box, medic box, ammunition box, domination box and 
combination box.  All Perks including reincarnation also cleared. 
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NATO Wounds When a trainee dies, instead of saying dead, the LCD indicates where the 
wound is and severity which is randomly generated based on the hit location. 
This is the default behavior for Mil Spec but otherwise NATO Wounds is by 
default disabled. 

 

O Short for Objective on the LCD display. It is the number of times this gaming gun 
during the last game hit the domination box causing the opposition timer to 
stop and the friendly timer to start or restart. 

 

Pause Temporarily freezes a device from performing its normal operations. 

Perks  A temporary upgrade to a weapon that grants a player special abilities. 

 

Perks Box A device role for a “box” that when the players push the trigger button will 
generate a Perk IR command.  There are three options, Standard, Zombie and 
Set Perk.  Set Perk the staff member specifies the particular Perk.  With the other 
options, the receiving weapon selects a random Perk. 

 

Phaser Alternative term for gaming gun used when the Language is set to Laser tag.  

   

Phrases Are voice recordings played on gaming guns based on master controller 
initiation RF commands to inform players of the current state of the mission?  
Only gaming guns on the same battle as the master controller will play the 
voice recording. 

 

Player This term is typically used in this documentation as a device role suitable for one 
of the players, gamers or trainees to use. Normally this will means it will be 
configured as a weapon. The primary slot must be an emulation. 

 

Push the button If “Push the button” on a domination box, then pushing the reload button (left 
red one) will cause Team A to be control, pushing the mode button (right one) 
will cause Team B to be in control. Push the Trigger will cause Team C to be in 
control. 

 

Radio Repeater A device that retransmits some RF signals regardless of battle. The repeater 
messages are Start, End, Pause, Resume, Time Sync, Phrases, monitor requests 
and Monitor responses and Find.   

 

Random Monster SFX By default there are no random Monster sounds, however while a gaming gun 
is operating using the monster Class it can be configured to play a spooky 
Monster sound effect from time to time. There are two sound effects the system 
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randomly chooses from. 

 

Range The power of the infrared beam. Range setting are melee, close attack, indoor, 
short, medium and long. 

 

Rearm time The amount of time that has to elapse after a detonation of a mine before the 
mine can be detonated again. 

 

Red Dot scope SATR controls a scope, typically a powered red dot scope from the main 
board.   This control is used to simulate recoil and to flash when the hit hits or kills 
a target. The red dot should be unpowered during game over state and when 
the unit is dead. However if paused regardless of the current state, the red dot 
should be on. 

 

Red Dot Control Defines the behavior of the red dot scope during play. Same as Monster Red 
Dot handling except this is the mode used when the SATR weapon is on the 
survivor team or this is normal game mode game. 

 

Regeneration Rate In the horror and fantasy Genre games, some creatures will regenerate hit 
points automatically every 6 seconds. 

 

Reload To provide ammunition.  A reload by pushing the reload button on a weapon 
assuming any reloads are left beings the restores full ammunition to the current 
magazine.  A reload from an ammunition box restores all spent magazines and 
makes the current magazine full. 

 

Reloads The number of spare magazines this weapon is carrying.   

Reload button Generally the red button on the left side of a device or gaming gun. 

 

RF Indicates communication from device to device is done by digital radio 
communication.    

 

Reset This function allows the user to reset all the configuration values back to values 
consistent with the selected genre. 

 

Respawn A process of bringing a dead gaming gun back into the game.  This is done 
using a medic box, combination box or respawns command on a master 
controller. 

 

Resurrection Time The amount of time with apocalypse game mode for a dead survivor to 
automatically turn into a Monster (usually a Zombie) and come back to (un) 
life. 
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Resume Return to the last state the device was in before it received a pause command 
if the unit is currently paused. 

 

ROF This is short for Rate of Fire.  With firearms this is the number of shots fired per 
minute so an ROF of 500 means the unit will full cyclic rate (fully automatic fire), 
the unit can fire 500 rounds in one minute.   Another example, an emulation 
with ROF of 60, can fire at a maximum speed of 1 round per second, if this unit 
has 10 rounds of ammunition, firing at maximum rate of fire, all 10 rounds will be 
discharged in 10 seconds.    

 

RV Revolver 

S Spawns.  The number of respawns on this gaming gun during the current game. 

SA Semi-automatic.  One shot per trigger pull with the next round automatically 
loading into the chamber. 

 

SATR Small Arms Transmitter/Receiver covered by United States Patent No. 8,282,486 
featuring real time peer to peer hit feedback by RF. This version is known as 
SATR3, the third generation of SATR systems. 

 

SATR Unit ID ID of the device. Should be unique within a battle.  Up to 2047 devices are 
allowed in a single battle.  ID must start at 1, 0 is reserved for special broadcast 
options. 

 

Secondary Device A Device can be in player device role but during configuration, a player can 
have capability assigned to use other devices in slots 2 to 8. Slot 1 must be an 
emulation.   When a device is associated with a player the player can switch 
slot to the secondary or other slots to use a secondary device.  For example, a 
player maybe, the team medic.  The medic will have a weapon in the primary 
slot and a medic box device role in another slot.   Importantly even when a 
secondary device is being used (active slot), the player can still be hit and 
killed as normal and the current hit points and maximum hit points are being 
shown on the LCD. A Genre of Laser Tag will never have a secondary device, 
this option will be hidden in this case. 

 

Secondary Slots A gaming gun can be configured to emulate multiple weapons during a 
mission or to have a primary weapon and secondary device such as medic 
box, ammunition box, mine, dirty mine, combo box and cure box.   By default, 
there will be no secondary slot (a reset will clear a secondary slot or others slots 
except primary).  If one is defined the player can scroll through the slots by 
holding down the mode button for 1 second or more.  Each slot configured as 
a emulation will store ammunition left in the current magazine, magazine 
capacity, ROF, damage etc separate from the primary weapon.  
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Session Stats This is the same as game stats except it is the totals for all games since this 
gaming gun was turned on or received a clear stats radio command.   

 

Shield Shields are designed to absorb damage.   Damage that penetrates the shields 
DR also damages the shield reducing it hit points by the amount of damage 
that penetrated the shield.  Once a shield hit points reduces to 0 or less, then 
the shield no longer provides any defence.   

For normal shields (not magical or force shields) then any DR applied by a 
shield to an attack stuns the defenders.  Stun in seconds = Damage Reduction 
applied. Any weapon damage that penetrates the shield  is the applied to the 
players HP (The player may also have body armor which provide further DR). 

 

Shoot the box If Shoot the box is selected (Default) for a domination box then to change 
which team is dominating the players have to shoot the box (hit the IR sensor).   

 

Shot Gun Weapon class of small arms that have a close attack effect. 

 

Side Armor When simulating an AFV, armor is specified for the side and front.  The side 
armor uses the head sensors.  The front armor is the barrel sensor. 

 

Simple Controller A master controller with only limited functions available to the user. 

 

Slot If a device is configured as player/gamer/trainee and the Genre is not Laser 
Tag then a player can have multiple abilities.  For example, device might have 
the primary slot for weapon emulation, a second slot for a cure spell and a third 
slot for a shield. 

 

Spare Device This is a special device role called “Spare Device.” A spare device is designed 
for the product when used for hires (rent). When turned on the user can select 
from a limited set of options only and cannot access any of the other 
configuration options. A new game does not bring up the menu options. The 
menu options are red team phaser, blue team phaser, red team medic box, 
blue team medic box, any team medic box, controller (master controller), 
game box (laser tag term for domination box), red team target box (a team) 
and blue team target box (b team). 

 

SS Single Shot, the weapon must be reloaded after each shot 

 

Start (Radio) A start command sent by digital RF to all devices on the same battle from a 
master controller or retransmitted by the radio repeater. A Start radio 
command will on affect devices that are current in game over or pause state. 

 

Statistics  Normally this is ON, meaning the statistics on hits, kills, and accuracy are shown.  
If OFF, the ready screen does not show hits, kills, respawns or accuracy 
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16 3.2+ code 

percentage, there is no mission stats or session stats  

Stoppages If enabled, then the weapon will randomly jam depending on its reliability.   By 
default, this is disabled.  The jamming rate for the emulation is the percentage 
chance that a single shot will jam the weapon.  To un jam the weapon requires 
the reload button to be pushed. A unit cannot jam the 1st shot after reloading 
or unjamming. 

 

Stun Some attacks in addition to doing normal damage cause a “Stun” effect 

A stun does normal hit point damage but also disables the person hit by the 
number of seconds specified.  Disabled means the gaming guns can’t attack 
but can still be hit as normal.  While stunned all the hit light colors are flashed on 
all sensors consequently and fairly rapidly. A cure box causes an Undead 
creature to be stunned for 10 seconds. 

Stun Resistance16 Some armor provides protection against stun attacks.  Each point of stun 
resistance reduced the stun time by that many seconds. 

Survivor A term used in game modes other than normal to indicate a player that has 
yet to turn into a Monster in the current mission. 

 

Team Generally gaming guns and sometimes devices are assigned to a team.  Team 
assignment means they can’t shoot their own team. Team X is unassigned and 
therefore can be hit by and hit anyone on the same battle.  Allowable teams 
are A,B,C,D, E, F and X 

 

Toxic Damage The amount of damage done to players near the monster when it dies. 
Damage sent by radio message for area effect at close range. 

Treasure Box A new device role called Treasure Box has been added in SATR 3.2 code.  This 
box can contain up to 8 emulations, cash, head armor and barrel armor for the 
gamers to collect.    A treasure box can be virtually locked by assigning a key 
number between 1 and 12, they gamers will need to find and the use the right 
virtual key on the box to open.   A Treasure Box can be trapped, a trapped will 
be triggered if any attempt is used to unlock the box or collect the treasure.   A 
find traps special effect will cause a trapped box to flash blue for 5 seconds.   A 
remove traps spell special effect will safely remove a trap. 

X Means the device is not assigned to a team.  For a device in Player Mode, this 
means it can be hit by any weapon on the same battle regardless of the team 
setting of the shooting weapon and can hit any weapon on the same battle. 

 

Game mode The game modes are normal, man hunt, haunted and apocalypse.  The later 2 
are for Horror (normally Zombie) games. 

 

Themed Controller A master controller with the addition of Horror and Manhunt game control 
functions 
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Time Limited Respawns and reloads can be limited to certain amount of time since the 
mission start before they cease providing respawns or reloads.   

 

Trigger The main trigger switch on a gaming gun.  Can sometimes just be a green 
button on many devices. 

 

Unlock A device unlocked means on boot with the key, the operator has full access to 
the configuration menus. 

 

Unit Template Predefined character or templates for characters, Monster and AFV classes 
that define hit points, emulations, armor and special features. 

 

Variable Damage SATR3 can be configured to produce variations in weapon damage.  Variable 
damage includes bell curve and even damage spread. 

 

Voice Feedback This is the playing of a sound effect in the current language when the player hits 
or kills another player’s gaming gun.  This can be disabled on the configuration 
menu in weapons mode.    

 

Weapon Damage Normally this is set to default.  In default the weapon damage associated with 
the current weapon emulation is used. The staff member can specify different 
weapon damage during the boot configuration process.  If this value is 
specified, then this is the amount of damage done when this gaming gun hits a 
target reducing the targets hit points by this amount (rings, shields and armor 
may reduce the damage done).  Note that is Damage Distribution is BASIC; 
then all attacks with a damage value > 0 reduce the hit points by 1. 

 

Warning Sound If enabled, domination boxes, medic boxes, combination boxes and 
ammunition boxes play 1 minute, 30 seconds and 15 seconds to go sound 
effect.  If on, these boxes also play the 1 minute to go warning sound when the 
change from game over state to ready. 

 

Wav files The wav files used by SATR3 must be in the following formats 11025/22050/44100 
Hz,  8/16 bit 

 

Weapon Box A device to provide new weapon emulation by infrared.   This can be assigned 
to a particular team and a limit on the number of upgrades can be configured 
at boot. 

 

Volume The sound volume from high, medium and low. 

Vampire Drain HP When a weapon kills an enemy, they can gain temporary extra points.  This 
extra hit points are not retained between respawns or new games.  Temporary 
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Laser Tag Terminology 
In SATR3 different terms are used on the display and also on spoken sound effects when the sound scheme 
is set to “Laser Tag.” Here is how to translate between normal modes and Laser Tag modes. 

Standard Term Laser Tag Alternative 

Shoot Tag 

Kill Deactivate 

Dead Already Deactivated Already 

Weapon Phaser 

Spawn Reactivate 

Gun Phaser 

Dead Deactivated 

Wound Tagged 

Hit Tag 

Battle Game 

Mission Game 

Reloading Charging 

Magazine Battery 

Gaming Gun Phaser 

READY DISPLAY LETTERS  

H T 

K D 

hit points boast the current hit point value and can mean the current hit points 
exceed the maximum hit points.  O is the default. Any reset will set this value to 
0. 

Zeroing This means lining up the scope with the infrared beam.  This is normally done 
with an infrared camera pointing at a target on a wall and then having the 
gaming gun shoot at the target.  With an infrared system, it is very important the 
scope is aligned with the infrared beam. 

 

Zeroing mode During the boot sequence if the mode button is held down, the unit enters 
zeroing mode.  This mode is designed to make zeroing easier.  In zeroing mode 
the system exhibits the following features. 

 Scope is on all the time 
 All muzzle flash are off  
 The primary infrared emitter is on, full without a trigger pull – full long 

range power. 
 The unit makes no sound. 
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A (top line) C 
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WEEE Regulations & Recycling  
Discarded electric appliances are recyclable and should not be discarded in domestic waste. Please 
actively support us in conserving resources and protecting the environment by returning this applicant to 
collect centers, if available. 

 

 

  



 

 

 PAGE    
\* 

Appendices 
Abbreviations & Terms on a Gaming Gun 
Every Other 
Genres Display 

Battlefield Tag 
(Laser Tag) Genre 
Display 

Meaning 

HP x/y HP x/y HP is short for hit points and is a measure of “health”.  The digit/s before the ‘/’ list the current hit points 
and the digits after the ‘/’ list the maximum hit points a player can have during the simulation.  

A x/y A x/y A is short for ammunition. Before the ‘/’ is the ammunition left in the current magazine and after the ‘/’ 
is the capacity of the magazine. 

R x/y OR R UL R x/y OR R UL R is short for reloads. Before the ‘/’ is the number of reloads remaining. After the ‘/’ is the number of 
reloads at game start, after receiving a reload from a master controller or ammunition box or after a 
re-spawn. 
 
R UL is short for unlimited reloads.  
 

H T H is short for hits. This is the number of hits made on an opponent during this simulation that did not 
cause the target to “die”. 
 
T is short for tags. The number of tags in this game on an opponent that did not cause a deactivation. 
 

K D K is short for kills. This is the number of times this gaming gun made the hit that caused the target unit to 
enter dead state during the simulation. 
 
D is short for deactivations during the simulation. This is the number of opponents the gaming gun has 
deactivated during this game.  
 

S S S is short for spawns. It is the number of times this unit was re-spawned or, in laser tag mode, 
reactivated during this game. 

Ind Ind Indoor range which is significantly shorter than short range.  Used to reduce infrared bounce. 
Sht Sht Short range 
Med Med Medium range 
Lng Lng Long range. 
Mel Mel Melee Range. Very short wide angle range from the front head sensor emitter.   If melee head sensor 

not installed, this will be an indoor range attack through the primary emitter. 
Cls Cls Close Attack Range. Treated as short range in this version.   
1X 1X SATR3 enables up to eight separate groups to play simultaneously without cross-fire. This stands for 

Battle 1 (or “Game 1” in Battlefield Tag). The X indicates that is friendly fire on. 
1A 1A This stands for Battle 1 (or “Game 1” in Battlefield Tag) with this gaming gun assigned to Team A. Team 
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A gaming guns cannot shoot other Team A units. Team A gaming guns can only shoot gaming guns 
on other teams (such as Team B).  

2B 2B This stands for Battle 2 (or “Game 2” in Battlefield Tag) with this gaming gun assigned to Team B. 
Ready Ready This is the current status. Ready is in a live game but not currently performing any action 
Burning Burning The weapon is currently attacking using a burning attack. 
Piercing Piercing Currently attacking with a piercing attack. 
Slashing Slashing Currently attacking with a slashing attack. 
Crushing Crushing Currently attacking with a crushing attack. 
Reloading Reloading Currently loading a new magazine  
Spent Spent In weapons using BA17 mode, when a round is fired, the status changes to “Spent” until the mode 

button is used to simulate working of the bolt. 
Open Bolt Open Bolt In BA mode, after pushing the right button once, the bolt enters into open bolt state. Another push of 

the mode button is required before the gaming gun can shoot again. 
Paused Paused This gaming gun/phaser is in paused state and will need a resume command by radio or infrared to 

resume. 
Over Over This unit has entered game over state. This state can be triggered either via a radio command from 

the master controller, a preconfigured mission timer, or (if out of radio range) has previously had a 
game timer radioed to it (at the beginning of the game via the Start function) and reached the end of 
this timer.  

FA FA Fully automatic. 
SA SA Semi-automatic meaning one shot per trigger pull 
BA BA Bolt Action meaning one shot per trigger pull and the right button must be pushed twice between 

each shot. 
SS SS Single Shot: must be reloaded after each shot 
RV RV Revolver simulation, similar to SA 
AL AL Automatically loading handgun similar to SA 
PA PA Pump action. Mode button must be pushed after each shot 
CS CS Chain Saw. To start chain saw push and release the mode button causing it to “idle”. While idling a 

trigger pull will commence attack. Using the mode button while idling will turn off the chain saw. 
Jammed Jammed The gaming gun has been jammed with a master controller or random stoppages are enabled. Push 

the reload button to clear the stoppage. 
K/D K/D This is the classic kill to death ratio. It is one of the statistics shown on screen at the end of a game. K is 

the number of kills made and D is the number of times this gaming gun has been killed.  
                                                      
17 Bolt Action 
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In Battlefield Tag terms this represents the ratio of deactivations made on opponents to the number of 
times this unit was deactivated. 

A/W A/W This is the Assists to Wounds ratio. Where Assists are all hits and kills made by this gaming gun and 
Wounds are all the hits on this gaming gun including any wounds that caused the gaming gun to enter 
dead state. 

O O  Objective is the number of times this player has hit the domination box (or other objective) and 
caused the control to change or returned a flag. 

Mission Stats Game Stats When a gaming gun enters game over state the mission stats screen is shown after the user pulls the 
trigger once.   It includes the total number of kills and hits made during the last game only plus the K/D 
and A/W ratios for the last game. The A% is the accuracy percentage. The O stands for objectives 
which mean hitting the domination box causing your team to now be in control or returning a flag. 

Session Stats Session Stats The session stats are an accumulated total of stats since this gaming gun was turned on with a key or 
the clear stats command was issued and received by this gaming gun. To view session stats when the 
game is over, pull the trigger twice. 

 

Emulation Charts 
Where P is Piercing, C is crushing Attacks, S means slicing damage and B means Burn. 

Melee Weapons 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity/ 
magazine 
Name 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Weapon 
Damage 

Notes # 

Axe U SA 0 60 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 3S   

Baseball Bat U SA 0 60 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 2C   

Baton U18 SA 0 80 Melee19 N/A N/A N/A 0 2C   

Bayonet U SA 0 60 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 3S   

Brass Knuckle  U SA 0 120 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 2C   

Cattle Prod   50 

Battery 

SA 0 120 Melee 5 3 0 4 1B   

                                                      
18 U means unlimited magazine capacity 
19  Melee attacks have no muzzle flash.  
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Chain Saw 1000 

Fuel Can 

CS 0 60 Melee 1 30 2 2 3S See diagram after this 
table 

 

Crow Bar U SA 0 60 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 2C   

Combat Knife U SA 0 100 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 13S Very high damage set 
for modern game 
format, use bayonet for 
more realistic damage. 

 

Frying Pan U SA 0 60 Melee N/A N/A N/A 3 1C Stun for 3 seconds20  

Golf Club U SA 0 60 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 2C   

Hammer U SA 0 60 Melee N/A N/A N/A 2 2C   

Katana U SA 0 100 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 3S Japanese sword  

Electrified 
Machete 

U FA 0 50 Melee N/A N/A N/A 2 3B Muzzle Flash.  

Meat Cleaver U SA 0 50 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 3S   

Pitch Fork U SA 0 30 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 2P   

Plasma Torch # FA 0 600 Melee 0 600 0 0 4B # has 15 minutes of 
power before recharge 
is required.  Only drains 
power when shooting. 

 

Power Drill 200 

Battery 

FA 0 300 Melee 2 10 0 0 1S   

                                                      
20 A stun does normal hit point damage but also disables the person hit by the number of seconds specified.  Disabled means the gaming guns can’t attack 
but can still be hit as normal.  While stunned both hit light colours are flashed on all sensors consequently and fairly rapidly.   Undead are not stunned except by 
Turn Undead. 
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Ripper 40 

Fuel Can 

FA 0 300 Melee 2 10 2 0 3S Pole with circular saw 
blade attached with 
motor. 

 

Sledge Hammer U SA 0 20 Melee N/A N/A N/A 4 3C   

Spade U SA 0 30 Melee N/A N/A N/A 2 2S   

Unarmed 
Combat 

U FA 0 120 Melee N/A N/A N/A 0 1C   
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Man Packed 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity/ 
Magazine 
Name 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Weapon Damage Area of 
effect 

M1A1 Bazooka 1 

Shell 

SS 2 N/A Med 6 8 2 5 26P21  

Flame Thrower 10 

Fuel Can 

FA 0 300 Close 
Attack 

9 12 222 0 4B23 Melee 

Panzerfaust 1 

Shell 

SS 2 N/A Short 4 8 2 4 80P  

RPG  HEAT 1 

Shell 

SS 2 N/A Med 4 8 1 2 105P  

RPG HE 1 

Shell 

SS 2 N/A Med 4 8 1 4 25B Normal 

MK19 Launcher 32 

Belt 

FA 2 60 Long 2 8 1 4 25B Normal 

 

  

                                                      
21 P is attack type of piercing 
22 There is 2% chance of failure per burst of 2 seconds if jamming enabled.  Failure destroys the flame thrower and does 10 points of damage to the operator. 
23 Burn damage occurs as 1 hit point per second until the weapon damage value (less DR from armor/shield) is reached.  So in this example the player will take 
1 point of damage immediately and then take another point of damage after 1) and then another hit 1 second after the initial hit etc. While burning the RED 
LED flashes on/off continuously on all sensors. 
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Shot Gun 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity 
Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Weapon 
Damage 

Notes # 

Winchester M97 5 PA24 1 60 Close 
Attack
25 

15 3 1 0 3P Pump Action.   

Remington 1100 10+1 AL 1 60 Close 
Attack 

10 3 1 0 3P   

Riot Shotgun 10 PA 1 60 Close 
Attack 

10 3 1 4 1P   

Double Barrel  2 

Clip 

SA 1 60 Close 
Attack 

40 4 1 0 3P   

Blunderbuss 1 

Shot 

SS 1 NA Close 
Attack 

15 8 2 0 2P   

 

                                                      
24 In Pump Action the user has to push the mode switch once to load the next shell into the chamber making a pump action sound effect. 
25 Wide angle short range attack simulating a shot gun effect. 
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Handgun 
All Handguns have an attack type of P for Piercing 

Weapon Box 

Capacity 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 
(Secs) 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 
(P) 

Notes # 

Colt M-1911 7 AL* 3 180 Short 20 3 3 3   

Beretta 92FS 
(M9) 

15 AL 2 180 Short 11 3 1 3   

Browning GP35 -
HP 

13 AL 2 180 Short 12 3 1 3   

H&K USP Match 15 AL 2 180 Short 11 3 2 3   

9mm Makarov 8 AL 2 180 Short 18 3 1 3   

Tokarev TT-33 8 AL 2 180 Short 18 3 1 3   

Luger Pistole '08' 8 AL 2 180 Short 18 3 2 3   

Walther P38 8 AL 2 180 Short 18 3 2 3   

Nambu 14 Shiko 8 AL 2 180 Short 18 3   6 3   

Smith & Wesson  
M & P 

6 RV 2 180 Short 22 7 1 3   

Nagrant M-1895 7 RV 2 180 Short 20 6 2 3   

 Enfield Revolver 6 RV 2 180 Short 18 7 2 3   

Flint Lock Pistol 1 SS 2 N/A Indoor 30 10 4 3   

Wheel-Lock Pist. 1 SS 2 N/A Indoor 30 12 5 3   

S&W 44 
Magntum 

6 RV 4 180 Mediu
m 

22 7 2 4   

Zip Gun 1 SS 2 N/A Short 30 12 5 3   

PSS Pistol. 6 AL 1 180 Indoor 22 2 1 2 Silencer  
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*Autoloader (AL) pistols get an addition 1 round in the first magazine to represent the round pre-loaded into the chamber 

Sub Machine Guns 
All Sub Machine Guns have an attack type of P for Piercing 

Weapon Magazine 
capacity 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes 

H&K MP5 30 FA,SA 2 800 Short 6 3 2/1 3  

H&K MP5 SD 15 FA,SA 2 800 Short 12 5 2/1 3  

UZI 25 FA,SA 2 800 Short 8 3 1/0.5 3  

M-1928A1 
Thompson 

100  

Drum 

FA,SA 2 800 Short 4 12 6/5 4  

M-3 Grease Gun 30 FA 2 450 Short 6 4 6 4  

Owen SMG 33 FA 2 800 Short 6 4 5 3  

Sten Mark 2 32 FA 2 450 Short 6 4 5 3  

MP38/40 32 FA 2 500 Short 6 3 4 3  

MP18 32 

Drum 

FA 2 400 Short 6 8 4 3  

MP28-50 50 

Drum 

FA,SA 2 500 Short 5 8 4 3  

MAT 49-20 20 FA,SA 2 400 Short 9 3 4 3  

MAT 49-32 32 FA 3 800 Short 6 4 4 3  

PPS-43 35 FA 3 800 Short 6 4 3 4  

PPSch-41 71 FA 3 800 Mediu 4 10 5 4  
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Drum m 

Paintball Marker 200 

Hopper 

SA 0 800 Short 4 5 2 1C  

 

Personal Defence Weapons (PDW) 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity 
Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes 

FN P90 50 FA,SA 3 M Medium 5 4 1 5 
 

50 FA,SA 2 800 Mediu
m 

4 4 2/1 4  

H&K MP7 20 FA,SA 2 800 Mediu
m 

8 3 1 4  

HB Supersonic  45 FA,SA 3 800 Long 4 3 ½ 6 Honey Badger firing a supersonic 
bullet 

HB Subsonic 45 FA,SA 2 800 Short 4 3 ½ 3 Honey Badger firing sub sonic 
round with No Muzzle Flash 

M1 Carbine 15 SA 2 800 Med 12 3 .5 3  

M2 Carbine 30 FA,SA 2 800 Med 6 3 4/0.5 3  
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Rifles  
All rifles have an attack type of P for Piercing. 

Weapon Magazine 
capacity 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes # 

M16A2 30 BF,SA 2 800 Long 6            3 2/1 6   

M16A1 -1970 30 FA,SA 2 800 Long 6 3 5/3 6   

M16 - 1967 20 FA,SA 2 800 Long 8 5 6/4 6   

Colt Commando 20 FA,SA 2 800 Med 8 5 3/2 6   

M14 Rifle 20 SA 3 800 Long 8 3 2 8   

M24 Sniper Rifle 10 BA 3 45 Long 20 3 1 8   

Barrett M82A1 10 SA 4 800 Long 18 3 2 13   

Simonov Carbine 
SKS 

10 SA 2 800 Long 25 5 3 6   

AK47/AKM 30 FA,SA 2 800 Med 6 3 .5/.5      7   

AK74 30 FA,SA 2 800 Long 6 3 .5/.5 6   

Dragunov SVD 10 SA 3 120 Long 19 3 1 8   

M-1903 Rifle 5 BA 3 30 Long 25 3 .5 7   

H&K G3 20 FA,SA 3 500 Long 8 3 1/1 6   

M1 Garand 8 

Clip 

SA 3 800 Long 25 3 .5 8   

Lee-Enfield SMLE 10 BA 3 30 Long 19 3 .5 7   

Mosin-Nagant 
Rifle 

5 BA 4 30 Long 25 3 1 8   
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Steyr AUG 30 FA,SA 2 800 Long 6 3 1/.5 6   

FN-FAL/L1A1 SLR 20 SA 3 800 Long 10 3 2 8   

L85A1-2 /SA80 30 FA,SA 2 800 Long 6 5 4/2 6   

H&K G36 30 FA,SA 2 800 Long 6 2 1/.5 6   

MP-43 Mp-44 Stg.44  30 FA,SA 2 500 Med 6 4 2/1 4   

Kar 98K 5 BA 4 30 Long 25 3 .5 7   

Musket 1 SS 4 N/A Short 30 12 6 3   

Greener Elephant 2 SA 5 30 Short 20 2 1 7   

Rifled Musket 1 SS 1 N/A Med 80 10 2 3   

Spencer Rifle 7 BA 1 20 Long 20 5 2 4   

Henry Rifle 16 BA 1 28 Long 12 5 2 5   
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Machine Guns (MG) 
All machine guns have an attack P for Piercing. Warning: some machine guns have very large magazine capacities & by default are set to long range. Firing 
long bursts frequently with these settings can reduce the life of the infrared emitter. Reload time on Machine Gun takes into account barrel cool down.  Most 
machine guns have low recoil values reflecting they are usually mounted on a bipod or tripod. 

Weapon Magazine 
capacity 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes 

FN Minimi / M249  200 FA  2 800 Long 7 6 1 6  

M60 GPMG 100 FA,SA 2 550 Long 7 8 4/2 8  

RPD/Type 56 LMG 100 FA 2 800 Long 7 12 1 7  

RPK LMG 40 FA 2 800 Long 9 6 1 7  

RPK 74 LMG 45 FA,SA 2 600 Long 8 8 1/.5 6  

M1919A4 MMG 250 FA 2 500 Long 4 12 2 8  

M-1918A2 BAR 20 FA 2 450 Long 15 4 2 8  

Maxim MG08 MMG 250 FA 2 450 Long 4 12 1 8  

Degtyarev DP LMG 47 FA 2 600 Long 10 8 6 8  

DShK M1938 HMG 50 FA 2 550 Long 9 4 3 13  

Lewis Mk1 LMG 47 FA 2 550 Med 10 12 2 7  

Bren Mk2 LMG 30 FA 2 500 Long 11 8 2 8  

Vickers Mk 1 MMG 250 FA 2 450 Long 4 10 2 7  

MG34 LMG 75 FA 2 600 Long 7 8 2 8  

MG42 LMG 50 FA 2 800 Long 9 8 1 8  

M2 0.5 BMG 100 FA 3 500 Long 7 4 1 13  

M134 Minigun 500 FA 5 800 Long 4 3 1 8  
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Spells 
All Spells have a recoil value of 0.   The magazine name for all spells is “Charge” 

Weapon Affect 
Self 

Magazine 
capacity 

Fire 
Mode 

Contin
uous  

Flash26 

ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Muzzle 
Flash 

Weapon 
Damage
/ Healing 

Stun 
secs 

Disch
arge 
on 
hit27 

Area 
Effect 

Notes 

Energy 
Bolt 

 1 SS  N/A Med. 20 1 1  5B    . 

Fire Ball  1 SS  N/A Close 
Attac
k 

6 6 1 Red 10B   Large  

Hold  1 SS  N/A Close 
Attac
k 

8 4 1 None 0 10    

Burning 
Hands 

 1 SS  N/A Melee 30 2 1 Red 4B 2    

Cure 
Serious 

 1 SS  N/A Melee 12 3 0 Blue 25H    Restores up 
to 25 points 
of damage. 
Hit points 
cannot 
exceed 
maximum hit 
points. 

Cure Light   1 SS  N/A Melee 20 2 0 Blue 13H    Restores 13 
hit points to 
the target.  

                                                      
26 By default any weapon/spell has normal muzzle flash, that is the muzzle flash pulses and off.  However if Continuous Flash is ticked, the flash will stay on for 2 
seconds. 
27 The “shot” only counts if at least 1 target device has been affected by this spell.   For example, a Raise Dead spell will only reduce the current ammunition in 
the magazine if a target unit is respawned. 
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Hit points 
cannot 
exceed 
maximum hit 
points. 

Lightning 
Bolt 

 1 SS  N/A Long 6 6 1 White 8B 3   Ideally with 
narrow long 
range lens. 

Raise 
Dead 

 1 SS  N/A Melee 6 60 0 Blue 0    If a target 
unit is 
currently in 
dead state, 
this spell 
brings them 
back to full 
health and 
back to 
ready state28. 

Light  30 FA  60 N/A 10 1 0 White 0    Acts like a 
torch shining 
for 30 
seconds with 
a continuous 
white LED’s 

Turn 
Undead 

 1 SS  N/A Indoor 8 2 1 White 129P 20   Only stuns or 
wounds 
affects 

                                                      
28 Essentially a respawns as it will also restore ammunition. 
29 Only does damage to Undead. 
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undead 
creatures.  
Time stunned 
= 20 – 
Undead 
Level. 

Repair  1 SS  N/A Indoor 50 5 0 None 2R 0   Repairs 
Damage to 
shields or 
Armor.  
Shields are 
repaired first.   
If HP of shield 
or Armor is =< 
0 then HP is 
set to 2. 

Bless  1 SS  N/A N/A 5 4 0 None 5H 0  Norm
al 

Provides 5 
points of 
healing to 
gamers on 
the same 
team by 
radio 
including the 
spell caster. 

Courage  1 SS  N/A N/A 12 3 0 None 2H 0  Large Clears Stuns. 

Silence  1 SS  N/A N/A 6 2 0 None 0 0  Close All gamers 
within close 
radio range 
regardless of 
team but on 
the same 
battle have 
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all shooting 
SFX turned 
off for 15 
seconds. 

Invulnerab
le 

 1 SS  N/A N/A 4 4 0 None 0 0   Can’t be 
damaged or 
attack for 15 
seconds. 

Sleep  1 SS  N/A Med. 15 2 1  0 10  Norm
al 

 

Armor  1 SS  N/A Short 6 2 0  0 0   Equivalent of 
Body Armor 
Perk. 
Provides 2 
extra DR 
against all 
forms of 
attack. 
Effects are 
not 
cumulative. 
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Magic Items  

                                                      
30 Means the use of this “weapon” affect is only on the user.    

Weapon Affects 
Self30 

Magazine 
capacity/ 
name 

Fire 
Modes 

ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Re-
gener
ation 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes 

Ring of 
Protection 

 U FA 60 N/A N/A N/A 0  0 1C Half damage 
while in 
current slot 

Healing Potion  1 

Vial 

SS N/A N/A 10 2 0  0 10H Self-Heal 10 
hit points, 
can’t exceed 
maximum hit 
points. 

Regen. Ring  U FA 60 Melee N/A N/A 0  2 1C Ring of 
Regeneration
. 

Restores lost 
hit points to 
user up to 
maximum hit 
points 2 every 
6 secs.  Does 
not work if 
dead. 

Ring-Fire Res.  U FA 60 Melee N/A N/A 0  0 1C Ring of Fire 
Resistance 
Half damage 
from burn 
attacks while 
activated. 

Ring-Undead  U FA 60 Melee N/A N/A 0  0 1C Ring of 
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31 Activated means that the ring is in the current slot. 

Prot Undead 
Protection. 
While 
activated31 
receive half 
damage 
from undead 
attacks. 
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Fantasy Shields  
A shield usually in the secondary slot and uses the shield option. There is no muzzle flash associated with defences. A shield only works when it is in current 
active slot.  Typically a player will have a shield in the secondary slot and switch to it when not attacking. 

Shield 
Name 

HP32 B 
DR 

P 
DR 

C 
DR 

S 
DR 

Mag
. 
Cap
. 

Fire 
Mode
s 

ROF Rang
e 

Reload
s 

Reload 
Time 

Shield 
Stun33 

Weapo
n 
Damag
e 

Armor Category 

Wooden 
Shield 

8 2 2 2 2 U FA 60 Melee N/A N/A  1C Soft 

Iron Shield 12 3 3 4 4 U FA 60 Melee N/A N/A  1C Plate 

Shield/Spik
e 

12 3 3 4 4 U FA 60 Melee N/A N/A  2P Plate 

Magic 
Shield 

30 5 3 5 4 60 FA 6034 Melee 6 10  3C Force 

 

                                                      
32 Any damage that penetrates a shield damages a shield.   Once a shield drops below 1 hit point, it no longer provides protection. 
33 If true, then any damage absorbed by the shield causes the player to be stunned for one second per point absorbed. 
34 This shield provides defence while in the active slot even if the ammunition is depleted. 
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Monster Attacks  
Monsters recoil value is 0. 

Weapon Mag. 
Capacity/ 
name 

Fire 
Mode
s 

ROF Rang
e 

Reloads Reload 
Time 

Muzzle 
Flash 

Weapo
n 
Damag
e 

Vampire HP 
drain35 

Stun 
(secs) 

Notes 

Werewolf Bite U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  5S 0  

Orc  Great Axe U FA 60 Melee N/A N/A  4S 0  

Orc Javelin 1 

Spare 

SS N/A Short 12 2  3P 0  

Goblin Morning Star U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  2P 0  

Goblin  Javelin 1 

Spare 

SS N/A Short 12 2  1P 0  

Hobgoblin  Long 
Sword 

U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  3S 0  

Hobgoblin Bow 1 

Quiver 

SS N/A Short 80 1  2P 0  

Bug Bear Morning 
Star 

U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  5P 0  

Bug Bear-Javelin 1 

Spare 

SS N/A Med 4 2  4P 0  

Giant’s Club U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  7C 0  

                                                      
35 Extra hit points received which can take the total past maximum hit points when an enemy is killed by an attack. 
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Wraith’s Touch U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  6S 10 3 Energy drain 

Ghoul’s Fingers U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  4S 0   

Ghoul’s Bite U FA 30 Melee N/A N/A  2P 2t 5 Paralyzation 
causes stun 

Ghast’s Fingers U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  6S 0   

Ghast’s Bite U FA 30 Melee N/A N/A  2P 3 7 Paralyzation 
causes stun 

Shadow’s Touch U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  4S 0 3 Stun from 
fear affect. 

Wight’s Fist U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  4C 10 5 Energy drain 

Spectre’s Touch U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  6S 20 10 Energy drain 

Zombie Crush U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  3C 5  Gains 
strength from 
eating brains 

Vampire Bite U FA 30 Melee N/A N/A  3P 20 5  

Vampire Crush U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  4C   Very Strong 

Skeleton Melee U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  2S 0   

Ghost Touch U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  2S 0 10 Stun from 
fear 

Mummy Crush U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  6C 0 3 Stun from 
fear 

 

Dragon Claws U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  4S 0   

Dragon Bite U FA 30 Melee N/A N/A  8S 0   

Fire Breath U SA 30 Close 
Attac
k 

N/A N/A Red 15B 0  Area 
effect:Normal 
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Fantasy Melee  
All Fantasy Melee Weapons have 0 recoil. 

Weapon Magazin
e 
capacit
y 

Fire 
Mode
s 

Shield ROF Range Reload
s 

Reloa
d 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Weapo
n 
Damag
e 

Notes # 

Battle Axe U SA  60 Melee N/A N/A N/A  4S Default  

Knife U SA  100 Melee N/A N/A N/A  2S   

Unarmed 
Combat 

U FA  120 Melee N/A N/A N/A  1C   

Pitch Fork U SA  30 Melee N/A N/A N/A  2P   

Short Sword U SA  120 Melee N/A N/A N/A  3S   

Long Sword U SA  60 Melee N/A N/A N/A  4S   

War Hammer U SA  30 Melee N/A N/A N/A 3 5C   

Torch – Flame U SA  60 Melee N/A N/A N/A  3B Double damage versus 
Mummies. 

 

Halberd U SA  20 Melee N/A N/A N/A  6S   
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Fantasy Ranged  
Weapon Magazine 

capacity 
/name 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Muzzle 
Flash 

Weapon 
Damage 

Stun (secs) 

Knife, Throwing 1 Spare SS 0 N/A Short 10 1 0  2P  

Short Bow 30 Quiver SA 0 60 Mediu
m 

3 1 0.5  2P  

Long Bow 30 Quiver SA 1 30 Long 2 2 1  4P  

Cross Bow 1 Case SS 1 N/A Long 80 8 1  5P  

Axe, Throwing 1 Spare SS 0 60 Short 8 1 0  2S  

Javelin 1 Spare SS 0 N/A Mediu
m 

4 3 0  4P  

Magic Speed 
Bow 

30 Quiver FA 0 120 Mediu
m 

U36 1 0  2P  

Magic Long 
Bow 

30 Quiver SA 0 60 Long U 2 0  6P  

Magic Javelin 1 Spare SS 0 N/A Long 4 2 0  5P 2 

 

                                                      
36 Unlimited reloads 
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Ranged 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity 

/name 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Muzzle 
Flash 

Weapon 
Damage 

Stun 
(secs) 

Notes 

Short Bow            Reference 
Fantasy 
Ranged 

Long Bow            Reference 
Fantasy 
Ranged 

Cross Bow 1 SS 1 60 Long 80 8 1  11P 3 Stun 
increased to 
3 seconds 
and damage 
to 11 in 3.3E 
code 

Molotov 
Cocktail 

1 

Flask 

SS 0 N/A Short 6 2 N/A  2B  Area Effect. 

Nail Gun 50 

Clip 

SA 1 50 Indoor 4 5 1  2P 2  

Sling Shot 1 

Bullet 

SS 0 N/A Short 30 1 N/A  1C   

Taser 3 

Battery 

SA 1 60 Indoor 8 4 N/A  1B 10  

Axe, Throwing            Reference 
Fantasy 
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Ranged 
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Sci Fi Weapons  
Unless specified otherwise, all sci-fi weapons, the magazine name = ‘Battery’. 

Weapon Magazine 
capacity 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Weapon  

Damage 

Notes 

Laser Pistol 30 FA 0 M Short 10 3 0 0 5B  

Scorpion 25 FA,SA 0 330 Short 15 5 2 0 4P  

Cobra 50 FA,SA 0 330 Med 6 3 2 0 5P Weapon emulation 
used if the device 
receives a Set Team 
Red or Set Team Blue 

Commando  30 

Magazine 

FA,SA 2 330 Med 12 5 3 0 6P  

Pulse Rifle 30 BF,SA 3 330 Long 12 5 2 0 7P  

Laser Rifle 80 FA 0 M Long 5 3 1 0 6B  

Particle Beam 
Rifle 

20 FA 0 M Long 5 3 1 0 10B  

Plasma Rifle 10 FA 0 M Long 9 3 137 0 12B  

Morita 99 

Magazine 

FA,SA 2 400 Long 6 10 1 0 6P  

Plasma Gatling  100 FA 0 M Long 5 8 138 0 15B  

                                                      
37 If this unit jams, it actually has exploded.   Weapon cannot be used any more until a weapon change IR is made and if there is alternative weapon (other 
slot), the alternative is now used.  The explosion causes 10 points of damage to the user! 
38 Same result as plasma rifle 
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Phaser – Stun 50 SA 0 120 Med 10 2 0 10 1B  

Phaser – Kill 50 SA 0 120 Med 10 2 0 0 13B  

Disruptor 30 SA 2 120 Med 12 3 1 0 7B  

Ray Gun 50 FA 0 120 Med 10 3 1 0 6B  

Light Saber U SA 0 120 Melee N/A N/A 0 0 13B  

Blaster 100 FA,SA 0 330 Med 5 3 2 0 4P  

 

Sci-Fi Monster Weapons  
Unless noted otherwise, melee attacks are automatic. 

Weapon Mag 

Capacity/ 
name 

Fire 
Modes 

ROF Range Re-
loads 

Re-
load 
Time 

Muzzle 
Flash 

Weapon 
Damage 

 

Vampire 
HP drain 

Stun 
(secs) 

Notes 

Toxic 
Zombie 

U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  4C 

 

5  Gains strength from eating 
brains 

Screech 3 FA 60 Melee U 2  0 

 

0 5 Does not use automatic attack 
and makes a high piecing 
noise while the trigger is pulled 
causing stun 

Robot-
Melee 

U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  20S 0   

Alien Melee U FA 240 Melee N/A N/A  10P 0   
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Aids 
Treatment Affects 

Self 
Mag 
capacity/ 
name 

Fire 
Modes 

ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Regen-
eration 

Weapon 
Damage 
or 
healing 
or repair 

Discharge 
on hit 

Notes 

Adrenaline  1 SS N/A Melee 10 2 0 5H  Clears stun status and adds 
5 more hit points if the 
target current hit points > 0.  
New hit points must be less 
than maximum 

First Aid  1 SS N/A Melee 10 2 0 10H  Clears stun 

Medical 
Pack 

 1 SS N/A Melee 5 10 0 20H  Clears stun 

Armor 
Repair 

 1 SS N/A Melee 100 4 0 2R  Repairs the Armor worn on 
the target by 2 hit points39, 
even on armor reduced to 0 
or less hit points is restored 
to 2 hit points.  Repaired 
amour hit points cannot 
exceed maximum hit points 
for that piece of armor. If 
the target has reactive 
armor that has been used 
already reactive status is 
cleared rather than HP 
repaired. 

                                                      
39 If non fixed damage is used, then repair amount will also vary. 
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Sci Fi Shields 
A shield usually in the secondary weapon slot and use the shield option.   There is no muzzle flash associated with defenses. 

A shield only works when it is in current active slot.  Typically a player will have a shield in the secondary slot and switch to it when not attacking. 

Shield 
Name 

HP B 
DR 

P 
DR 

C 
DR 

S 
DR 

Mag
. 
Cap
. 

Fire 
Modes 

ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Shield 
Stun 

Regen-
eration 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes 

Force 
Shield 

 

30 6 6 6 6 30 

Batt
ery 

FA  Melee 10 2  0 2B . 

Regen Suit 30 4 4 4 4 U FA N/A N/A N/A N/A  340  A protective suit 
that heals the 
user but does not 
allow the user to 
attack while 
engaged. 

Saber 
Shield 

100 0 9 3 9 U FA N/A N/A N/A N/A  0  Parry Blows 

  

                                                      
40 While this is active, the character regenerates 3 points every 6 seconds. 
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WW2 Ordnance  
Weapon Maga

zine 
capa
city 

Fire 
Mode
s 

Recoil ROF Range Reload
s 

Reloa
d 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Weapon  

Damage 

Area of 
Effect 

Notes 

7.5 cm Pak 40 AP 1 SS 2 N/A Long 40 4 1  35P  Armour Piercing 

7.5 cm Pak 40 HE 1 SS 2 N/A Long 40 4 1 5 10S Large High Explosive 

7.5cm Pak 40 HEAT 1 SS 2 N/A Long 5 4 1 5 35C  High Explosive Anti-Tank 

7.5cm L/40 M3 AP 

 

1 SS 2 N/A Long 45 4 1  30P  Sherman 

7.5cm L/40 M3 HE 

 

1 SS 2 N/A Long 45 4 1 5 10S Large  

7.5cm L70 AP 

 

1 SS 2 N/A Long 39 5 1  48P  Panther 

7.5cm L70HE 1 SS 2 N/A Long 39 5 1 5 10S Large  

7.6cm L55 17pdr AP 1 SS 3 N/A Long 70 8 1  45P  Sherman Firefly 

7.6cm L55 APDS 1 SS 3 N/A Long 7 8 1  69P  Armor Piercing Discarding Sabot. 

7.6cm L41 AP 

 

1 SS 3 N/A Long 30 12 2  27P  T34/76 

7.6cm L41 HE 1 SS 3 N/A Long 30 12 2 5 10S Large  

7.6cm L41 HVAP 

 

1 SS 3 N/A Long 5 12 2  33P  High Velocity Armor Piercing 

8.5cm ZiS-S-53 AP 1 SS 3 N/A Long 30 10 2  42P  T34/85 
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8.5cm ZiS-S-53 APCR 1 SS 3 N/A Long 7 10 2  54P  Armor Piercing Composite Rigid 

8.5cm ZiS-S-53 HE 1 SS 3 N/A Long 20 10 2 5 10S Large T34/85 

 

Modern Ordnance  
Weapon Magazin

e 
capacit
y 

Fire 
Mode
s 

Recoil ROF Range Reloa
ds 

Reloa
d 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Stun Weapon  

Damage 

Area of Effect Notes 

10cm L54M44 AP 

 

1 SS 3 N/A Long 30 12 2  63P   

10cm L54M44 
HVAP 

 

1 SS 3 N/A Long 6 12 2  104P   

10cm L54M44 HE 

 

1 SS 3 N/A Long 30 12 2 8 20S Huge  

10.5cm L7 APDS 1 SS 3 N/A Long 20 5 1  100P   

10.5cm L7 HE 1 SS 3 N/A Long 20 5 1 8 20S Huge  

10.5cm L7 HESH 1 SS 3 N/A Long 20 5 1  40B  High-explosive squash head 

12cm L44 APFSDS 1 SS 3 N/A Long 39 8 1  125P  Armor-Piercing, Fin-
Stabilized, Discarding Sabot 

12cm L44 Canister 1 SS 3 N/A Close 
Attack 

8 8 1  20P   
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Civil War Weapons 
Muskets and Rifles 
  

Weapon Magazine 
capacity 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes  Caliber 

1842 Musket 1 SS 4 N/A Short 80 15 6 3 Springfield  .69 

S. Rifle Musket 1 SS 1 N/A Med 80 10 2 5 Springfield Rifle Musket .58 

E. Rifle Musket 1 SS 1 N/A Med 80 10 2 5 Enfield Rifle Musket, 
muzzle loaded. 

.58 

Lorenze Rifle 1 SS 3 N/A Med 80 10 3 5 Unreliable, muzzle 
loading 

.54 

Whitworth Sniper 1 SS 3 N/A Long 80 10 3 5 Rifle, unreliable (fouling) .451 

M1855 Carbine 6 RV 2 60 Mediu
m 

20 12 3 4 Colt M1855 Revolving 
Carbine, unreliable 

.44 

Spencer 
Repeating 

7 BA 3 60 Long 18 7 2 5 Rifle. Lever action .52 

Henry Rifle 16 BA 2 60 Mediu
m 

8 7 2 4 Breach loading, lever 
action. 

.44 

Kentucky Rifle 1 SS 3 N/A Mediu
m 

80 20 2 4 Rifle .45 

Sharps Rifle 1 SS 3 N/A Long 80 5 2 5 Breach Loading .52 
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Revolvers 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity 
Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes  

Colt Army M1860 6 RV 2 60 Short 20 18 3 2 Single action  

Colt Navy M1851 6 RV 1 60 Short 20 18 3 2 Low recoil, Single action  

Colt Dragoon  6 RV 3 60 Short 20 18 3 3 Single action. High velocity.  

Remington M1858 6 RV 2 60 Short 10 10 2 2 Reliable, fast reload by 
cylinder change, single action 

 

  

 

Cannon 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity 
Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Reloads Reload 
Time 

Jam 
Rate 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes Area of 
Effect 

M1862 Gatling 40 FA 2 200 Mediu
m 

8 5 3 5 Unreliable.  6 Barrels  

M1841 6pdr Shot 1 SS 3 N/A Mediu
m 

44 20 1 15C 6 pounder smoothbore   

M1841 6pdr Case 1 SS 3 N/A Mediu
m 

44 20 1 5 Shrapnel, piercing area of 
effect. 

Normal 

M1841 6pdr Canis 1 SS 3 N/A Close 
Attack 

16 20 1 8 Canister  

M1857 Nap. Shot 1 SS 5 N/A Mediu
m 

44 20 1 30C “Napoleon”12 pounder 
smoothbore 

 

M1857 Nap. Case 1 SS 5 N/A Mediu
m 

44 20 1 10 Shrapnel. Normal 
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M1857 Nap. Cani 1 SS 5 N/A Close 
Attack 

16 20 1 20 Canister  

10pdr Parr. Bolt 1 SS 5 N/A Long 44 20 2 25 Parrott, Rifled, unreliable  

10pdr Parr. Cani 1 SS 5 N/A Close 
Attack 

16 20 2 15 Parrott., Canister  

20pdr Parr. Bolt 1 SS 8 N/A Long 30 30 2 45 Rifled, unreliable  

20pdr Parr. Cani 1 SS 8 N/A Close 
Attack 

10 30 2 30 Canister  

3inch Ord. Bolt 1 SS 5 N/A Long 44 20 1 25 Rifled - Hotchkiss shell 10 
pounds 

 

3inch Ord. Cani. 1 SS 5 N/A Close 
Attack 

16 20 1 15   

12pdr Whit. Bolt 1 SS 6 N/A Long 44 6 1 40 “Whitworth” ,Breech 
loading, hexagonal 
ammunition. 

 

12pdr Whit. Can 1 SS 6 N/A Close 
Attack 

16 6 1 18 Canister  

12pdr Whit. Shell 1 SS 6 N/A Long 44 6 1 8  Close 
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ACW Melee 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity/ 
magazine 
Name 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Stun Weapon 
Damage 

Notes 

Felling Axe U SA 0 30 Melee 0 4S  

Bowie Knife U SA 0 60 Melee 0 3S Often carried by Confederates instead of 
bayonets 

Socket Bayonet U SA 0 30 Melee 0 4P U.S. Model 1855 Socket Bayonet 

Hammer U SA 0 60 Melee 2 2C  

Meat Cleaver U SA 0 50 Melee 0 3S  

Sledge Hammer U SA 0 20 Melee 4 3C  

Spade U SA 0 30 Melee 2 2S  

Unarmed Combat U FA 0 120 Melee 0 1C  

1840 Cav. Saber U SA 0 45 Melee 0 4S Model 1840 Cavalry Saber. 

1860 Cav. Saber U SA 0 60 Melee 0 3S Model 1860 Light Cavalry Saber.   Lighter than 
the earlier 1840. 
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Special Effects41 
Weapon Magazine 

capacity/ 
magazine 
Name 

Fire 
Modes 

Recoil ROF Range Stun Area of 
Effect 

Weapon 
Damage 

Notes 

Pick Pockets U SA 0 4 Melee 0 None 0P 70%: Steal half their money 
undetected 
15%: Steal half their money, but 
detected.   Detected generates a 
“Dong” noise on the target 
15%: Detected, collected no 
money. 

Find Traps U SA 0 4 Melee 0 Close 0P Find a trap on a treasure box 

Remove 
Traps 

U SA 0 2 Melee 0 None 0P Remove a trap on a treasure box 

Remove 
Charm 

U SA 0 4 Melee 0 None 0P Removes the effect of the pacifism 
charm. Works on players in range 
excluding the player initiating the 
removal.   

Pacifism 
Charm 

U SA 0 60 Melee 0 None 0P While charmed target cannot use 
any weapon that causes damage 
or stuns the opponent. 

 

 

  

                                                      
41 Added in SAT3.2 code 
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Characters and Templates  
WW2 AFV 
The armor values in each location are listed in mm as a look up for the AFV WW2 armor table. Note that the actual vehicle may have had thinner armor, 
however if the armor was sloped it was more effective against the standard armor piercing rounds. A hit on a barrel sensor counts as front armor and a hit on 
the head sensors counts as side/rear armor. 

AFV Hit Points Front Side Weapons 

Panzer 4H 20 80mm 30mm 7.5 cm Pak 40 AP 

7.5 cm Pak 40 HE 

7.5cm Pak 40 HEAT 

MG34 LMG 

Panther 15 120mm 40mm 7.5cm L70 AP 

7.5cm L70HE 

MG34 LMG 

M4 Sherman 20 90mm 40mm 7.5cm M3 L/40 gun AP 

7.5cm M3 L/40 gun HE 

M1919A4 machine gun 

Sherman Firefly 20 90mm 40mm 7.6cm L55 17 pdr AP 

7.6cm L55 17 pdr APDS 

M1919A4 machine gun 

T34/76 20 90mm 50mm 7.6cm L41 AP 

7.6cm L41 HVAP 

7.6cm L41 HE 

Degtyarev DP LMG 
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T34/85 20 120mm 50mm 8.5cm ZiS-S-53 AP 

8.5cm ZiS-S-53 APCR 

8.5cm ZiS-S-53 HE 

Degtyarev DP LMG 

 

Modern AFV 
AFV Hit Points Turret 

Front 

Side Weapons 

T55 Tank 25 210mm 80mm 10cm L54M44AP 

10cm L54M44HVAP 

10cm L54M44HE 

DShK M1938 HMG 

M60A3 35 120mm 80mm 105mm L7APDS 

105mm L7 HE 

105mm L7 HESH 

M2 0.5 BMG 

M1A1 Abrams 40 80042mm 600mm 12cm L44 APFSDS  

12cm L44 Canister 

M2 0.5 BMG 
 

                                                      
42 Depleted Uranium. 
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Fantasy Monsters 
Monster Hit 

Points 
Rand-
Monster 
SFX43 

Undead 

Level 

Regen-
eration44 

Armor Weapons Notes 

Werewolf 40  0 0 Thick Hide Werewolf Bite  

Orc 12  0 0 Thick Hide Orc Great Axe 

Orc Javelin 

 

Goblin 8  0 0 Thick Hide Goblin Morning 
Star 

Goblin Javelin 

 

Hobgoblin 10  0 0 Thick Hide Hobgoblin Long 
Sword 

Hobgoblin Bow 

 

Bug Bear 30  0 0 Thick Hide Bug Bear  
Morning Star 

Bug Bear Javelin 

 

Giant 200  0 0 Thick Hide Giant’s Club  

Wraith 60  6 1 Undead 
Dam. Res. 

Wraith’s Touch  

Ghoul 30  3 0 Thick Hide Ghoul’s Fingers 

Ghoul’s Bite 

 

Ghast 60  3 0 Thick Hide Ghast’s Fingers 

Ghast’s Bite 

 

                                                      
43 If yes, then by default when this monster configuration is loaded into the system, a random sound effect will be played every 30 seconds keyed to this 
monster. 
44 This is the number of hit points recovered every 6 seconds. 
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Shadow 40  4 0 Undead 
Dam. Res. 

Shadow’s Touch  

Wight 50  5 0 Undead 
Dam. Res. 

Wight’s Fist.  

Spectre 90  8 0 Undead 
Dam. Res. 

Spectre’s Touch  

Zombie  16  2 0 Zombie Zombie Crush  

Vampire 60  9 2 Undead 
Dam. Res. 

Vampire Bite 

Vampire Crush 

 

Skeleton 12  1 0 Undead 
Dam. Res 

Skeleton Melee  

Ghost 40  10 0 Undead 
Dam. Res. 

Ghost Touch  

Mummy 100  7 0 Thick Hide Mummy Crush Double damage from Burn attacks 

 Dragon 140  0 0 Dragon 
Hide 

Dragon Claws 

Dragon Bite 

Fire Breath 
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Horror Monsters 
All monsters fire except Screecher with melee attack, without requiring the trigger to the pulled by the player; this is called “Automatic Attack 

Monster Hit 
Point
s 

Rand-
Mons-
ter 
SFX 

Unde
ad 

Level 

Rege
n-
eratio
n 

Toxic 
Damag
e45 

Weapons Armor Notes 

Zombie         Reference Fantasy Monster 

Toxic 
Zombie 

30  4 0 12B Toxic Zombie Thick Hide Gains 5 hit points by eating brains! 

Screecher 12  2 0  Screech Thick Hide  

Werewolf        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Wraith        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Ghoul        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Shadow        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Wight        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Spectre        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Vampire        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Ghost        Reference Fantasy Monster 

Mummy        Reference Fantasy Monster 

  

                                                      
45 At the moment this monster dies, they monster is assumed to explode and inflict this much damage to enemy within melee range. 
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Sci-Fi Monsters 
Monster Hit 

Points 
Rand-
Mons-
ter 
SFX 

Unde
ad 

Level 

Rege
n-
eratio
n 

Toxic 
Damag
e46 

Emulations Armor Notes 

Robot  80  0 0  M134 Mini-gun 

Robot Melee 

Advanced Body  

Predator 80  0 5  Particle Beam Rifle Advanced Body  

Alien 120  0 0  Alien Melee 20mm armor 
plate 

 

Toxic 
Alien 

120  0 0 20B Alien Melee 20mm armor 
plate 

 

                                                      
46 At this moment this monster dies, they monster is assumed to explode and inflict this much damage to enemy within range. 
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Sci Fi Characters 
Player Character templates for Science Fiction theme. 

Character Hit 
Points 

Regen-
eration 

Emulations Armor Notes 

Robot  80 0 M134 Mini-gun 

Robot Melee 

Advanced Body  

Cyborg 40 5 Particle Beam Rifle Reactive  

Bounty 
Hunter 

40 1 Pulse Rifle 

Force Shield 

Ablative  

Knight 80 0 Light Saber 

Saber Shield 

None  
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Horror Characters 
Player character templates for a Horror theme. 

Character Hit 
Points 

Emulations Armor Notes 

Fireman 25 Flame Thrower 

Combat Knife 

Fire Proximity Suit  

Doctor 15 Knife 

First Aid 

Medical Pack 

None  

Police Officer 25 Browning GP35 -HP  

Taser 

None  

Street Punk 25 Zip Gun 

Baseball Bat 

Motor Bike Helmet  

Hardware 
Manager 

20 Chain Saw 

Crow Bar 

None 

 

 

Bow Hunter 20 Short Bow 

Combat Knife 

None  

Veteran 30 Katana 

Colt M1911 

None  
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Fantasy Characters 
Character Hit Points Regeneration Emulations Armor Notes 

Fighter 25 0 Long Sword 

Javelin 

Shield with Spike 

Plate Mail 

 

 

Priest 20 0 Battle Axe 

Cure Light (Wounds) 

Energy Bolt 

Turn Undead 

Find Traps 

Chain Mail  

Wizard 15 0 Knife 

Burning Hands 

Lightning Bolt 

Fire Ball 

None  

Healer 12 0 Unarmed Combat 

Hold 

Cure Serious (Wounds) 

Raise Dead 

None  

Blacksmith 20 0 War Hammer 

Repair 

Chain Mail  

Archer 20 0 Long Bow 

Knife 

Leather Torso only 

Rogue47 20 0 Short Sword Dodge  

                                                      
47 3.2 code 
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Throwing Knife 

   Pick Pockets 

Remove Traps 

  

 

 

Battlefield LIVE Characters 
Character Hit 

Points 
Emulation Armor Notes 

Soldier 25 M16A2 

RPG HE48 

Bayonet 

Combat 
Helmet  

Head protection only. 

Medic 25 FN P90 

First Aid 

Medical Pack 

Combat Knife 

Flak Jacket Torso only 

Scout 25 Honey Badger Sub 

Honey badger Sup 

Colt M1911 pistol 

Combat Knife 

None  

Sniper 25 Barrett M82A1 

H&K MP5 

None  

                                                      
48 Deleted in 3.2 code. 
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Combat Knife 

Pigman 25 M60 GPMG 

Winchester M97 shot gun 

Unarmed Combat 

Tactical Vest 

 

 

Flamer 25 Flame Thrower 

Winchester M97 shot gun 

Axe 

Combat 
Helmet 

 

Grenadier 25 RPG HE 

Winchester M97 shot gun 

Combat Knife 

Tactical Vest 

 

 

Engineer 25 H&K MP7 

Armor Repair 

Combat 
Helmet 
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American Civil War Templates 
Template Hit 

Points 
Emulations Armor Notes 

Union Soldier 12 S. Rifle Musket 

Socket Bayonet 

None  

Rebel Soldier 12 E. Rifle Musket 

Bowie Knife 

None  

Sharpshooter 12 Sharps Rifle 

 

None  

6-pounder 
cannon 

15 M1841 6pdr Shot 

M1841 6pdr Case 

M1841 6pdr Canis 

None  

Napoleon 
cannon 

25 M1857 Nap. Shot 

M1857 Nap. Case 

M1857 Nap. Cani 

None 

 

 

10-pdr Parrott 18 10pdr Parr. Bolt 

10pdr Parr. Cani 

None  

20-pdr Parrott 30 20pdr Parr. Bolt 

20pdr Parr. Cani 

None  

3inch 
Ordnance 

18 3inch Ord. Bolt 

3inch Ord. Cani. 

None  

Whitworth 25 12pdr Whit. Bolt None  
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Cannon 12pdr Whit. Can 

12pdr Whit. Shell 
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Armor 
Armor are passive defensive items therefore they do not take a slot. However only one piece of Armor can be worn at a time. 

Armor absorbs damage.  However any attack with damage value > 0 against armor with a DR < 10 always does at least one point of damage.  The amount of 
damage that is reduced is called DR 

Each weapon has a type of attack 

Code Description 

B Burn 

P Piercing 

C Crushing 

S Slicing 

 

From SATR 3.2 release, some armor has stun resistance.   Stun resistance, measured in seconds, is the reduction in time.  
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Fantasy Armor 
Armor Name Protected 

Sensors 
P DR B DR C DR S DR Armor 

Category 
Hit Points Stun 

Resistance49 

Dodge 
Chance50 

Leather W 1 1 0 1 Soft 10 0% 0% 

Scale  W 1 2 2 2 Plate 15 0% 0% 

Chain Mail W,H 2 1 1 3 Chain 20 0% 0% 

Plate Mail W,H 2 2 3 3 Plate 20 0% 0% 

Breast Plate W 2 2 3 3 Plate 20 0% 0% 

Bronze Helmet H 3 2 2 2 Plate 15 0% 0% 

Pot Helmet H 3 3 3 3 Plate 20 0% 0% 

Leather Gloves W 1 1 0 1 Soft 10 0% 0% 

Mail Coif H 2 3 1 3 Chain 15 0% 0% 

Dodge W,H 0 0 0 0 Soft 800 0% 50% 

 

  

                                                      
49 3.2+ code 
50 3.2+ code 
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Battlefield LIVE Body Armor 
Armor Name Protected 

Sensors 
P DR B DR C DR S DR Armor Category Hit points Stun 

Resistance 
Dodge 

Flak Jacket W 4 3 4 3 Soft 25 1 0% 

Steel Pot H 3 3 3 3 Plate 25 1 0% 

Steel Vest W 3 3 3 3 Plate 25 1 0% 

Frag Helmet H 4 4 4 4 Soft 25 1 0% 

Combat Helmet H 5 5 5 5 Plate 20 2 0% 

Tactical Vest W 5 3 5 3 Plate 25 2 0% 

Motorbike Helmet H 1 2 3 2 Soft 5 1 0% 

Fire Proximity Suit H,W 0 8 0 1 Soft 5 0 0% 

Dodge W,H 0 0 0 0 Soft 800 0 50% 
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Sci-Fi Body Armor 
Armor Name Protected 

tSensors 
P DR B DR C DR S DR Armor Category Hit Points Stun 

Resistance 
Dodge 

Reflective W, H 0 5 0 0 Soft 5 0 0% 

Advanced Body W,H 6 6 3 6 Plate 30 2 0% 

Ablative  W,H 2 6 2 2 Soft 15 2 0% 

Reactive Armor W,H 851 4 4 4 Reactive 25 2 0% 

20mm armor plate W,H 8 21 16 16 AFV Plate 30 1 0% 

Dodge W,H 0 0 0 0 Soft 800 0 50% 

 

  

                                                      
51 Works only once per spawn per hit location. 
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AFV Armor 
Armor Name P DR B 

DR52 
C 
DR 

S DR Armor 
Category 

Hit Points Stun 
Resistance 

10mm armor plate53 4 20 8 8 AFV Plate 20 0 

20mm armor plate 8 21 16 16 AFV Plate 21 0 

30mm armor plate 12 22 24 24 AFV Plate 24 0 

40mm armor plate 16 23 32 32 AFV Plate 32 0 

50mm armor plate 20 24 40 40 AFV Plate 40 0 

60mm armor plate 24 25 48 48 AFV Plate 50 0 

70mm armor plate 28 26 56 56 AFV Plate 60 0 

80mm armor plate 32 27 64 64 AFV Plate 70 0 

90mm armor plate 36 28 72 72 AFV Plate 80 0 

100mm armor plate 40 29 80 80 AFV Plate 80 1 

120mm armor plate 44 30 88 88 AFV Plate 90 1 

130mm armor plate 48 31 96 96 AFV Plate 100 1 

140mm armor plate 52 32 104 104 AFV Plate 120 1 

150mm armor plate 56 33 112 112 AFV Plate 120 2 

160mm armor plate 60 34 120 120 AFV Plate 120 2 

170mm armor plate 64 35 128 128 AFV Plate 140 2 

180mm armor plate 68 36 136 136 AFV Plate 140 2 

                                                      
52 Burning damage does not penetrate the Armor but will if there is a large enough shell, fire can get through the vents to hurt the crew. 
53 The thickness of the Armor plate may be less than specified on certain AFV due to the effects of sloped Armor. 
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190mm armor plate 72 37 144 144 AFV Plate 160 2 

200mm armor plate 76 38 152 152 AFV Plate 160 3 

210mm armor plate 80 39 160 160 AFV Plate 160 3 

220mm armor plate 84 40 168 168 AFV Plate 180 3 

230mm armor plate 88 41 176 176 AFV Plate 180 3 

240mm armor plate 92 42 184 184 AFV Plate 200 3 

250mm armor plate 96 43 192 192 AFV Plate 200 3 

300mm armor plate 100 44 200 200 AFV Plate 200 3 

400mm Equivalent. 110 150 250 220 AFV Plate 260 4 Use of composite armor provides equivalent of 
armor plate with much lighter material and 
thickness. 

600mm Equivalent 120 180 300 300 AFV Plate 300 4 

800mm Equivalent 180 270 400 400 AFV Plate 400 4 

        

 

Natural Armor 
This is the natural passive defence of monsters. 

Armor Name Protected 
Sensors 

P DR B DR C DR S DR Armor 
Category 

Hit 
Points 

Stun 
Resistance 

Dodge 

Thick Hide W,H 1 1 1 1 Soft 10 0 0% 

Dragon Hide W, H 7 20 7 7 Plate 30 0 0% 

Undead Dam. Res.54 W,H 3 2 2 3 Soft 50 0 0% 

Zombie W 5 4 4 4 Soft 10 0 0% 

  

                                                      
54 Undead Damage Resistance.   The natural resistance to attacks by undead creatures. 
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About Genres 
To simplify the SATR3 system, a genre selected for each device. For a particular Genre only options consistent with that option are shown on the menus.  

There are also genre specific resets which set target devices back to a standard configuration consistent with the genre.  

Many sound effects are genre specific. 

Visibility 
GENRE 

FUNCTION Mil  
Spec (1) 

Battlefiel
d LIVE (2) 

Laser Tag 
(3) 

Fantasy 
(4) 

Horror 
(5) 

Sci- 
Fi (6) 

WWII AFV 
(7) 

Modern 
AFV (8) 

WWII Ord. 
(9) 

Modern 
Ord. (10) 

Game Mode           
Voice Feedback           

Blanks           

Stoppages           
Hit Rate           

NATO Wounds           
Kill/Near Miss           
Automatic 
Weapon 
Upgrades 

          

Statistics Visible           
Emulation Classes            

Control IR Emitters          

Monster Random 
SFX 

         

Perks          

Monster Related          

Multiple Slots          

Regeneration          
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Automatic Attack          

Stun          

Shield          

Armor          

Damage 
Distribution 

         

 

Devices by Genre 
Device Mil  

Spec (1) 
Modern 
(2) 

Laser Tag 
(3) 

Fantasy 
(4) 

Horror 
(5) 

Sci- 
Fi (6) 

WWII AFV 
(7) 

Modern 
AFV (8) 

WWII Ord. 
(9) 

Modern 
Ord. (10) 

Master Controller           
Medic Box          

Ammunition Box          

Dirty Mine          

Armor Box          

Claymore Mine          

Combination Box          

Detonator          

Cure Box          

Weapon Box          

Mystery Box          

Target Box          

Perk Box          

Simple Controller          

Themed 
Controller 

         

Simple Themed 
Controller 

         

Workshop 
Controller 

         

Mystery Armor 
Box 

         

Rush Box          

Domination          

Bomb Site          

Mission Box          

Radio Repeater          
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Simple Target          

Vault          

Money Drop          

Treasure Box          

 

 

 

Allowed Devices in Player Slots 
Some devices can be used in one of the player’s slots. A device other than emulation cannot be used in slot 1. Devices are also restricted by genre. The simple 
Laser tag genre does not support slots. 

Device Mil Spec (1) Modern 
(2) 

Fantasy 
(4) 

Horror 
(5) 

Sci-Fi (6) 

Medic Box      
Ammunition Box      
Dirty Mine     

Armor Box     

Claymore     

Combination Box     

Detonator     

Cure Box     

Mystery Box     
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Classes by Genre 
Emulation Class Mil  

Spec 
(1) 

Battlefie
ld LIVE 
(2) 

Battlefield 
Tag (3) 

Fantasy 
(4) 

Battlefie
ld 
Undead 
(5) 

Sci- 
Fi (6) 

WWII AFV 
(7) 

Modern 
AFV (8) 

WWII Ord. 
(9) 

Modern 
Ord. (10) 

Hand Gun            
Sub Machine Gun            
PDW           
Rifle            
Machine Gun            
Melee            
Man Packed           
Shot Gun            
Monster Attack           
Spell            
Fantasy Ranged            
Sci-Fi Weapons            
Ranged   55         
Fantasy Melee            
Fantasy Shield            
Magic Item            
Aid            
Sci-Fi Shield            
WW2 Ordnance           
Modern Ordnance            
Sci-Fi Monster Weapons            
Special (3.2+ code)           
Keys (3.2+ code)           
 

  

                                                      
55 Added in 3.2 code 
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Genre Specific Reset Values 
Battlefield LIVE Resets 
Setting Modern Modern Spare Alpha Team Bravo Team 

Hit Rate 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Emulation P90 P90 P90 P90 

Team X X A B 

Difficulty Standard Hard Hard Hard 

Muzzle Flash White White Red Blue 

Hit Light Red Red Red Blue 

Voice Feedback True True True True 

Volume High Medium Medium Medium 

Game Time Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

Scope Control Normal Normal Normal Normal 

NATO Wounds False False False False 

Kill/Near Miss False False False False 

Statistics True True True True 

Stoppages False False False False 

Infection Time per hit 
point 

None None None None 

Vampire Drain None None None None 
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Regeneration Rate None None None None 

Resurrection Time None None None None 

Random Monster SFX None None None None 

Perk None None None None 

Reincarnation False False False False 

Friendly Fire False False False False 

Automatic Reload False False False False 

Locked False True True True 

Damage Distribution Fixed Basic Basic Basic 

Even Damage Range 2 2 2 2 

Die for Bell Curve 
Damage Distribution 

10 10 10 10 

Spare Device False True False False 

Device Role Player Player Player Player 

Language Female Female Female Female 

Template/Character None None None None 

Hit Points 25 5 5 5 

Unlimited Reloads False False False False 

Close Attack Emitter 
installed 

False False False False 

Melee Emitter 
installed 

False False False False 

Indoor Range False False False False 
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There is also a Battle Royale reset option from code version 3.3F.   This resets the device to a Battle Royale box suitable for rentals.   It provides no respawns and 
is locked.   The box is set to start at maximum area effect for the immunity circle and will reduce in size every 4 minutes.   The minimum size of circle is set to 
close area effect.   Damage from radiation is 5 with a damage pulse sent by radio every 15 seconds. 

MilSpec/Fantasy/Sci-Fi/ACW Reset 
Setting Mil Spec Fantasy Sci Fi ACW 

Hit Rate 0.1 (secs) 1 1 1 

Emulation MP5 Knife Laser Pistol Springfield 
Rifled 
Musket 

Team X X X X 

Difficulty Hard Normal Normal Normal 

Muzzle Flash White None White White 

Hit Light None Red Red Red 

Voice Feedback False True True True 

Volume High High High High 

Game Time Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

Scope Control Normal Normal On Normal 

Simple Military 
Wounds 

True False False False 

NATO Wounds True False False False 

Kill/Near Miss True False False False 

Statistics False True True True 

Stoppages True False False False 
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Infection Time per hit 
point 

None None None None 

Vampire Drain None None None None 

Regeneration Rate None None None None 

Resurrection Time None None None None 

Random Monster 
SFX 

None None None None 

Perk None None None False 

Reincarnation False False False False 

Friendly Fire True False False False 

Automatic Reload False False False False 

Locked False False False Fixed 

Damage Distribution Fixed Bell Fixed 2 

Even Damage 
Range 

2 2 2 10 

Die for Bell Damage 
Distribution 

10 10 10 False 

Spare Device False False False Player 

Device Role Trainee Player Player Female 

Language Military British Female US Male 

Template/Character None None None None 

Hit Points 12 25 25 12 

Unlimited Reloads False False False False 

Melee Emitter 
installed 

True True True True 

Indoor Range False False False False 
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WW2/Modern Ordnance/WW3 Ordinance Reset 
Setting WWII AFV Modern Ord. WWII Ord. 

Hit Rate 0.1 1 1 

Emulation 75mm Main Gun 105mm L7 HE 7.5cm M3 
L/40 gun HE 

Team X X X 

Difficulty Normal Normal Normal 

Muzzle Flash White White White 

Hit Light Red Red Red 

Voice Feedback True True True 

Volume High High High 

Game Time Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

Scope Control On On On 

NATO Wounds False False False 

Kill/Near Miss False False False 

Statistics True True True 

Stoppages True True True 

Infection Time per hit 
point 

None None None 

Vampire Drain None None None 

Regeneration Rate None None None 
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Resurrection Time None None None 

Random Monster 
SFX 

None None None 

Perk None None None 

Reincarnation False False False 

Friendly Fire False False False 

Automatic Reload False False False 

Locked False False False 

Damage Distribution Even Even Even 

Even Damage 
Range 

2 2 2 

Die for Bell Damage 
Distribution 

10 10 10 

Spare Device False False False 

Device Role AFV Artillery Artillery 

Language Armored 
Combat 

Military Military 

Template M4 Sherman None None 

Hit Points 20 25 25 

Unlimited Reloads False False False 

Close Attack Emitter 
installed 

False False False 

Melee Emitter 
installed 

False False False 

Indoor Range False False False 

Head shot damage 1 1 1 
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multiplier 

 

Horror Resets 
Setting Horror Rental Survivor Rental Zombie 

Hit Rate 1 1 1 

Emulation Dragunov SVD Dragunov SVD Zombie Crush 

Team X B B 

Difficulty Normal Normal Normal 

Muzzle Flash White White None 

Hit Light Red Blue Red 

Voice Feedback True True True 

Volume High Medium Medium 

Game Time Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

Scope Control Normal On On 

NATO Wounds False False False 

Kill/Near Miss False False False 

Statistics True True True 

Stoppages False False False 

Infection Time per hit point 20  20  20  

Vampire Drain None None None 

Regeneration Rate None None None 

Resurrection Time 20 (secs) 20 (secs) 20 (secs) 
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Random Monster SFX None None None 

Perk None None None 

Reincarnation False False False 

Friendly Fire False False False 

Automatic Reload False False False 

Locked False False False 

Damage Distribution Bell Basic Basic 

Even Damage Range 2 2 2 

Die for Bell Damage Distribution 10 10 10 

Spare Device False False False 

Device Role Player Player Player 

Language Horror Horror Zombie 

Template/Character None None None 

Hit Points 25 10 2 

Unlimited Reloads False True True 

Melee Emitter installed False False False 

Indoor Range False False False 

 

Laser Tag Resets 
Setting Laser Tag Red Team Blue Team Any Team 

Genre Laser Tag56 Laser Tag Laser Tag Laser Tag 

Hit Rate 1 0.5 secs57 0.5 secs 0.5 secs 

                                                      
56 The Laser Tag genre only has one slot for players. 
57 Suits back yard party where it is close quarters outdoors. 
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Emulation Cobra Cobra Cobra Cobra 

Team X A B X 

Difficulty Normal Easy Easy Easy 

Muzzle Flash White Red Blue White 

Hit Light Red Red Blue Red 

Voice Feedback True True True True 

Volume High Medium Medium Medium 

Game Time Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

Scope Control On On On On 

NATO Wounds False False False False 

Kill/Near Miss False False False False 

Statistics True True True True 

Stoppages False False False False 

Infection Time per hit point None None None None 

Vampire Drain None None None None 

Regeneration Rate None None None None 

Resurrection Time None None None None 

Random Monster SFX None None None None 

Perk None None None None 

Reincarnation False False False False 

Friendly Fire False False False False 

Automatic Reload False True True True 
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Locked False True58 True True 

Damage Distribution Basic Basic Basic Basic 

Even Damage Range 2 2 2 2 

Die for Bell Damage 
Distribution 

10 10 10 10 

Spare Device False False False False 

Device Role Player Player Player Player 

Language Laser Tag Laser Tag Laser Tag Laser Tag 

Template/Character None None None None 

Hit Points 5 5 5 5 

Unlimited Reloads True True True True 

Close Attack Emitter installed False False False False 

Melee Emitter installed False False False False 

Indoor Range False False False False 

Head shot damage multiplier 1 1 1 1 

 

Setting Domination Red Target Blue Target Spare Device 

Genre Laser Tag Laser Tag Laser Tag Laser Tag 

Hit Rate 1 1 1 1 

Emulation Cobra Cobra Cobra Cobra 

Team X A B X 

Difficulty Normal Normal Normal Normal 

Muzzle Flash White White White White 

                                                      
58 Locked so it is suitable for rental. 
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Hit Light Red Red Red Red 

Voice Feedback True True True True 

Volume High High High Medium 

Game Time Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

Scope Control On On On On 

NATO Wounds False False False False 

Kill/Near Miss False False False False 

Statistics True True True True 

Stoppages False False False False 

Infection Time per hit point None None None None 

Vampire Drain None None None None 

Regeneration Rate None None None None 

Resurrection Time None None None None 

Random Monster SFX None None None None 

Perk None None None None 

Reincarnation False False False False 

Friendly Fire False False False False 

Automatic Reload False False False False 

Locked True True True True 

Damage Distribution Basic Basic Basic Basic 

Even Damage Range 2 2 2 2 

Die for Bell Damage 10 10 10 10 
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Distribution 

Spare Device False False False True 

Device Role Domination Target Box Target Box Player 

Language Laser Tag Laser Tag Laser Tag Laser Tag 

Template/Character None None None None 

Hit Points 5 5 5 5 

Unlimited Reloads True True True True 

Close Attack Emitter installed False False False False 

Melee Emitter installed False False False False 

Indoor Range False False False False 

Head shot damage multiplier 1 1 1 1 

 

 

Setting Red Team Medic Box Blue Team Medic Box 

Genre Laser Tag Laser Tag 

Hit Rate 1 1 

Emulation Cobra Cobra 

Team A B 

Difficulty Normal Normal 

Muzzle Flash White White 

Hit Light Red Blue 

Voice Feedback True True 

Volume High High 

Game Time Unlimited Unlimited 
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Kill/Near Miss False False 

Statistics True True 

Stoppages False False 

Infection Time per hit point None None 

Vampire Drain None None 

Regeneration Rate None None 

Resurrection Time None None 

Random Monster SFX None None 

Perk None None 

Reincarnation False False 

Friendly Fire False False 

Automatic Reload False False 

Locked True True 

Damage Distribution Basic Basic 

Even Damage Range 2 2 

Die for Bell Damage Distribution 10 10 

Spare Device False False 

Device Role Medic Box Medic Box 

Language Laser Tag Laser Tag 

Template/Character None None 

Hit Points 5 5 

Unlimited Reloads True True 
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Close Attack Emitter installed False False 

Melee Emitter installed False False 

Indoor Range False False 

Head shot damage multiplier 1 1 

Automatic Attacks True True 

Respawns Unlimited Unlimited 

 

 



 

 

 PAGE    
\* 

Alias Names 
The default alias is “no alias”.  

AMMOBOX1  
AMMOBOX2  
AMMOBOX3  
ARMOR 1  
ARMOR 2  
ARMOR 3  
BOMBSIT1  
BOMBSIT2  
BOMBSIT3  
BOMBSIT4  
BOMBSIT5  
BOMBSIT6  
BOMBSIT7  
BOX 1  
BOX 2  
BOX 3  
BOX 4  
BOX 5  
COMBO 1  
COMBO 2  
COMBO 3  
COMBO 4  
COMBO 5  
COMBO 6  
COMBO 7  
CURE 1  
CURE 2  
CURE 3  
DOMBOX 1  
DOMBOX 2  
DOMBOX 3  

DOMBOX 4  
DOMBOX 5  
FLAGBOX 1  
FLAGBOX 2  
FLAGBOX 3  
FLAGBOX 4  
FLAGBOX 5  
FLAGBOX 6  
FLAGBOX 7  
MEDIC 1  
MEDIC 2  
MEDIC 3  
MEDIC 4  
MEDIC 5  
MEDIC 6  
MEDIC 7  
MINE 1  
MINE 2  
MINE 3  
MINE 4  
MINE 5  
MINE 6  
MINE 7  
MISSION 1  
MISSION 2  
MISSION 3  
MONEY 1  
MONEY 2  
MONEY 3  
MONEY 4  
MYSTERY1  
MYSTERY2  
MYSTERY3  
PERK 1  

PERK 2  
PERK 3  
RUSH 1  
RUSH 2  
RUSH 3  
RUSH 4  
RUSH 5  
RUSH 6  
RUSH 7  
VAULT 1  
VAULT 2  
VAULT 3  
VAULT 4  
VAULT 5  
VAULT 6  
VAULT 7  
WEAPON 1  
WEAPON 2  
WEAPON 3  
 

 


